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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Scientific Discovery

Scientific discovery is the process of answering questions that have troubled mankind
for centuries. In the early times, scientific discovery was based only on empirical observations. It was not until few centuries ago that we developed the necessary theories
to explain our observations. The next breakthrough in scientific discovery was made
possible the last few decades with the introduction of computers. Scientist were able to
design complex mathematical models to simulate events, and with this newly acquired
computational power, they were able through vast computations to examine “what if”
scenarios and predict outcomes. However, the journey of scientific discover has not yet
reached an end.
Nowadays, scientific discovery has shifted from being an exercise of theory and
computation, to become the exploration of an ocean of observational data. This transformation was identified by Jim Gray as the 4th paradigm of scientific discovery [35].
State-of-the-art observatories populated with astronomical data, digital sensors, and
modern scientific instruments, produce every day petabytes of information. This scientific data is stored on massive datacenters for later analysis. But even from the data
management viewpoint, the capture, curation, and analysis of data is not a computationintensive process any more, but a data-intensive one. The explosion in the amount of
scientific data presents a new “stress test” for database systems design. Meanwhile, the
scientists are confronted with new questions: how can relevant and compact information be found from such a flood of data?
The predominant answer given by the data management community is the raw
9
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power of big datacenter installations, complemented by new technologies focusing on
scalable distribution of data and operations [2, 24]. When it comes to curating and
analyzing vast amounts of data one can hardly argue that another approach is feasible. However, scientific discovery implies also a more delicate and refined task, that
of forming the scientific question, a hypothesis to be later tested for correctness. Such
formation of a scientific questions or hypothesis, as well as the initial proof-of-validity,
constitutes an ad-hoc exploratory scientific query workload. During an iterative and
interactive query session, the scientists pose queries in order to examine the nature of
the stored data, discover interesting aspects of it, formulate their hypothesis, but also
test the syntactical correctness of their queries. Scientists need interactive and low-cost
means to make an initial exploration over the daily produced data. Facing this challenge calls for a database architecture exhibiting features different from contemporary
ones.

1.2

E-commerce

Besides data-intensive scientific discovery, the e-commerce surge of the last decade has
driven the need for managing huge amounts of data. The modern enterprise IT world
is challenged with complex tasks aiming to get faster results and create more value out
of their existing data loads and the readily available public data.
The e-commerce surge is primarily driven by the exponential evolution of the Web.
Social networks, photography, videos, and blogging, as well as telecom data, web logs,
even medical records, fuel the industry of decision-making applications. The collection
and analysis of these data exceeds the capabilities of previous system deployments
in enterprises. Data oriented frameworks are needed to provide real time services.
Up until now, companies have used traditional analytic tools and data warehouses to
analyze their own structured data, but more is to be discovered from the semi-structured
web data. Enterprises seek to increase their profits by analyzing the impact of their
services and the behavior of their users.
This is exactly where managing big amounts of data comes into play. Data analytics
are needed in almost all of the big decision making capabilities for the enterprise community. New technologies are needed to overcome various technical obstacles, such
as scalability, complexity of data, and speed (velocity) of the generation of data. For
these reasons, we witness even more data centers and computer clusters put into use by
enterprises. Big data holds great potential in the coming years to comes. Enterprises
are not only looking for storing data but also want to get the best result out of it.

1.3. BIG DATA ANALYTICS

1.3

11

Big Data Analytics

The Big data term was coined following the e-commerce surge and the data-intensive
scientific discovery. Big data refers to the collection of many data sets, but also, the
term is used to describe the challenges posed to existing data management systems.
The capture, curation, and analysis, but also the storage, transfer, and visualization of
big data renders existing systems incapable of managing such loads. The challenges put
forward are best described by the so called “3Vs”, volume, velocity, and variety [46,
68].
Volume refers to the vast amount of data that is produced and needs to be managed.
Special care is needed so one will not “get lost” in such flood of data. The
techniques proposed to deal with the first V are tier storage [71], extract statistical
valid samples [73, 74], and identify cold spots [48] to name a few.
Velocity describes the increased frequency in which queries are fired to the system, as
well as the demand for real time interaction, e.g., web applications. Solutions
in the literature include constant reorganization of data [38] and multilayered
kernel processing [41].
Variety of the big data includes incompatible data formats, incomplete data structures
and inconsistent semantics. XML-based data formats, or semantic frameworks
such as the RDF, are used to map schemas, express semantic relationships and
inference new statements.
Recently, a fourth “V” was added, namely veracity. In traditional business intelligence and analytics applications, data are well structured. Significant amount of time
and money is invested to guarantee the correctness of the data that is stored. However, in the big data era, this is no longer possible, thus veracity of the data, i.e., the
uncertainty of data, is now a necessary evil that has to be dealt with. The data is now
imprecise, inaccurate and often erroneous.

1.3.1

Big Data System Landscape

The database community, motivated by these challenges, introduced systems with innovative architecture. For example, MapReduce [24] was proposed as a new paradigm
for data processing on large clusters, based on two phase execution: namely map and
reduce. In addition, many systems based on Hadoop, an open source implementation
of MapReduce, have been proposed to bridge the gap between this distributed programming model and SQL-based data management [2]. System designers have build

12
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database warehouses to work on top of distributed environments, such as Hive, Pig,
Impala, and Shark/Spark.
The aforementioned systems harvest the raw data processing power by scaling out,
i.e., when more processing power is needed, more machines are added. But, with
the big data era, high-performance main memory systems have also flourished. These
systems are designed to scale up. They take advantage of new and more powerful hardware by exploiting every last bit and cpu cycles available. Main memory transactional
systems such as H-Store [39] and Hekaton [26], as well as read optimized systems
such as MonetDB [58], Vectorwise, SAP Hana, and hybrid systems that support both
transactional and analytical workloads, such as HyPer [40] belong to this category of
highly optimized database systems.

1.4

Space Efficient Indexes

As mentioned before, the predominant answer of the database systems community to
the big data challenge is the abundant use of computational and storage power. This is
achieved with the deployment of large computer clusters and cloud computing. Even
so, in most big data applications the access and the transfer of the data from slower
storage units to faster memories still remains the bottleneck.
Main memory has become cheap enough to obtain large amounts, nevertheless all
data can not possible fit in main memory, thus secondary (slower) storage is still in
use, such as SSDs and HDDs. During the evaluation of a query, it is necessary to
access the data stored in such slower media to ensure completeness of the answer.
Also, the data has to be transferred from slower storage to main memory, and from
main memory to L2 cache, L1 cache, and so on. Evidently, the access and transfer
of the data through different layers of the memory hierarchy is the bottleneck for data
intensive applications.
In this thesis we present a collection of storage efficient indexes to overcome the
data transfer bottleneck. An index is typical used to restrict access to only the relevant
to the query parts of the data. By space efficient we emphasize that the index has to
be significantly smaller that the original data and typically has to reside in at least one
level higher in the memory hierarchy than the indexed data. During query evaluation,
before accessing and transferring data from a slower memory to a faster, we consult the
space efficient index which resides in much faster memory. The index will reveal which
parts, if any, of the ”slower” data are relevant to the query and should be transferred.
The main novelty of the indexes presented in this thesis compared to prior work is
that they take advantage of the memory hierarchy to achieve optimal performance and
to facilitate simple but efficient compression rates. The indexes are memory conscious
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in the sense that they are designed to exactly fit in memory to optimize access. Moreover, they are secondary indexes, i.e., no data replication or reclustering is needed.
These features make the indexes particularly useful for big data, both for systems that
scale up, by exploiting the hardware, and for distributed systems that scaled out, since
they can be used to reduce the amount of data transferred from one node to another.
The indexes we present here, except being space efficient, they also address different challenges of the 3Vs big data problems. Imprints is a cache-conscious index
structure suitable for read intensive applications. It allows to identify which cachelines
of data should be read to the cpu caches, thus reducing the time cost of bringing all
data from main memory to the cpu. Imprints address the volume dimension of the big
data challenge.
In the same line of thinking, the second index we introduce, named Split Bloom
filters, is an index that restricts access to slower secondary storage. Besides addressing
the volume problem, split Bloom filters also tackles the velocity of the big data. They
allow for faster evaluation of frequent queries and more efficient updates of Bloom
filters. The value indexes presented next in this thesis work for semi-structured data of
any type, thus exploring solutions for the variety challenge posed by big data. Finally,
the n-gram based index we present last allow for indexing of very large data sets on
disks.
Space efficient indexes allow significant reduction of hardware investments. They
make sure that all available power is harvest before moving to larger installations.

1.4.1

Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
1. We introduce column imprints, a collection of many small bit vectors, each indexing the data points of a single cacheline. We introduce a compression schema
for imprints, which is cpu friendly and exploits the empirical observation that
data often exhibits local clustering or partial ordering as a side-effect of the construction process. We conducted an extensive experimental evaluation to assess
the applicability and the performance impact of the column imprints.
2. We show how skew in access patterns can be exploited to improve Bloom filter
efficiency (less space and/or lower false positive rate). We do this by splitting
the filter into many smaller ones, where each filter covers only a small subset of
records. We define a mathematical model and show how to optimally size the
Bloom filters. We also describe how to adjust the sizing of the filters because
of changes in access patterns or deterioration caused by updates. An extensive
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experimental evaluation confirms that our algorithms construct better Bloom filters optimized for skewed access patterns, that they achieve a lower false positive
rate or lower memory consumption depending on the settings, and that they can
adapt gracefully to data and workload changes.
3. We describe a collection of indices for XML text, element, and attribute node
values that (i) consume little storage, (ii) have low maintenance overhead, (iii)
permit fast equi-lookup on string values, and (iv) support range-lookup on any
XML typed value (e.g., double, dateTime). We evaluate the stability of the hash
function, the storage overhead, and the indices creation and maintenance time in
the context of MonetDB/XQuery.
4. We study methods to conserve the scalable creation time and efficient exact substring query properties of gram indices, while reducing storage space. We first
propose a partial gram index based on a reduction from the problem of omitting
indexed q-grams to the set cover problem. While this method is successful in
reducing the size of the index, it generates false positives at query time, reducing
efficiency. We then increase the accuracy of partial grams by splitting posting
lists of frequent grams in a frequency-tuned set of signatures that take the bytes
surrounding the grams into account. The resulting qs-gram scheme is tested on
big data collections (up to 426GB) and is shown to achieve an almost 1:1 data to
index size, and query performance even faster than normal gram methods.

1.4.2

Published Papers

The material in this thesis has been published in major international refereed database
conferences.
1. Column Imprints: A Secondary Index Structure. Lefteris Sidirourgos and
Martin Kersten. Proceedings of the ACM SIGMOD Conference in New York,
New York, USA, 2013.
2. Memory Efficient Bloom Filters for Skewed Access Patterns. Lefteris Sidirourgos and Per-Åke Larson. Submitted for publication at the moment of printing this
thesis.
3. Generic and Updatable XML Value Indices Covering Equality and Range
Lookups. Lefteris Sidirourgos and Peter Boncz. Fourth International workshop
on Database Technologies for Handling XML Information on the Web (DataX’09),
collocated with EDBT/ICDT 2009 joint conference, St. Petersburg, Russia, 2009.
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4. Space-Economical Partial Gram Indices for Exact Substring Matching. Nan
Tang, Lefteris Sidirourgos and Peter Boncz. Proceedings of the 18th ACM Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM), Hong Kong, China,
2009.

1.4.3

Thesis Outline

Each chapter of this thesis is an independent work, each of which introduces a new
index schema. We do not include in this thesis a single related work chapter, since
each index has its own. Chapter 2 presents column imprints. Next, Chapter 3 presents
split Bloom filters. Chapter 4 presents the XML value indexes. Finally, Chapter 5
presents the qs-grams. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Column Imprints: A Secondary
Index Structure
Large scale data warehouses rely heavily on secondary indexes – such as bitmaps and
b-trees – to limit access to slow IO devices. However, with the advent of large main
memory systems, cache conscious secondary indexes are needed to improve also the
transfer bandwidth between memory and cpu. In this chapter, we introduce column
imprint, a novel and powerful, yet lightweight, cache conscious secondary index. A
column imprint is a collection of many small bit vectors, each indexing the data points
of a single cacheline. An imprint is used during query evaluation to limit data access
and thus minimise memory traffic. The compression for imprints is cpu friendly and
exploits the empirical observation that data often exhibits local clustering or partial
ordering as a side-effect of the construction process. Most importantly, column imprint
compression remains effective and robust even in the case of unclustered data, while
other state-of-the-art solutions fail. We conducted an extensive experimental evaluation
to assess the applicability and the performance impact of the column imprints. The
storage overhead, when experimenting with real world datasets, is just a few percent
over the size of the columns being indexed. The evaluation time for over 40000 range
queries of varying selectivity revealed the efficiency of the proposed index compared
to zonemaps and bitmaps with WAH compression.
17
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Motivation

Indexes are a vital component of a database system. They allow the system to efficiently locate and retrieve data that is relevant to the users’ queries. Despite the large
body of research literature, just a few solutions have found their respective places in
a database system [8, 33, 38, 62]. Nevertheless, the pursuit for more efficient and
succinct indexing structures remains.
Indexes are divided into primary and secondary according to their ability to govern
the placement of the data. Primary indexes combine navigational structures with physical data clustering to achieve fast access. The benefit is that relevant data is placed in
adjacent pages and thus significantly improving the evaluation of range queries. However, each additional primary index on the same relation calls for a complete copy of
the data, rendering the storage overhead prohibitive. Similarly, secondary indexes are
auxiliary structures that speed up search, but they do not change the order of the data
in the underlying physical storage. Secondary indexes are typically much smaller than
the referenced data and, therefore, faster to access and query. However, retrieving the
relevant data from disk can be a costly operation since it may be scattered over many
pages. As long as the time to scan the secondary index is significantly less than accessing the data, and the selectivity of the query is high, secondary indexes can significantly
improve the query evaluation time.
Most structures designed for primary indexing, such as B-tree and hash tables, can
also be used for secondary indexing. However, they are not as lightweight as one
would wish. Bitmaps, or variations of bitmaps, are more often used for this task [80].
Bitmaps work by mapping individual values to an array of bits. At query time, the
bitmap is examined and whenever the bits that correspond to the query’s predicates are
set, the mapped data is retrieved for further processing. Bitmaps are traditionally used
for attributes with low cardinality [60], although bit-binning techniques make them
suitable for larger domains too [19, 75].
With the introduction of column stores and the shift of the memory bottleneck [54],
the need for designing hardware-conscious secondary indexes becomes more evident.
In a main memory DBMS, the problem of efficiently accessing disk blocks is replaced
with the problem of minimizing cache misses. In addition, algorithms require a more
careful implementation. There is much less design space to hide an inefficient implementation behind the latency of accessing a disk block.
A second paradigm shift concerns the volume and the nature of the data. Most
notable of them all are scientific database applications that stress the limits of modern
designs by including hundreds of attributes in a single relation. In addition, the value
domains are often of double precision, rather than the traditional categorical ones encountered in business applications. Column stores are the prime candidates for provid-
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ing solutions for such demanding applications. On high-end servers, with large main
memories, it is even possible to keep many columns with billions of elements in memory over a long period of time. Nevertheless, fast access, supported by light-weight
indexing structures, remains in demand to improve the interactive scientific exploration
process.
We propose a simple but efficient secondary indexing structure, called column imprints. A column imprint is a cache conscious secondary indexing structure suitable
for both low and high cardinality columns. Given a column with values from domain
D, we derive a small sample to approximate a histogram of a few (typically 64 or less)
equal-height bins. The entire column is then scanned, and for every cacheline of data,
a bit vector is created. The bits in each vector correspond to the bins of the histogram.
A bit is set if at least one value in the cacheline falls into the corresponding bin. The
resulting bit vector is an imprint of the current cacheline that describes which buckets
of the approximated histogram the values of the cacheline fall into. The collection of
all the resulting bit vectors form a unique column imprint. Consequently, by examining
an imprint of a column, the execution engine can decide –in a cacheline granularity–
which parts of the column data are relevant to the query predicates, and only then fetch
them for further processing. A column imprint is particularly suited for evaluating both
range and point queries on unsorted data. Contrary to existing work, a column imprint
is a non-dense bit indexing scheme, i.e., only one bit is set for all equal values in a
cacheline, instead of the traditional approach where each data point is always mapped
to a different bit.
To reduce the memory footprint of a column imprint, we introduce a simple compression scheme based on a run-length encoding of imprints. Consecutive and identical bit vectors are compressed together and annotated with a counter. Paraphrasing,
our compression schema can be characterized as row-wise, i.e., it compresses bit vectors horizontally, contrary to the more common column-wise approach that partitions
a bitmap vertically and compress it per column [82]. The horizontal compression exploits our empirical observation that, in most data warehouses that we explored, data
suitable for secondary indexing exhibits, in the cacheline level, some degree of clustering or partial ordering. These desirable properties stem either from the regular and
canonical data insertion procedure, or from the production of the data itself, or even indirectly imposed by the other primary indexed attributes of the same relation. Column
imprints are designed such that any clustering or partial ordering is naturally exploited
without the need for extra pasteurization. In other words, they are less susceptible to
the order in which individual values appear in a cacheline, while more opportunities
for compression are presented. In addition, because of this immunity to value order
within a cacheline, a column imprint remains robust even in the case of highly unclustered data. We experimentally demonstrate that imprints perform well and behave
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as intended even in the presence of skewed data, where other state-of-the-art bitmap
compression techniques, such as WAH [82], are less effective.

2.1.1

Contributions

The contributions of the work in this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• We introduce column imprints, a light-weight secondary index structure for main
memory database systems.
• We detail the algorithms and the implementation details for constructing and
compressing a column imprint.
• We present the algorithms to efficiently evaluate range queries with the use of
column imprints.
• We study the effect on imprints when updating the values of a column.
• We quantify the amount of local clustering by introducing a metric called column
entropy.
• We conduct an extensive comparative experimental evaluation of the imprint index structure using thousands of columns taken from several real-world datasets.

2.1.2

Outline

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 we detail the
ideas and the algorithms for constructing a column imprint. In Section 2.3 we present
the algorithms for querying the proposed index. Next, we study the different cases of
updating column imprints in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 presents the related work. In
Section 2.6 we present an extensive experimental evaluation for column imprints. We
summarize this chapter in Section 2.7.

2.2

Secondary Index with Imprints

An imprint index is an efficient and concise secondary index for range and point
queries. It is designed for columnar databases where multiple memory-resident or
memory-mapped columns are repeatedly scanned. Imprints provide a coarse-grain filtering over the data, aimed at reducing expensive loading from memory to the cpu
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Figure 2.1: Example of zonemaps, bitmaps, and imprints indexes.
cache. Deployment of column imprints is suited for those cases where alternative properties do not hold. For example, if a column is already sorted, the proper use of binary
search algorithms largely alleviates the overhead of accessing non-relevant memory
pages. If the data is appended out of order, or the order is disturbed by updates, then
column imprints can be considered as a fast access method to locate relevant data.
An efficient column imprint maximizes the filtering capabilities with minimal storage
overhead.
Columnar databases decompose a relation into its attributes and sequentially store
the values of each column. This differs from the traditional approach of row-stores that
place complete tuples in adjacent pages. To enable tuple reconstruction in a column
store, an ordered list of (id, value) pairs is maintained, where ids are unique and increasing identifiers. Values from different columns, but with the same id, belong to the
same tuple. Typically, a column is implemented by a single dense array, thus ids need
not be materialized since they can be easily derived from the position of the values in
the array.
Figure 2.1 shows a column with 15 integer values in the range of 1 to 8. The values
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are unsorted because the column corresponds to one of the unordered attributes of a
relation. In the absence of any secondary index, a complete scan is needed to locate all
values that satisfy the predicates of a query. The result of such a scan is the positions
in the array of the qualifying values. It is preferred to return the positions rather than
the actual values because of the late materialization strategies usually used in column
stores [1]. However, instead of scanning the entire column, secondary indexes can be
used to avoid accessing data that is certain not to be part of the query result.

2.2.1

State of the Art in Secondary Indexes

Zonemaps is a common choice for indexing secondary attributes. A zonemap index
notes the minimum and the maximum values found across a predefined number of
consecutive values, called the zones. The zonemap index of Figure 2.1 partitions the
column into 5 zones. In this example, each zone has the size of a cacheline that fits
exactly 3 values. The first zone contains the values 1, 8, and 4. The minimum value is
1 and the maximum is 8. Similarly, for the second zone the minimum value is 1 and
maximum 6, and so on for the remaining zones. To evaluate a query using zonemaps,
the minimum and maximum values of each zone are compared with the predicates of
the query. If the predicates’ ranges overlap with the range of a zone, then the zone
(i.e., the cacheline) is retrieved and the exact positions of only the qualifying values are
returned. Note that the ranges of the predicates and the zone may overlap but not be
strictly inclusive.
Bitmaps are another popular choice for secondary indexing. They work by mapping
the column domain to bit vectors. Each vector has as many bits as the size of the
column. For each value found in a specific position of the column, the corresponding
bit in the mapping bitvector is set. The mapping can be 1 − 1 if the cardinality of the
column is low, or N − 1, with the help of binning strategies, if the cardinality is high.
A bitmap index uses significantly less storage than the column, thus making it cheaper
to scan. Deciding if a value satisfies a query involves first checking the corresponding
bitmap, and returning only the position of the bits that are set. The checking is done
with bitwise operators, making the process faster than the value comparison needed by
zonemaps. Figure 2.1 details a bitmap index with 15 bits per bit vector, where each
bit corresponds to one position of the column. There are 8 such bit vectors (drawn
vertically in the figure), where the first one maps value 1, the second one value 2, and
so on. Bits are set as follows: the 11th position of the column contains the value 5,
therefore, in the 5th bit vector, the 11th bit is set. Similarly, the 3rd value of the column
is 4, hence the 3rd bit of the 4th bitmap is set. In this example there is a 1-1 mapping
between the eight unique values of the column and the eight vectors of the bitmap
index.
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Column Imprints

We propose column imprints as an alternative secondary index that best combines the
benefits of the aforementioned state-of-the-art indexes. Column imprints map the values of a column to a vector of bits. However, instead of allocating one such vector per
value, imprints allocate one vector per cacheline. We call the vectors of a column imprints index imprint vectors to distinguish them from the bitvectors of a bitmap index.
An imprint vector does not have only one bit set per position, but as many bits as are
needed to map all distinct values of a cacheline. To decide if a cacheline contains values that satisfy the predicates of a query, first the imprint vectors are checked. If at least
one common bit between the bitvector that maps the query’s predicates and the imprint
vector is set, then the entire cacheline is fetched for further processing. The imprint is
checked with the bitwise operator AND thus making the initial filtering very fast, while
the number of imprint vectors to be checked is significantly reduced because of having
one per cacheline instead of one per value. The rightmost index in Figure 2.1 depicts
the imprint index of the example column. Each imprint vector uses 8 bits per cacheline,
while three bits are set. The partitioning of the column is done per cacheline, same as
the zones of the zonemap index. The imprint vector corresponding to the first cacheline
has the 1st, 4th, and 8th bit set, since the first three values of the column are 1, 8 and 4.
For the second cacheline the 1st, 6th, and 7th bits are set, and so on for the rest of the
cachelines. There are in total five imprint vectors to index the column of Figure 2.1.
The example is designed with the cardinality of the column to be small enough to allow
a 1-1 mapping between values and bits. In the more common cases of large cardinality,
imprints use approximated equi-width histograms to divide the domain into ranges and
map one bit per range. We detail this technique in the following subsection along with
all the construction algorithms for column imprints.
Column imprints inherit many of the good properties of both zonemaps and bitmaps,
while avoiding their pitfalls. First, although imprints are defined per cacheline, they are
resilient to skewed data distribution, where zonemaps typically fail. If each cacheline
contains both the minimum and the maximum value of the domain and one random
value in between, zonemaps are practically useless, but imprints will have a different
bit set for each of these random values. In addition, checking imprints is faster than
zonemaps because there is no value comparison. Compared to bitmaps, imprints need
less space since they are defined per cacheline and not per value. Finally, as we will
demonstrate, imprints compress significantly better than state-of-the-art compression
scheme for bitmaps.
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Figure 2.2: Column imprint index with compression (23 cachelines).

2.2.3

Imprints Compression

We develop a compression scheme similar to a run-length encoding but for imprint
vectors. The compression scheme combined with bit-binning, makes column imprints
an efficient solution for indexing very large columns with high cardinality of any type,
such as doubles, floats, etc. The compression scheme benefits from our empirical observation that local clustering is a common phenomenon even for secondary attributes.
In addition to that, the opportunities for compression also increase because of the nondense nature of column imprints. Most importantly, even for cases where there is no
clustering at all, column imprints remain space effective. The compression works by i)
grouping together imprint vectors that are identical and consecutive, and ii) implying
the id of the values with a concise numbering schema for the indexed cachelines. More
specifically, we keep track of which imprints map to which cachelines by defining a
cacheline dictionary with two entries, a counter and a repeat flag. By knowing the
number of the cacheline we can easily compute the id’s of the values of the specific
cacheline, since each cacheline contains a fixed number of values.
The cacheline dictionary contains two types of counter entries, distinguished by
the repeat flag. Assume that the counter has the value x. If repeat is unset, then the
next x cachelines have all different imprint vectors. If, however, repeat is set, then
the next x cachelines all have the same imprint vector, thus only one vector needs to
be stored. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the column imprints compression schema.
Assume a column that can be partitioned to 23 cachelines and that each imprint vector
has 15 bits. From the cacheline dictionary of Figure 2.2 we can deduce that the first
7 cachelines all contain random values, thus each of them map to a different imprint
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vector. Therefore, the first 7 imprint vectors correspond to the first 7 cachelines. The
next imprint vector, i.e., the 8th, corresponds to the next thirteen cachelines, which
according to the cacheline dictionary all have an identical imprint since repeat is set.
Finally, the last 3 cachelines are mapped by the last 3 imprints.
In the next subsection we demonstrate the technical details to create a column imprint. We build our ideas on top of the MonetDB architecture [58]. The choice of a
specific columnar database architecture allows us to better present the details of our
implementation, however, imprints can also be implemented with minor adjustments
on other columnar architectures, such as C-Store [76] and MonetDB/X100 [14]. The
most important design decision is how many values of a column an imprint vector covers. The decision is based on the size of the block managed by the specific database
buffer pool. The access granularity of the underlying system design determines the
number of values that each vector of an imprint covers. For example, if the execution
model of the database engine is based on vectorization, then the size of the data vectors
is used. In our scenario, where typically the database hot-set fits into main memory,
our goal is to optimize the cpu cache access. For that reason, a column imprint consist
of one vector per cacheline. The size of the cacheline is determined by the underlying
hardware. In this work we assume the commonly used size of 64 bytes.

2.2.4

Imprints Construction Algorithm

The first step to create an imprint index for a column is to build a non-materialized
histogram by sampling the values of that column. Then the imprint vectors are created
with as many bits as the number of bins in the histogram, but never more than 64 bits.
Each imprint covers a cacheline of 64 bytes. For all values in a cacheline, the bins of
the histogram into which they fall is located, and the corresponding bits are set. The
process is repeated such that all cachelines are mapped by imprints. If consecutive imprint vectors are identical they are compressed to one and the counters of the cacheline
dictionary are updated.
The histogram serves as a way to divide the value domain D of the column into
equal ranges. For this, only the bounds of each bin need to be stored in the imprint
index structure. The histogram is created by sampling a small number of values from
the column, not more than 2048 in our implementation. The first bin always has values
between −∞ (i.e., the minimum value of the domain D), up until the smallest value
found in the sample. Similarly, the last bin contains all values greater than the largest
sampled value up to +∞. We expect that future inserts in the column will retain the
same distribution of the values, however, the left and right most bins serve as overflow
bins for outlier values. If the sampling returns fewer than 62 unique values, then the
imprint can be adjusted to have as many bits as needed to map the columns with low
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cardinality. If the number of distinct sampled values is more than 62, the domain is
divided into 62 ranges, where each range contains the same count of sampled values,
including in the count the multiple occurrences of the same value. Based on these
ranges the borders of the histogram are deduced. By counting also duplicate sampled
values, it allows us to roughly approximate an equal-height histogram, since repeated
values are more likely to be sampled, creating smaller ranges for their respective bins.
The ranges of each bin are defined to be inclusive on the left, and exclusive on the right.
For example, if b[i] defines the border of the ith bin, then if b[3] = 10 and b[4] = 13,
all values that are equal or greater than 10 but less than 13 fall into the 4th bin with
borders [10, 13), while value 13 falls into the 5th bin.
For each imprint, an index number is needed to point to the corresponding cacheline. In practice, these pointers need not be materialized since the sequence of the
imprint vectors indirectly provide the numbering of the cachelines. However, since
identical imprints tend to repeat multiple times, even if the data of the indexed column
is not clustered or sorted, there is a great opportunity for compressing imprints together.
With a 64-bit imprint vector one may encode hundreds, and in many cases thousands,
of sequential cachelines. Therefore, the cacheline dictionary is needed to keep track
of the count of the cachelines and imprints. We define the two structures to store
and administer the column imprints index, namely imp idx and cache dict (see Algorithm 2.1). Structure imp idx holds all the constructs needed to maintain the imprints
index of one column. It consists of a pointer to the array of the cacheline dictionary
(i.e., cache dict), a pointer to the array of the imprint vectors, an array with 64 values
that holds the bounds of the bins of the histogram, and the actual number of bins of
the histogram. Recall that it may not be needed to have all 64 bins if the cardinality
is small, e.g., an 8-bit imprint vector may be enough instead of a 64-bit vector. The
dictionary structure cache dict is a 4-byte value, split as follows: 24 bits are reserved
for the counter cnt, 1 bit is to mark if the next imprint is repeated cnt times, or if the
next cnt imprints correspond to one cacheline each. Finally, 7 bits of the cacheline
dictionary structure are reserved for future use.
Algorithm 2.1 details the process of creating the column imprints index. Function
imprints() receives as input a column col and its size col sz. The function returns
an imprints index structure imp containing an array of imprints and the cacheline dictionary. The algorithm works by first calling the binning() procedure, which is
described in detail later on in the text. The result of the binning() procedure is the
number of bins needed to partition the values of the columns, and the ranges of the
bins. Next, for each value of the column, the get bin() function is invoked in order
to determine the bin the current value falls into. The corresponding bit in the imprint
vector is then set. If the end of a cacheline has been reached, the current imprint vector
must be stored and a new empty one must be created. However, in order to compress
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Algorithm 2.1 Main function to create the column imprints index: imprints()
Input: column col of size col sz
Output: imprints index structure imp for column col
typedef struct cache dict {
uint cnt:24;
uint repeat:1;
uint flags:7;
} cache dict;

typedef struct imp idx {
cache dict *cd;
ulong *imprints;
coltype b[64];
uchar bins;
} imp idx;

struct imp idx imp;
/* initialize the column imprints index structure */
char vpc;
/* constant values per cacheline */
ulong i cnt = 0;
/* imprints count */
ulong d cnt = 0;
/* dictionary count */
ulong imprint v = 0;
/* the imprint vector */
binning(imp);
/* determine the histogram’s size and bin borders */
/* for all values in col */
for i = 0 → col sz − 1 do
bin = getbin(imp, col[i]);
/* locate bin */
imprint v = imprint v | (1  bin);
/* set bit */
if (i mod vpc-1 ≡ 0) then
/* end of cacheline reached */
if (imp.imprints[i cnt] ≡ imprint v ∧
/* same imprint */
/* cnt not full */
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt < max cnt − 1) then
if (imp.cd[d cnt].repeat ≡ 0) then
if (imp.cd[d cnt].cnt 6= 1) then
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt − = 1;
/* decrease count cnt */
/* increase dictionary count d cnt */
d cnt + = 1;
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt = 1;
/* set count to 1 */
end if
/* turn on flag repeat */
imp.cd[d cnt].repeat = 1;
end if
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt + = 1;
/* increase cnt by 1 */
cont. to next page
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cont. from previous page

else
/* different imprint than previous */
imp.imprints[i cnt] = imprint v;
i cnt + = 1;
if (imp.cd[d cnt].repeat ≡ 0 ∧
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt < max cnt − 1) then
/* increase cnt by 1 */
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt + = 1;
else
d cnt + = 1;
/* increase dictionary count d cnt */
imp.cd[d cnt].cnt = 1;
/* set count to 1 */
imp.cd[d cnt].repeat = 0;
/* set flag repeat off */
end if
end if
imprint v = 0;
/* reset imprint for next cacheline */
end if
end for

consecutive imprints, the algorithm checks if the imprint vector is equal to the previous
one. If so, the count cnt field of the cacheline dictionary and the repeat flag is updated
as follows. If the repeat of the previous entry in the cacheline dictionary is not set and
the count cnt is greater than 1, a new entry is created. If the repeat of the previous entry
is not set but the count cnt is 1, then the repeat is set and the count cnt is incremented
to 2. If the imprint vector of the current cacheline is not equal to the previous one,
then a slightly different procedure is followed to update the entries in the cacheline
dictionary. If the current entry does not have the repeat flag set, then the counter cnt
is simply increased. Otherwise, a new entry is created with count cnt = 1 and the
repeat unset. After this, the cacheline dictionary is correctly updated and the imprint
stored. Finally, a new imprint vector is created with all the bits off, the next value of
the column is fetched, and the process is repeated.

2.2.5

Binning and Efficient Binary Search

Algorithm 2.2 describes the implementation of the binning() procedure. Given
a column col, a uniform sample of 2048 values is created. Afterwards, the sample is
sorted and all duplicates are removed. At this point the size of the sample smp sz might
be smaller than 2048. If smp sz is less than 64, the cardinality of the column can be approximated to be equal to the number of unique values found in the sample. Therefore,
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Algorithm 2.2 Define the number of bins and the ranges of the bins of the histogram:
binning()
Input: imprints index structure imp, column col
Output: number of bins imp.bins and the ranges imp.b
coltype *sample = uni sample(col,2048);
/* sample 2048 values */
sort(sample);
/* sort the sample */
smp sz = duplicate elimination(sample);
/* remove duplicates */
if (smp sz < 64) then
/* less than 64 unique values */
for i = 0 → smp sz − 1 do
imp.b[i] = sample[i];
/* populate b with the unique values */
end for
if (i < 8) then imp.bins = 8;
/* determine the number of bins */
else if (i < 16) then imp.bins = 16;
else if (i < 32) then imp.bins = 32;
else imp.bins = 64;
end if
for i = i → 63 do
imp.b[i] = coltype MAX;
/* default value */
end for
else
/* more then 64 unique values */
double y = 0, ystep = smp sz/62;
for i = 0 → 62 do
imp.b[i] = sample[(int)y];
/* set ranges for all bins */
y+ = ystep;
end for
imp.b[63] = coltype MAX;
end if
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each bin of the histogram can contain exactly one value. Even if this approximation
is not precise, there is an extremely slim possibility to be much off. In such a case,
simply more than one value will fall into the same bin. The next step of the algorithm
is to fill the b array with the unique values of the sample, and to set the number of the
bins to the next larger power of 2. Moreover, the remaining empty bins are assigned the
maximum value of the domain. This is needed in order for the get bin() procedure
to work properly. If the total number of unique values of the sample is 64 or more, we
need to divide the bins into larger ranges. This is done by dividing the smp sz by 62
and assigning the result of the division to ystep. Notice that ystep is a double. This is
necessary in order to guarantee an even spread of the ranges of the bins. For example,
if the result of the division is 1.2, then the 5th bin should contain the 6th value of the
sample, but if we kept the result as an integer, i.e., ystep = 1, the 5th value of the
sample would be assigned to the 5th bin. Each bin b is assigned to be equal to the next
ystep sampled value, until all bins are set. When done, binning() returns control to
the imprints() function.
In order to determine the bin a value falls into, get bin() is invoked. Algorithm 2.3 details the implementation. The approach is to implement a cache-conscious
binary search over the 64 bins. For this, we use nested if-statements instead of a forloop. We noticed during our experimentation that by explicitly unfolding the code for
the binary search and by using if-statements without any else-branching, the search can
become three times faster, or even more. This is because each if-statement is independent allowing the cpu to execute the branches in parallel. For this, three macros are
defined. The macro middle(), checks if a value falls inside a range, and two others,
called left and right, check if a value is smaller or larger than a range boundary.
The algorithm then is constructed by repeatedly dividing the search space into half,
and invoking the right, middle and left macros, in that order. Since there are no
else-statements, many if-statement may evaluate to be true, but only the last assignment
of the return variable res will hold. For this reason the search is performed by starting
from the 63rd bin and decreasing.

2.2.6

Complexity Analysis

The algorithms to construct the column imprint index are short and optimized to be cpu
friendly. The complexity of imprints() function is linear to the size of the column.
Assume that a column has n values, and each cacheline contains c values. The most
costly part is the call to the get bin() function which performs 3 comparisons before
dividing the search space in half, thus it needs 3 × log 64 = 18 comparisons for each
value. Therefore, for creating the entire imprint index we need 18 × n comparisons.
The call to binning() also involves one scan of the n values of the column but the
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Algorithm 2.3 Binary search with nested if-statements to locate the bin which a value
falls into: getbin()
Input: imprints index structure imp, value v
Output: the bin where value v falls into
middle(v, p): if (v ≥ imp.b[p − 1] ∧ v < imp.b[p]) res = p;
left(v, p):
if (v < imp.b[p])
right(v, p): if (v ≥ imp.b[p − 1])
right(v, 32)
right(v, 48)
right(v, 56)
right(v, 60)
right(v, 62)
res = 62;
right(v, 63)
res = 63;
middle(v, 61)
left(v, 60)
res = 60;
middle(v, 59)
left(v, 58)
res = 58;
..
.
middle(v, 31)
left(v, 30)
right(v, 16)
right(v, 24)
..
.
...
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rest of the operations are independent of the input. Finally, the update of the cacheline
dictionary is only performed nc times, and the cost is negligible (5 comparisons in
the worst case) compared to get bin(). During our experimentation we thoroughly
studied the effects of different design and implementation choices. Here, we presented
the one that performed the best.

2.3

Imprints Query Evaluation

In this section we present the algorithms for evaluating range queries over the column
imprints index. Given a range query Q = [low, high], all values v in column col that
satisfy low ≤ v ≤ high need to be located. Since our setting is a columnar database, it
suffices to return the id list of the qualifying values v.
Evaluating range queries over column imprints is a straightforward procedure. The
first step is to create an empty bit-vector and set the bits that correspond to the bins
that are included in the range of query Q. There might be more than one bits set, since
the query range can span multiple bins. The query bit-vector is then checked against
the imprint vectors, and if bitwise intersection indicates common bits set for both the
query and the imprint vector, the corresponding cacheline is accessed for further processing. However, if all bits set correspond to bins that are fully included in the query
range [low, high] the cacheline need not be checked at all. Otherwise, the algorithm
examines all values in the cacheline to weed out false positives. Finally, because of
our compression schema, some administrative overhead to keep the cachelines and the
imprint vectors aligned is needed.
Algorithm 2.4 presents the details for evaluating a range query using imprints. The
constant vpc is set equal to the number of values that fit in a cacheline. This is needed to
align ids with the cachelines. In addition, counters i cnt and cache cnt are maintained
to align imprints and cachelines, respectively. Next, two bit-vectors are produced,
namely mask and innermask. The mask is a bit-vector that sets all bits that fall into
the range [low, high]. The innermask is a bit-vector with only the bits that fall entirely
inside the query range set. More precisely, if a bin range contains one of the borders
of the query range, the corresponding bit is not set. Therefore, if an imprint vector has
only the bits from the innermask set, then all values in the corresponding cacheline fall
into the query range and no further check for false-positives is needed. The algorithm
runs by iterating over all entries in the cacheline dictionary. If the repeat flag is not
set, then the next cnt imprint vectors correspond to cnt distinct cachelines. For any
of these imprints, if there is at least one bit set in the same position as the ones in
the mask bit-vector, the cacheline contains values that satisfy the query range. If in
addition, there are no bits set different than the bits of the innermask, then all the
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Algorithm 2.4 Evaluate range queries over the column imprints index: query()
Input: imprints index structure imp, column col, query Q = [low, high]
Output: array res of ids
char vpc;
/* constant values per cacheline */
ulong i cnt = 0;
/* imprints count */
ulong cache cnt = 0;
/* cacheline count */
ulong id = 0;
/* ids counter */
ulong *res;
/* large enough array to hold the result */
(mask, innermask) = make masks(imp,[low,high]);
for i = 0 → d cnt − 1 do
/* iterate over the cacheline dictionary */
if (imp.cd[i].repeat ≡ 0) then
/* if repeat is not set */
for j = i cnt → i cnt + imp.cd[i].cnt − 1 do
if (imp.imprints[j]&mask) then
/* if imprint vector matches mask */
if ((imp.imprints[j]& ˜innermask) ≡ 0) then
for id = cache cnt × vpc → (cache cnt × (vpc + 1)) − 1 do
res = res ← id;
/* add id to the result set res */
end for
else
/* need to check for false-positives */
for id = cache cnt × vpc → (cache cnt × (vpc + 1)) − 1 do
if (col[id] < high ∧ col[id] ≥ low) then
res = res ← id;
/* add id to the result set res */
end if
end for
end if
end if
/* increase cache count by 1*/
cache cnt + = 1;
end for
i cnt + = imp.cd[i].cnt;
/* increase imprint count */
else
/* repeat is set */
if (imp.imprints[i cnt]&mask) then
/* if imprint vector match mask */
if ((imp.imprints[f count]& ˜innermask) ≡ 0) then
for id = cache cnt×vpc →
(cache cnt × vpc) + vpc × imp.cd[i].cnt − 1 do
res = res ← id;
/* add id to the result set res */
end for
cont. to next page
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cont. from previous page

else
/* need to check for false-positives */
for id = cache cnt×vpc →
(cache cnt × vpc) + vpc × imp.cd[i].cnt − 1 do
if (col[id] < high ∧ col[id] ≥ low) then
res = res ← id;
/* add id to the result set res */
end if
end for
endif
end if
i cnt + = 1;
/* increase imprints count by 1 */
cache cnt + = imp.cd[i].cnt;
/* increase cache count */
end if
end for

values of the cacheline satisfy the query. In any other case, we need to check each
value of the cacheline individually. For all qualifying values, the corresponding ids are
materialized in the result array. If however the repeat flag is set, then by checking only
one imprint vector we can determine if the next cnt cachelines contain values that fall
into the range of the query. As before, an extra check with the innermask bit-vector
may result in avoiding the check of each individual value for false-positives.
Algorithm 2.4 returns a materialized list of the ids that satisfy the range query.
This list is then passed to the next operator of the query evaluation engine. However,
it might be the case that a user’s query contains many predicates for more than one
attribute of the same relation. In this case, the query() procedure of Algorithm 2.4
is invoked multiple times, one for each attribute, with possible different [low, high]
values. The most expensive part of Algorithm 2.4 is the check for false-positives and
the materialization of the ids. But in the case of multiple range queries over many
columns of the same table, both of these expensive operations can be postponed. This
technique is known in the literature as late materialization. To achieve this, instead of
producing the materialized id lists, Algorithm 2.4 has to return the list of the qualifying
cachelines. After every range query is evaluated over the respective columns, the lists
of cachelines are merge-joined, resulting in a smaller set of qualifying ids. This is based
on the general expectation that the combination of many range queries will increase
the selectivity of the final result set. After the merge-join, the qualifying ids that were
common to all cachelines can be checked for false-positives. Note that the alternative
indexing schemes used in the evaluation of Section 2.6 have been coded with the same
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rigidity.

2.4

Updating Column Imprints

Column imprints are designed to support read intensive database applications. In such
scenarios, updates are a relatively rare event, and when they occur, are performed in
batches. The most common type of updates is appending new rows of data to the
end of a table. Column imprints can easily cope with such updates. However, we
can not exclude from our study updates that change an arbitrary value of a column, or
insert/delete a row in the middle of a table.

2.4.1

Data Append

During data appends, any index that is based on bit vectors and bit-binning techniques
has to perform two operations. The first one is to readjust, if necessary, the borders of
the bins. Such a readjustment should be avoided since it calls for a complete rebuild
of the index. For column imprints, this is very rare, since i) the first and last bins
are used for overflow values, and ii) the bins were determined by sampling the active
domain of the column. Any new data appended, need to have dramatically different
value distribution to render the initial binning inefficient. The second operation is to
update the bit vectors. For bitmap indexes this is a costly operation, since all bit vectors
have to be updated, even those that are not mapping the new values [18]. For column
imprints this is not necessary. The imprint vectors are horizontally compressed, thus
data appends simply cause new imprint vectors to be appended to the end of the existing
ones, without the need of accessing any of the previous imprint vectors.

2.4.2

Imprints and Delta Structures

In place updates are never performed in columnar databases because of the prohibitive
cost they entail. Instead, a delta structure is used that keeps track of the updates, and
merges them at query time. A delta structure can be as simple as two tables with insertions and deletions that need to be union-ed and difference-ed, respectively, with the
base table, or it can be a more complex structure, such as positional update trees [34].
Column imprints can cope with inter-column operations, such as unions and differences, by first applying them to the cacheline dictionaries, such that a candidate list
of qualifying cachelines is created for both operands. The details of inter-column operations are out of the scope of this paper, and are left to be presented in the future.
Nevertheless, even without such a functionality, column imprints can be used to access
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the base table to create a candidate list of qualifying cachelines. The underlying delta
structure may then hold in addition the cacheline counter where an update has been
performed in order to merge to the final result.
Moreover, imprints can produce false positives, thus a deletion can be ignored by
the corresponding imprint vector. An insertion however, will call for additional bits to
be set to the imprint corresponding to the affected cachelines. Such an approach will
eventually saturate the imprint index. In these cases, it is not uncommon to disregard
the entire secondary index and rebuild it during the next query scan. The overhead
for rebuilding an imprint index during a regular scan in minimal, such that it will go
undetected by the user.

2.5

Related work on Bitmap Indexes

Column imprints can be viewed as a new member of the big family of bitmapped based
indexes. Bitmapped indexes have become the prime solution to deal with the dimensionality curse of traditional index structures such as B-trees and R-trees. Their contribution to speed up processing has been credited to Patrick O’Neil through the work
on the Model 204 Data Management System [60, 61]. Since then, database engines
include bitmapped indexes for both fast access over persistent data and as intermediate storage scheme during query processing, e.g. Sybase IQ, Postgresql, IBM DB2,
Oracle. Besides traditional bitmaps, Bloom filters [12] have been used to decide if a
record can be found in a relation, and thus postponing bringing the data into memory.
However, Bloom filters are not suited for range queries, the target of column imprints.
Bitmap indexing relies on three orthogonal techniques [84]: binning, encoding and
compression. Binning concerns the decision of how many bit vectors to define. For low
cardinality domains, a single bit vector for each distinct value is used. High cardinality
domains are dealt with each bit vector representing a set of values. The common strategy is to use a data value histogram to derive a number of equally sized bins. Although
binning reduces the number of bit vectors to manage, it also requires a post analysis
over the underlying table to filter out false positives during query evaluation. Column
imprints use similar binning techniques.
Since each record turns on a single bit in one bit vector of the index only, the
bitmaps become amendable to compression. Variations of run-length encoded compression have been proposed. The state-of-the art approach is the Word-Aligned Hybrid (WAH) [82, 85] storage scheme. WAH forms the heart of the open-source package
FastBit1 , which is a mature collection of independent tools and a C++ library for index1 http://crd-legacy.lbl.gov/˜kewu/fastbit/
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ing file repositories. Consequently, column imprints use another variation of run-length
encoded but for identical cacheline mappings instead of consecutive equal values.
Bitmap indexing has been used in large scientific database applications, such as
high-energy physics, network traffic analysis, lasers, and earth sciences. However, deployment of bitmap indexing over large-scale scientific databases is disputed. [75]
claims that based on information theoretic constructs, the length of a compressed interval encoded bitmap it too large when high cardinality attributes are indexed. The
storage size may become orders of magnitude larger than the base data. Instead, a
multi-level indexing scheme is proposed to aid in the design of an optimal binning strategy. They extend the work on bit binning [28, 83]. Alternatively, the data distribution
in combination with query workload can be used to refine the binning strategy [45, 19].
With the advent of multi-core and gpu processors it becomes attractive to exploit
data parallel algorithms to speed up processing. Bit vectors carry the nice property
of being small enough to fit in the limited gpu memory, while most bit operations
nicely fall in the SIMD algorithm space. Promising results have been reported in [27].
Similar, re-engineering the algorithms to work well in a flash storage architecture have
shown significant improvements [81].

2.6

Experimental Evaluation

We performed an extensive experimental study to gain insights into the applicability
of the imprints index, the storage overhead and creation time, as well as the query
performance. We compare our index with two state-of-the-art commonly used secondary index solutions, namely zonemaps and bit-binning with WAH encoding. We
also provide, for a baseline comparison, the time measurements for sequential scan. In
order to study the impacts of different value types, different column sizes, and different
value distributions, we used real world datasets gathered from various test cases. These
datasets are either publicly available or part of in-house projects.
Column imprints, zonemaps, and WAH are all implemented in C, and the code is
available for download from the MonetDB software repository. The implementation
of zonemaps and WAH follow the same coding style and rules as imprints to ensure
fairness of comparison. Each experimental run is done by first copying a column into
main memory, and then creating the zonemap, imprints and WAH indexes. The timer
is always started during the snippets of code that implement each index, thus avoiding
measuring administrative overhead, which may not be common for all indexes. We
report the wall-clock time as returned by the timing facilities of the time.h library of
C. All code has been compiled with the clang compiler with optimization level 3.
Zonemaps are implemented as two arrays containing the min and max values of
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Dataset
Routing
SDSS
Cnet
Airtraffic
TPC-H 100

Size
5.4G
6.2G
12G
29G
168G

]Col
4
4008
2991
93
61

Value types
int, long
real, double, long
int, char
int, short, char, str
int, date, str

Max rows
240M
47M
1M
126M
600M

Table 2.1: Dataset statistics.
each zone. The size of the zones is chosen to be equal to the size that each imprint
vector covers, i.e., the size of the cacheline. The min and max arrays are aligned with
the zone numbering, i.e., the first min and max values correspond to the minimum and
maximum values found in the first zone, and so on. For the bit-binning approach of
bitmaps, the bins used are identical to those used for the imprints index, as described in
the binning() procedure of Algorithm 2.2. Using this binning scheme, each value
of the column sets the appropriate bit on a vector large enough to hold all records. To
compress the resulting bit-vectors we apply WAH compression with word size 32 bits,
as described in [82].
All experiments were conducted on an IntelR CoreTM i7-2600 cpu @ 3.40GHz
machine with 8 cores and 8192 KB cache size. The available main memory was 16
GB, while the secondary storage was provided by a SeagateR ConstellationTM SATA
1-TB hard drive and capable of reading data with a rate of 140MB/sec.

2.6.1

Data Analysis

We start the presentation of our experimental analysis by first describing in detail the
datasets used. We then introduce a novel metric, called column entropy, to quantify the
clustering property of the values of a column.
Table 2.1 lists the name, the size in gigabytes, the total number of columns, the column types, and the maximum number of rows of the datasets used for our experimentation. The first dataset, denoted as Routing, is a collection of over 240 million geographical records (i.e., longitude, latitude, trip-id, and timestamp) of “trips” as logged by gps
devices. The next dataset, SDSS, is a 6.2 GB sample of the astronomy database SkyServer. This database contains scientific data, with many double precision and floating
point columns following a uniform distribution, thus stressing compression techniques
to their limits. Cnet is a categorical dataset describing the properties of technological
products. All data are stored on a single but very wide table, where each column is
very sparse, thus presenting ample opportunities for compression. The dataset was re-
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created based on the study of J.Beckham [7]. The Airtraffic delay database represents
an ever growing data warehouse with statistics about flight delays, landing times, and
other flight statistics. The data are updated per month, leading to many time-ordered
clustered sequences. Lastly, we used the TPC-H benchmark dataset with scale factor
100, in order to compare against a well recognizable dataset.

2.6.2

Column Entropy

We wish to better study the properties of the columns that are typically not ordered,
part of very wide tables, and eligible for secondary indexing. Our initial motivation
was based on the observation that “secondary data” exhibit some degree of clustering,
either inherited during the creation process of the data, or indirectly imposed by the few
columns that are ordered because of primary indexing. Column imprints are designed
such that this clustering is naturally exploited without the need of explicit configuration. This is why imprints are built per block and compressed row-wise per imprint
vector, instead of vertically per bin. To better understand and quantify the degree of
clustering found in data, we define a new metric, called column entropy. Column entropy measures how close a column is to being ordered, or, in other words, the amount
of clustering found in a column when the values are partitioned into bins. More formally, column entropy E is defined to be
Pn
d(i, i − 1)
E = i=2Pn
2 × i=1 b(i)
where d(i, i − 1) is the edit distance between bit-vector i and i − 1, and b(i) is the
number of bits that are set in bit-vector i. We define the edit distance between two
bit-vectors to be the number of bits that need to be set and unset in the first bit-vector
in order to become the second. Column entropy E takes values between 0.0 and 1.0.
The higher the entropy E the more random the data is and the less clustered it appears
to be.
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Figure 2.3: Prints of column imprint indexes (’x’ = bit set, ’.’ = bit unset) and the respective column entropy E.
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Figure 2.4: Cumulative distribution of the columns’ entropy E.
To give a more intuitive view of column entropy, we print a small portion of the column imprint index of five columns, one from each dataset, and list them in Figure 2.3,
together with their respective entropy value E. The prints in Figure 2.3 correspond to
the actual imprint indexes as constructed in our code for the experiments. If a bit is
set then an ‘x’ is printed, otherwise an ‘.’. The first column imprint of Figure 2.3
corresponds to a column from the SkyServer dataset. It is of type real and has a high
entropy value of almost 0.8 which implies that each next imprint vector is significantly
different from the previous one. Such columns with high entropy, as demonstrated in
the next section, are harder to compress. The next imprint is the latitude attribute of
the Routing dataset. It exhibits nice clustering properties, something to be expected
since the dataset is taken from real observations, and thus trips are continuous without
any jumps, unless the trip-id changes. The next two imprints are taken from the Airtraffic and Cnet dataset. These are categorical datasets, with low cardinality – hence
the smaller bit-vectors – and with low entropy value. The last imprint index is the retail price attribute of table part of TPC-H. This dataset is created to contain a sequence
of prices that are not ordered, but they are still the same repeated permutation of an order. Such an organization of data resembles closely an ordered column, and thus also
has a low entropy value.
Figure 2.4 depicts the cumulative distribution of the entropy E for all columns of
all datasets that we used in our experiments. We exclude all columns that are less
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than 1 megabyte in size, since they are of minimal interest and introduce outliers in our
measurements. More than 3000 columns have entropy smaller than 0.4, thus supporting
our claim that data often tend to exhibit good local clustering and ordering properties.
Nevertheless, there are almost a thousand columns that have high entropy values, up
to almost 1.0. Those columns are not to be ignored since they sum up to over 20%
of the total data. A secondary index should be immune to such high entropy, and still
be able to take advantage of any opportunities for compression. In the next section
we study the storage overhead of imprints and other state-of-the-art secondary indexes,
while giving emphasis to their behavior on columns with high entropy. We show that
imprints are robust against columns with high entropy, while bitmaps with WAH fail
to achieve a good compression rate.

2.6.3

Index Size and Creation Time

We analyze the storage overhead introduced by the column imprints index and compare
it with that of zonemaps and WAH. The upper row of the graphs in Figure 2.5 depict
the sizes of the indexes over all columns and all datasets. Each graph corresponds
to a different value type. For presentation reasons, we divide the types according to
their size in bytes. For example, char is 1-byte, short is 2-byte, int and date are 4byte, and long and double 8-byte types. The y-axis depicts the size of the indexes
measured in megabytes, starting from a few bytes for the smaller columns to almost
one gigabyte for the large ones. Notice that y-axis is log-scaled. The x-axis enumerates
the columns according to their size (in increasing order). Because many columns have
exactly the same size, since they originate from the same tables, we distinguish them
by placing them next to each other. As a result, the flat horizontal patterns appearing
in the graphs correspond to different columns of the same size, while the “stepping”
effect corresponds to the next group of larger columns.

index size (mb)

time (sec)

1-byte type columns

imprints
zonemap
wah

2-bytes type columns

4-bytes type columns

8-bytes type columns

Figure 2.5: Index size and creation time for different types of columns (x-axis enumerates the columns, ordered by
size).
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Figure 2.6: Index size overhead % over the size of the columns.

The triangle points of the plots in Figure 2.5 mark the size of the bit-binning index
with WAH compression, the squares mark the size of zonemaps, and the circles mark
the size of the column imprints index. The general picture drawn for all types is that
WAH index entails the largest storage overhead, zonemaps come second, while imprints have the least requirements of storage space. More specifically, the general trend
is that imprints are between one and two orders of magnitude more space efficient than
zonemaps and WAH. However, there are exceptions to that rule, especially for WAH
indexing, which depicts the biggest fluctuation in storage needs. For 1-byte types,
there are cases where WAH achieves better compression and reaches that of imprints.
By examining the data closer we noticed that this is true for columns that although they
have more than 126 million rows (taken from the Airtraffic dataset), they only contain
two distinct values, thus allowing both WAH and imprints to fully compress their bitvectors. Another point of interest is found in the case of 8-byte types, where WAH can
become slightly more space efficient than imprints. This is true for those columns that
contain primary keys (e.g., bigint identifiers) and in addition are ordered. Although we
are studying secondary indexes that typically apply to unordered columns, we did not
exclude any ordered columns from our experimental datasets for completeness.
Since it is impractical and hard to explicitly show the size of each individual column, we compute the percentage of the size of the indexes over the size of the column.
Figure 2.6 shows such a graph. In addition, instead of grouping on value type, we group
columns from the same datasets together, such that more insights about the different
applications, and hence different value distributions can be gained. The categorical
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Figure 2.7: Index size overhead % over column entropy E.
dataset Cnet which has columns with low cardinality, as well as the nicely clustered
routing dataset, achieve the best compression for both imprints and WAH, thus requiring – in many cases – less than 10% space overhead. However, the same can not be
said for broader value domains with uniform distributions. Specifically, the scientific
dataset of SkyServer, consisting of many columns with real and double values, with
high cardinality and no apparent clustering, makes the WAH index very unstable and
induces high storage overhead. Imprints perform fairly stably and much better than
WAH, with space overhead closer to zonemaps. The failure of WAH is expected due to
the increasing random values in SkyServer, which allows for very few compression opportunities. However, imprints do not suffer from the same problem. Since one imprint
vector is constructed for each cacheline, the space requirements are less than bitmaps,
while the chance of consecutive imprint vectors to be identical, and thus compressible,
is increased.
Figure 2.7 depicts the index size overhead of both imprints and WAH as percentage of the size of the column, ordered over the entropy E. Imprints achieve storage
overhead less than 10% for columns with low entropy, i.e., up to 0.4. The same observation holds with few exceptions for WAH indexing. However, the picture changes
for columns with entropy of 0.5 and higher. Imprints exhibit a steady storage overhead
that does not exceeds 12%. WAH indexing suffers more, with up to almost 100% of
storage overhead on the size of the column. Imprints on the one hand need at most 64
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bits per cacheline unit, making them immune to high entropy, while benefiting from
low entropy. On the other hand, WAH can potentially become very inefficient. If there
are very few opportunities for compression, most 32-bit words will be aligned with
31-bit literals, i.e., no big long sequences of same bits will be found in the bit-vectors.
In addition, since we use a 64 bit-binning approach, there will potentially be 64 uncompressed bits per value. All in all, WAH is more suitable for low entropy data, while
imprints are more stable and with better compression for the entire range of entropy
values, i.e., they work even if data are not locally clustered.
Another concern is the time spent to create each secondary index. The bottom row
of graphs in Figure 2.5 depicts the creation time for WAH, zonemaps, and imprints. As
expected the zonemaps are the fastest to create. For each row only two comparisons
have to be made to determine the minimum and the maximum values for the current
zone. The slowest is the WAH index, since there is significantly more work to be
done in order to compress the bit-vectors. Imprints on the other hand, always perform
between zonemaps and WAH. The overall differences of the construction time between
the three indexes is steady and to be expected since each of them require a different
amount of work per value. Most importantly, the time for all indexes increases linearly
to the size of the columns, thus making them a cost-effective solution for secondary
indexing.

2.6.4

Query Performance

Next, we turn our attention to the performance analysis of evaluating range queries.
The execution scenario for this set of experiments is as follows. For each column, ten
different range queries with varying selectivity are created. The selectivity starts from
less than 0.1 and increases each time by 0.1, until it surpasses 0.9. These 10 queries are
then fired against the three indexes (i.e., zonemaps, WAH, and imprints) defined over
the column, and also evaluated with a complete scan over that column. The result set
of each query is a materialized ordered list of id’s. The ordering of id’s is guaranteed
by the sequential scan, the zonemap index, and the imprints index. However, this is
not true for WAH, since each pass over the different bit-vectors will produce a new set
of id’s which needs to be merged. The merging is done by defining another bit-vector
aligned with the id’s. The bits that are set in this id bit-vector correspond to the id’s that
satisfy the range query. In this way no final merge is needed, just the materialization of
the id’s. This implementation only adds a small, but necessary for fairness, overhead
to WAH compared to the other indexes.
Figure 2.8 plots the query times of over 40,000 queries evaluated over each index.
The queries are ordered on the x-axis according to their selectivity. If the selectivity
is 0.1, the query returns 10% of the total values in the column, while 0.9 returns 90%
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Figure 2.8: Query time for decreasing selectivity.

of the total values. All three indexes and the sequential scan produce the same graph
patterns for query times. However, these patterns are shifted along the y-axis. Imprints
is the fastest index overall since the points in the graph are shifted the most to the bottom. As expected, if the selectivity of the query is low and thus more data are returned,
the smaller the differences that are observed between indexes. In fact, sequential scans
then also become competitive. This is due to the fact that the overhead of decompressing the data, and materializing almost all of the id’s, surpasses the time needed
to sequentially scan the entire column and check each value. In addition, zonemaps
exhibits query times similar to that of sequential scan for low selectivity queries, since
zonemaps require the least administration overhead compared to imprints and bitmaps
with WAH.
To better understand the behavior of zonemap, WAH, and imprints, for queries
with low selectivity, and compare them with sequential scans, we plot in Figure 2.9
the cumulative distribution of the queries over time. More precisely, we count the
queries that finish execution at each time frame, and cumulatively sum them up. The
steeper the graph in Figure 2.9 the more queries finish in a shorter time, thus the more
efficient the index is overall. Figure 2.9 shows that almost 15, 000 queries need each
of them less than 0.1 milliseconds to be evaluated with imprints index. Zonemaps,
which is the second best, manage to evaluate just over 7,500 queries in the same time
frame. However, as the evaluation time increases the time gap between the different
approaches is reduced.
Further, we are interested in the factor of improvement that is achieved by the
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Figure 2.10: Factor of improvement over scan and zonemap.
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imprints index over the sequential scan baseline and the competitive zonemap indexing.
Figure 2.10 depicts the factor of improvement achieved for each query. A point above
1 is translated as a factor of improvement over the baseline, while a point below 1
shows how many times an approach is slower than the baseline. The upper graph
of Figure 2.10 shows with circle points the improvement of imprints over sequential
scans, while the triangles, the corresponding improvement of bitmaps with WAH over
sequential scans. Both imprints and WAH, show a significant improvement for queries
with high selectivity, i.e., when less than 20% of the tuples are returned. For imprints
that improvement is in some cases almost a 1000 times faster, and for WAH over 10.
However, for queries with low selectivity, imprints become less competitive, while
WAH can become significantly slower than scans. This observation is aligned with
the strategy of most modern database systems, where, if the cost model of the query
optimizer detects a select with low selectivity, a sequential scan is preferred over any
index probing. Moreover, WAH is punished in a main memory setting. The processing
overhead of the WAH compression outweighs the throughput of data that is achieved
from main memory to the cpu cache. Therefore, WAH is more suitable for cases where
data do not reside in memory, but need to be fetched from disk. Similarly, the bottom
graph of Figure 2.10 depicts the same comparison, but with zonemap indexing being
the baseline, instead of sequential scans. The same trend can be seen here, although
zonemaps is more competitive and thus the improvement factor for imprints is closer
to 100 times. However, in a few cases of low selectivity zonemaps can become faster
than imprints due to less computation needs.
Finally, we compare the number of index probes and data comparisons performed
(originating from testing for false positives) normalized over the number of records in a
column. This experiment reveals implementation-independent statistics for column imprints in comparison with zonemaps and WAH. The top graph of Figure 2.11 shows the
number of index probes, while the bottom the number of comparisons, for all queries
with selectivity between 0.4 and 0.5. The number of index probes for WAH is the highest of all indexes, almost always more than the number of total records. This is true
since for each record many bit vectors have to be probed. However, WAH achieves
the best filtering since the number of data comparisons is usually very low. On the
other hand, zonemaps have a steady number of index probes, i.e., exactly the number
of cachelines of the column. The number of comparisons for zonemaps depends on the
data skew and can vary. Column imprints achieve a balance between index probes and
data comparisons. Columns with high entropy entail more index probes but less data
comparisons. On the other hand, columns with low entropy will need less index probes
but more data comparisons.
In conclusion, for high selectivity queries column imprints index can achieve a factor of 1000 improvement over sequential scans, and a factor of 100 over zonemap.
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Figure 2.11: Number of index probes and value comparisons for queries with selectivity between 0.4 and 0.5.
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Further experimentation, revealed that there is a correlation between the query evaluation time and the sizes of the column, or the size of the index, which in turn is correlated
with the column entropy. We do not show these graphs since they do not reveal any
new insights into the performance of imprints compared to zonemap or WAH index.

2.7

Summary

Column imprints is a light-weight secondary index with a small memory footprint
suited for a main-memory setting. It belongs to the class of bitvector indexes, which
has a proven track record of improving access in large-scale data warehouses. Our
extensive experimental evaluation shows significant query evaluation speed-up against
pure scans and the established indexing approaches of zonemaps and bitmaps with bitbinning and WAH compression. The storage overhead of column imprints is just a few
percent, with a max of 12% over the base column.
Column imprints can be extended to exploit multi-core platforms during the construction phase and during multi-attribute query processing. Akin to prevailing techniques, such as [75, 81], judicious choice of the binning scheme, and a multi-level
imprints organization, may lead to further improvements in specific application domains.
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Chapter 3

Memory Efficient Bloom Filters
for Skewed Access Patterns
Main memories are becoming sufficiently large that most OLTP databases can fit entirely in memory. Nevertheless, OLTP workloads often exhibit skewed access patterns
where some records are hot (frequently accessed) and many records are cold (infrequently or never accessed). It is still more economical to store the cold records on
secondary storage. To minimize unnecessary disk accesses an in-memory Bloom filter
can be used to quickly check whether a given record exists in cold storage. In this
chapter, we show how skew in access patterns can be exploited to improve Bloom filter efficiency (less space and/or lower false positive rate). We do this by splitting the
filter into many smaller ones, where each filter covers only a small subset of records.
The challenge is, given the (skewed) access frequencies per subset of records, to determine the optimal number of bits per Bloom filter. We define a mathematical model
and show how to optimally size the Bloom filters. We also describe how to adjust the
sizing of the filters because of changes in access patterns or deterioration caused by
updates. Furthermore, since with this split the Bloom filters are smaller, it is faster
to create and query them because of fewer cache misses. An extensive experimental
evaluation confirms that our algorithms construct better Bloom filters optimized for
skewed access patterns, that they achieve a lower false positive rate or lower memory
consumption depending on the settings, and that they can adapt gracefully to data and
workload changes.
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3.1

Motivation

Database systems have traditionally been designed assuming that data is disk resident.
However, the drop in memory prices over the past 30 years is invalidating this assumption. Several database engines have emerged that optimize for the case when most data
fits in memory [30, 37, 63, 77, 78]. This architectural change necessitates a rethink of
all layers of the system, from concurrency control [47] and access methods [66, 72] to
query processing [11].
In OLTP workloads record accesses tend to be skewed. Some records are “hot”
and accessed frequently while others are “cold” and accessed infrequently. Clearly,
good performance depends on the hot records residing in memory but cold records can
be moved to cheaper external storage such as flash with little effect on overall system
performance.
Consider, for example, a table containing customer orders. The most recent, active
orders are stored in an in-memory table – the hot table – with two hash indexes, one on
order number and one on customer number. Older, closed orders are accessed rarely
and, to reduce memory requirements and overall system cost, are moved to another
table – the cold table – stored on a flash SSD. The cold table also has hash indexes on
order number and on customer number. Suppose orders that have been closed for more
than 30 days are automatically moved to the cold table.
To retrieve all orders for a customer we must check both the hot table and the cold
table. For customers that have no orders older than 30 days, accessing the cold table
is wasted effort. A typical way to avoid such unnecessary accesses is to use an inmemory Bloom filter, in this case, one on customer number that covers customers with
orders in the cold table. Before accessing the cold table, we do a quick check against
the Bloom filter and if the result is negative, we have avoided an expensive lookup in
the cold table.

3.1.1

Contributions

Instead of a single large Bloom filter per index, we propose to use a collection of
smaller Bloom filters, called hereafter Split Bloom filters. Each smaller filter covers a
fixed set of hash buckets (in the case of a hash index) or a fixed set of pages (in the
case of a B+tree index). Each filter may, for example, cover two consecutive buckets
(pages). The split Bloom filters are of variable size, where more bits are allocated to
buckets (pages) that contain many distinct keys and/or are frequently accessed. Using
a collection of smaller Bloom filters is a simple idea but it offers several advantages.
• We can exploit skew by allocating more bits to filters that are frequently accessed
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and/or cover larger subsets of records. We have developed an algorithm (section
3.4) to determine the optimal allocation of bits to filters. Our experiments confirm that the split Bloom filters are more efficient (less space and/or lower false
positive rate) than a single large Bloom filter.
• It is faster to build a collection of split filters than a single large filter and checking a small filter is faster because of fewer cache misses. This is confirmed by
our experiments.
• When the set of records covered by a filter changes due to insertions and deletions, the filter no longer performs optimally (too many bits set). When this
occur we can remedy the situation simply be rebuilding the filter. This is cheaper
than rebuilding a single large Bloom filter, because each split filter covers only a
small subset of records.
• Split Bloom filters also make it possible to adapt to changes in access frequencies. If a split filter becomes more frequently accessed and/or produces more
false positives than expected, we can rebuild the filter and increase its size. Vice
versa, if a filter is hardly ever accessed we can rebuild it and reduce its size,
thereby saving memory space. How to detect and adapt to changing access frequencies is discussed in section 3.5.
This work is part of a research project investigating how to manage cold data in
Hekaton, an OLTP database engine optimized for main-memory and integrated into
SQL Server [17, 26]. The goal is to enable Hekaton to automatically migrate cold
records to cheaper secondary storage while still providing access to such records transparently. Needless to say, it is important to avoid unnecessary accesses to secondary
storage. We considered using classical Bloom filters but found them too inflexible. We
also considered counting Bloom filters but deemed them too space inefficient and not
able to exploit skew.

3.1.2

Outline

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Next section summarizes related work
on Bloom filters. Section 3.3 presents the system infrastructure. Section 3.4 details
the process of splitting Bloom filters. In Section 3.5 we study the different cases that
call for a total or partial rebuild of Split Bloom filters. The experimental evaluation
of the proposed algorithms is presented in Section 3.6. We conclude our work with
Section 3.7.
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Related Work on Bloom Filters

Bloom filters where introduced in 1970 by Burton H. Bloom [12]. Since then, numerous extensions to the original design have been proposed. One of the most notable
extensions are spectral Bloom filters [23] which use counters instead of single bits and
can support multi-sets. Instead of only setting a bit whenever an element is hashed to
a position, the spectral Bloom filters increase a counter associated with that position,
thus allowing correct support of both count queries and deletion of elements from the
filter.
The Bloomier filter [21] is an extension of Bloom filters that supports membership
checks over static functions that divide the domain into several subsets. Given an element, it decides if it belongs to set A, B, C, . . . or none of them. To achieve this,
multiple Bloom filters are created for each subset, hence it performs better if the number of subsets is small. Compressed Bloom filters [57] study the problem of optimizing
the compression rate of a Bloom filter instead of only optimizing the false positive ratio. The author demonstrates that it is better to use fewer hash functions to achieve
better compression rates since there will be more unset bits.
Several other variants of Bloom filters aimed at making them more space and time
efficient have been proposed in the literature [64, 69]. In [69] the authors propose a
cache efficient variant that uses blocks of bits and precomputed bit patterns to be set.
In [43] only two hash functions are used to produce the k needed, resulting in less
cpu time. The false positive ratio can be significantly reduced by using partitioned
hashing [31]. This is done by first defining many different families of hash functions,
and then hashing an element to determine to which family it belongs. These functions
are then used as in the traditional Bloom filters.
Scalable Bloom filters [3] address the problem that arises if the number of elements
to be inserted in a Bloom filter is unknown, yet a strict false positive ratio needs to be
enforced. The authors proposed a scalable growth of the Bloom filter by appending
bits as needed.
Weighted Bloom filters [16] and Conscious Bloom filters [89] have both been proposed to deal with skewed workloads. In Weighted Bloom filters, the authors propose
to use different number of hash functions for each key depending on the frequency it
is looked up and the likelihood to be a member, instead of decreasing or increasing the
number of bits used, as per our solution. Similarly, the authors of Conscious Bloom
filters present a (2 + )-Approximation algorithm to decide how many hashes to use.
Weighted and Conscious Bloom filter do not facilitate updates or adjusting to changes
in the access skew, since they use a single large filter instead of many smaller ones that
are easier to maintain.
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Avoiding Trips to Cold Storage

For each table that resides in memory, there is a corresponding table in the cold store for
records that are infrequently accessed. Records are never duplicated – a record is either
in the hot store or in the cold store. A cold table may have any number of indexes, each
defined for a different search key of the records. A record may be accessed through
any index so we need multiple filters, one for each index.
A straightforward approach is to build a single large Bloom filter that covers an
entire index of the cold table. The filter would use a predefined number m of bits, called
hereafter the memory budget, and k hash functions to identify which bits to be set. A
Bloom filter performs optimally when the number of false positives is minimized. It
has been shown [12] that the optimal balance between the number of hash functions k,
the number of bits m and the number of distinct keys n is achieved when k = ln 2 m
n.
Here, instead of maintaining a single large Bloom filter per index, we split it into
a collection of smaller Bloom filters that add up to the same memory budget m. Each
of the smaller Bloom filters may be of different size. The number of bits for a filter is
determined based on i) how frequently the records covered by the filter are accessed,
and ii) the number of (distinct) keys hashed. The intuition is to assign more bits to
Bloom filters that contain more keys and/or are queried more often, which is where
the bits yield the most benefits. There is little benefit in using a large filter for a small
set of keys or for keys that are hardly ever queried, because even if it returns a false
positive half of the time, the overall impact on the false positive rate of the entire index
is negligible.
Obviously, our approach benefits from skewed access patterns; access skew provides opportunities to redistribute the memory budget so as to achieve a lower false
positive rate than a single large Bloom filter. Aging data, where the older a record becomes the less likely it is to be queried, exhibits such skew and this is a fairly common
pattern.
Before presenting our mathematical model and the algorithms for optimal sizing
each Split Bloom filter, we detail the over all system design for two different types of
indexes, namely hash indexes and B+trees.

3.3.1

Split Bloom Filters for Hash Indexes

Consider an in-memory table with n records of customer orders where the column
order id is a unique key and the column customer identifies the customer that placed
the order, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Older orders are moved to the cold store and
indexed on customer using a hash index. Given a query that retrieves all orders placed
by a customer, we first search the in-memory hot table, possibly using a hash index on
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Figure 3.1: In-memory Split Bloom filters for a cold store resident hashfile index.
customer. Next, we scan the appropriate bucket of the hash index in the cold store to
find the customer’s older orders.
To avoid an unnecessary access to the cold store, we cover a predefined number of
hash buckets in the cold store with a smaller Bloom filter. The choice of how many hash
buckets to cover per filter is a space versus efficiency trade-off. Smaller filters covering
fewer buckets are easier to maintain, while fewer larger filters reduce management
overhead. In Figure 3.1 there are four different hash buckets in the cold store. Suppose
we split the Bloom filter into four smaller ones each covering one hash bucket. Given
the customer, we first compute the hash value of the key to determine to which hash
bucket it corresponds to in the cold store. But, before accessing the cold store, we
probe the corresponding Bloom filter, i.e., the one that covers the target hash bucket, to
determine whether a trip to the cold store can be avoided.

3.3.2

Split Bloom Filters for B+Tree Indexes

Consider an index that supports ranges, such as BW-trees [49], a novel lock-free version of in-memory B+trees. Such a B+tree variation index over the customer column
of the orders table is shown in Figure 3.2. A query about all orders of a customer will
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Figure 3.2: In-memory Split Bloom filters for a B+tree index.

traverse the B+tree until it reaches the leaf nodes that point to the records in the orders
table. The next step is to retrieve the corresponding pages in the cold store with the
older orders of the same customer. To make use of Split Bloom filters and avoid unnecessary access of pages in the cold store, we add to the leaf nodes a field, filter id, that
identifies which Split Bloom Filter covers the node’s key range. Multiple adjacent leaf
nodes may share the same filter, in particular, leaf nodes covering key ranges with few
records in the cold store. For leaf nodes with no records in the cold store filter id is set
to null. If filter id is set, we locate the corresponding Bloom filter and check whether
it is necessary to access the cold store.

3.3.3

Split Bloom Filters Construction

We store Split Bloom filters in a regular in-memory table to take advantage of the
system’s transactional guarantees. This ensures that the filters will be durable and
consistent with the data in the cold store. We use one Split Bloom filter table per cold
table, thus storing in this table all filters for all indexes of that particular cold table.
Therefore, for each cold table, there is one Split Bloom filter table in memory. One
could also use one Bloom filter table per index, per database, or even a single systemwide table.
An example of a Split Bloom table is shown in Figure 3.3. Each Bloom filter is
identified by a unique combination of the identifier of the index, which is given by the
catalog information of the system, and the id of the Split Bloom filter. For example, the
first record with identifier 1.1 of the Split Bloom filter table in Figure 3.3 corresponds
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Figure 3.3: In-memory Split Bloom Filters table.

to the hash index with id=1 and the Split Bloom filter with id=1. The id of the Split
Bloom filter is identified as follows. For a hash index, each Split Bloom filter covers
a fixed number of hash buckets, say w buckets, so the Split Bloom filter id of a bucket
b is simply bb/wc. In the case of a B+tree, the id is given by the leaf node. The next
three attributes of the Split Bloom Table in Figure 3.3 are the number ni of distinct
records in the group of buckets (or group of pages) covered by filter i, ki the number
of hash functions used by that Split Bloom filter, and mi the number of bits used. The
counter fi is incremented whenever the Split Bloom filter is probed and enables us to
estimate the filter’s access frequency. Next, there are a number of attributes, denoted
as cnts in Figure 3.3. The details of these counters are given in Section 3.5 where we
discuss Split Bloom filters maintenance strategies. Finally, the last attribute of the Split
Bloom filter table is a variable length bit vector that stores the actual Bloom filter.
The main function for creating the Split Bloom filters over an index of the cold table
is detailed in Algorithm ??. It simply scans the buckets or pages covered by each Split
Bloom filter, hashes the keys and sets the selected bits in the filter, and finally creates
and inserts a record with the filter in the Split Bloom filter table. In the next section
we determine the parameters to optimally size each Split Bloom filter according to the
frequency and the number of distinct keys it covers.

3.4

Optimal Sizing of Split Bloom Filters

We wish to split a memory budget of m bits into l Bloom filters such that the total false
positive ratio is minimized. Denote the size (in bits) of Bloom filter i by mi . The sum
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Algorithm 3.1 Split Bloom filters Construction
l = totalBuckets/bucketsPerGroup;
(m[], k[]) = Algorithm 3.2(l, m, n, n[], f []);
for i ← 1 to l
/* allocate a new Bloom filter of size m[i]*/
Bloomfilter = allocate bits(m[i]);
for key in buckets i×bucketsPerGroup until
(i + 1)×bucketsPerGroup
for h ← 1 to k[i]
hash h(key)→Bloomfilter;
end for
end for
id= (IndexId << 32) | i;
new record(id, n[i], k[i], m[i], f [i],Bloomfilter);
insert(record)→SplitBloomTable;
end for

of bits assigned to the filters should equal the memory budget m, that is,
m=

l
X

mi .

i=1

The false positive ratio of the ith Bloom filter can be approximated by
pi = (1 − e−ki ni /mi )ki

(3.1)

where ki is the number of hash functions used, and ni the number of distinct keys
included in the ith Bloom filter.
To be able to estimate the access frequencies of the filters, each filter has a counter
fi that is incremented on every access to the filter. Let f denote the sum over all access
counters,
l
X
f=
fi .
i=1

The total or overall false positive ratio P for the l Bloom filters covering an index is
equal to
l
X
fi
pi .
(3.2)
P =
f
i=1
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That is, the overall false positive rate of a collection of Bloom filters is a weighted
average of the false positive ratios of the individual Bloom filters, weighted with their
respective fraction of total accesses.
To minimize P , optimal values for all mi , i = 1, . . . , l must be determined. The
problem amounts to a non-linear minimization problem that can be solved using Lagrange multipliers. Our derivation of the solution is included at the end of this chapter.
We derive the following formula for finding the optimal filter size mi for i = 1, . . . , l
mi = (ln−2 2γi +

m
)ni
n

(3.3)

where
γi = ln fi − ln ni + σ

(3.4)

l

σ=

1X
ni (ln ni − ln fi ).
n i=1

(3.5)

The optimal size of a Bloom filter is a function of the number of keys ni and a factor
γi . γi is equal to the difference between the natural logarithm of the frequency fi and
the keys ni plus a constant σ. σ is the same for all Bloom filters, thus it needs to be
i
computed only once. Once mi is determined, then ki is set to ki = ln 2 m
ni .
Algorithm 3.2 implements the mathematical formulas derived here. The input to
the algorithm consists of the number of filters l, the memory budget in bits m, the
total number n of keys, as well as two arrays, namely n[] with the number of distinct
keys per group of hash buckets or group of B+tree pages, and f [] containing the access
frequencies.
For the initial build of the Bloom filters the number of distinct keys, n[], can be
computed by a scan over the index. If estimates of the frequencies f [] are not available
we assume uniform access frequencies.
Algorithm 3.2 starts by first computing σ. For this, l multiplications and subtractions are needed, 2 ∗ l calls to function log, and finally one division. Then, for each
Bloom filter the parameter γ is computed. The cost for computing γ is 2 ∗ l calls to
function log, one subtraction and one addition. If γ is zero or negative, then the access
frequency is so rare, or the number of unique keys are so few, that no bits need to be
used. In this case, a query to this filter will always return true, and a trip to the cold
table will not be avoided. If parameter γ is a positive number, the number of bits and
hash functions per Bloom filter are computed.
Our model is a continues approximation and thus produces non-integer (i.e., floating point) values instead of integer values for m[i]. Therefore, we use function ceil
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Algorithm 3.2 Sizing Split Bloom filters
Input: number of filters l, total bits to be used m, total keys n, keys per filter n[],
access frequencies per filter f []
Output: number of bits per filter m[], number of hash functions per filter k[]
// first compute σ
float σ = 0;
for i ← 1 to l
σ = σ + n[i] ∗ (log(n[i]) − log(f [i]));
end for
σ = σ/n;
// next calculate the number of bits
log2 = 1.0/(log(2.0) ∗ log(2.0));
for i ← 1 to l
γ = log(f [i]) − log(n[i]) + σ;
if (γ < 0)
m[i] = 0;
k[i] = 0;
else
m[i] = ceil((log2 ∗ γ + (m/n)) ∗ n[i]);
k1 = floor(log(2.0) ∗ m[i]/n[i]);
k2 = ceil(log(2.0) ∗ m[i]/n[i]);
k[i] = min(fp(k1), fp(k2));
end if
end for
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to take the closest integer that is larger than m[i]. However, to decide the number of
hash function, both options of bk[i]c and dk[i]e are checked and the one that produces
the smaller false positive ratio p is used. The theoretical false positive ratio can never
be exactly achieved, but only approximated by any Bloom filter. This is because of the
natural limitation of not being able to use a non-integer number of bits or a fraction of
hash functions as the formulas indicate.

3.5

Split Bloom Filter Maintenance

To maintain a low false positive rate it may be necessary to rebuild a few or all filters. In
this section we describe our approach to monitoring filter performance and triggering
filter maintenance.

3.5.1

Incremental Build of Individual Filters

The algorithms presented in Section 3.4 derive the optimal size for each Bloom filter
given the number of keys, the number of accesses, and the available memory budget.
However, for reasons of efficiency it is preferred to rebuild the Bloom filter that needs
to, instead of rebuilding the entire collection of Split Bloom filters. The incremental
build procedure described in this section ensures that the target false positive ratio
initially set by Algorithm 3.2 is achieved, even if the access frequency or the number
of unique keys have changed for the specific filter to be rebuild. Experiments detailed
in Section 3.6 show that by rebuilding filters one at a time we still approach the global
minimum as computed by Equation 3.3.
Each filter contributes to the overall false positive by a fraction ffi of its own false
positive. If that fraction changes because of access skew, or the false positive ratio pi
changes because of updates, then an incremental rebuild must be performed. However,
the following equation must hold in order for the overall contribution to remain the
same
f0
fi
pi = i0 p0i
(3.6)
f
f
where fi0 , f 0 are the new values of access frequency that triggered the incremental rebuild. This observation leads to the following equation for computing the new size of
a single Bloom filter
f 0 fi 
m0i = −n0i ln 0 pi ln−2 2.
(3.7)
fi f
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Algorithm 3.3 Incremental sizing of a Bloom filter
Input: record(ni , ki , mi , fi ) of filter i to be build, F P ti current false positive target
of filter i, F ri frequency ratio of filter i
Output: a new record with updated Bloom filter, updates F P ti and F ri
log2 = 1.0/(log(2.0) ∗ log(2.0));
// calculate the new false positive target
new fp = (f /fi ) × F ri × F P ti ;
if (new fp> 1)
new fp= 1;
mi = 0;
ki = 0;
else
mi = −ni × log2 × log(new fp);
k1 = floor(log(2.0) ∗ m[i]/n[i]);
k2 = ceil(log(2.0) ∗ m[i]/n[i]);
ki = min(fp(k1), fp(k2));
endif
Bloomfilter = rebuildFilter(i, mi , ki );
F P ti = new fp;
F ri = fi /f ;
return new record(ni , ki , mi , fi , Bloomfilter), F P ti , F ri ;
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The details of the derivation of this formula are described at the end of this Chapter.
Note that n0i is the updated number of unique keys, thus taking into account any insertion or deletions.
Algorithm 3.3 implements the above formula to incrementally rebuild a filter. The
input is the record with the counters and the Bloom filter to be rebuild, as well as
counters F P ti and F ri . F P ti is exactly the pi of Equation 3.7, and F ri is the fraction
fi
0
f . While the current fi is the counter fi stored in the record of the Bloom filter. The
first step for Algorithm 3.3 is to compute the new false positive ratio p0i . Next, if it is
smaller than 1.0, the number of bits mi are computed from the formula. If the new
false positive is greater than 1.0, the access frequency is so low that no filter is needed.
Finally, the algorithm will rebuild the filter with the newly computed parameters and
replace the old record in the Bloom table.
During the incremental rebuild, we only scan the hash buckets or B+tree pages that
are covered by the specific filter, and not the entire index. Therefore it is more efficient
than a total rebuild. In the experiments we will show that a series of incremental rebuilds approach the same overall false positive ratio that would have been achieved, if
we performed a total rebuild of the collection of Bloom filters.

3.5.2

How Bloom Filters Deteriorate

Inserts
When new records are added to the cold store, some Bloom filters may have to be updated to prevent false negatives. False negatives occur when a Bloom filter incorrectly
indicates that a requested key does not exist in the cold store even though it does. This
produces an incorrect query result which, of course, is unacceptable. The filter update
has to be done in a manner that ensures that false negatives cannot occur at any point.
We store Bloom filters as a variable length attribute of an in-memory table and take
advantage of the transactional infrastructure of the database engine. The filter update
is done as part of the same transaction that updates the cold store so the Bloom filter
update commits with the cold store update.
Deletes
When a record r1 is deleted, it is not safe to turn off the bits set by r1 in a Bloom
filter because some other record r2 still in the cold store may have set one or more
of the same bits. Turning off the bits would “hide” r2 and cause a false negative. To
ensure correctness we do not update Bloom filters when a record is deleted. This may,
however, increase the false positive rate because the Bloom filter still indicates that r1
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is present. Deletes, same as inserts, will cause Bloom filters to deteriorate and produce
a higher false positive rate than necessary. Either too many bits will be set because
of insertions or too many bits will remain set despite records having been deleted. At
some point the Bloom filters have to be rebuilt in order to ensure optimal performance.

Changes in Access Frequency
Changes in access frequencies may also cause suboptimal performance and call for a
rebuild. Suppose the access frequency of a hash bucket or a B+tree page decreases dramatically. If so, the contribution of the Bloom filter covering these buckets (pages) to
the total false positive rate is also reduced. The Bloom filter may now be unnecessarily
large; it may be better to shrink it and invest the freed up bits elsewhere. Similarly, if
the access frequency for a bucket (page) increases, its covering Bloom filter may be too
small for optimal performance.

Skewed Access Patterns
There is an additional situation that may call for a rebuild. The formulas for estimating
false positive rates and sizing Bloom filters assume that incoming requests select bits
at random. In practice that may not be the case. Suppose we have sized a Bloom
filter for an expected false positive rate of 5%. Now consider a particular key value K
that results in a false positive. If all incoming requests are for key value K, the actual
false positive rate will be 100%. This is an unlikely case but it shows that the actual
distribution of requests may result in false positive rate that is higher (or lower) than
theoretically expected. If the Bloom filter is rebuild with a different size, a different set
of bits will be set and chances are that K will no longer cause a false positive.
When a set of Bloom filters have deteriorated sufficiently we rebuild them, possibly
also changing their size. A rebuild requires scanning the buckets (pages) covered by
the filters, recomputing the filters, and updating the Bloom table with the new filters.
This has to be done in a transactional manner to ensure that false negatives cannot occur. Apart from rebuilding a set of filters, one may also incrementally build individual
Bloom filters such that the over all false positive target of the collection remains fixed.
The process of incrementally building filters, instead of total rebuild, is described later
in this section. First we detail the counters maintained and the policies used for triggering a rebuild.
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3.5.3

Counters

To be able to monitor Bloom filter performance and react to changes we maintain
several counters at different levels. There are six counters for each Bloom filter.
• Iidx,i , the number of new distinct keys inserted into buckets (pages) covered by
filter i of index idx,
• Didx,i , the number of distinct keys deleted from buckets (pages) covered by filter
i of index idx,
• N lidx,i , the number of lookups in filter i of index idx,
• N fidx,i , the number of false positives produced by filter i of index idx,
• F P tidx,i , the theoretical – or target – false positive ratio of filter i as computed
during the last rebuild of the entire collection of Bloom filters for index idx, or
during the last incremental build of filter i, and
• F ridx,i the access frequency fraction
or incremental build.

fi
f

of filter i as noted during the last rebuild

Counters Iidx,i and Didx,i are used to determine if a filter rebuild is needed because
of too many updates. N lidx,i , N fidx,i can be used to continuously monitor the real
false positive ratio and compare it with the target ratio F P tidx,i so as to be able to
detect large deviations between observed and theoretical false positive. In addition,
F P tidx,i and F ridx,i are used for incremental rebuilds.
There are four counters for the collection of Bloom filters covering an index.
• N lidx , the number of lookups in index idx,
• N fidx , the number of false positives produced by the filters of index idx,
• Eidx , the difference between memory used and the memory budget for the filters
of index idx, and
• F P tidx , the theoretical – or target – total false positive ratio as computed during
the last rebuilt of the entire collection of the Bloom filters for index idx.
When an entire collection of filters for an index is rebuilt we allow their total size
to change if this is necessary to maintain the filters’ target total false positive ratio
F P tidx . Therefore, we also maintain a counter Eidx that counts by how many bits the
total actual size is over or under the budget. We will later use Eidx to assess whether
to do a complete rebuild of the index’ collection of Bloom filters. In addition, N lidx
and N fidx are used to monitor the current false positive ratio and how much it deviates
from the target ratio.
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Triggering Filter Rebuild

The filters covering an index and each filter individually was assigned a target false
positive ratio and a memory budget when built. We monitor the actual false positive
ratio and trigger a rebuild when it falls outside a predefined range. When rebuilding,
we size the filters for the same target ratio but allow memory usage to increase (or
decrease) to achieve that target. Excessive memory usage triggers a global rebuild.
Individual Bloom Filters
The goal for individual filters is to keep the false positive ratio close to the target while
keeping the actual filter size smaller than the initial.
By maintaining the access counters N lidx,i and N fidx,i and the two counters for
new distinct keys inserted Iidx,i and deleted Didx,i , we can monitor the performance of
a filter and take action when the performance deviates from the target. We set upper Bu
and lower Bl bounds on the deviation from the target ratio and trigger a rebuild when
the deviation exceeds the bounds. That is, a rebuild of a filter is triggered whenever
N fidx,i /N lidx,i > F P tidx,i + Bu or
N fidx,i /N lidx,i < F P tidx,i − Bl .
As mentioned earlier, access skew may cause the actual false positive ratio of a
Bloom filter to be higher than what is theoretically expected. If this is the case, and we
rebuild the Bloom filter with the same size, the existing keys will set the same bits as
before and the bias may remain. However, if we rebuild the filter with a different size,
then a different set of bits will be selected by the hash functions and, most likely, the
effects of access skew will be remedied.
We can detect if enough updates have been done to disrupt the balance between
set and unset bits by comparing the Iidx,i and Didx,i counters with the total number
of unique keys in the buckets or pages of index idx. If either Iidx,i or Didx,i exceed
a given percentage of the number of unique keys then a rebuild of the Bloom filter is
triggered. In that case, the size of the filter may need to change too. The incremental
algorithm described in the next paragraph achieves these restrictions.
Bloom Filters for an Index
Even if each filter in the collection retains its false positive ratio close to its target,
the distribution of accesses may change causing the false positive ratio for the entire
collection to deviate from its target.
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Figure 3.4: Variations of the workload skew used in experiments.

In the same way as for individual filters, we can establish upper and lower bounds
on the deviation from the target and trigger a rebuild of all filters for the index. To
do so we need to recompute the optimal size. Since rebuilding an entire collection of
filters can be costly, it should only be done if we wish to either change the overall false
positive ratio or assign a new memory budget. In other cases it is better to rebuild only
those Bloom filters that is needed.

3.6

Experimental Evaluation

We performed an extensive experimental study to gain insights into the behavior of
Split Bloom filters. We focus on experiments that show the differences between our
solution and classical Bloom filters. Since our solution is affected in the same way
as a classical filter when varying the number of bits per key, or the number of hash
functions, we do not study these parameters in depth. We rather focus on the effects of
parameters such as the number of hash buckets per Bloom filter, or the influence of the
skew of the workload, which are all specific to our approach.
We implemented our algorithms, classical Bloom filters, and an underlying storage
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Figure 3.5: Creation time for different number of keys and bits per key.
based on hash files all in C. The timing results reported here are all averaged over three
runs, although there were hardly any differences between each run. The data keys were
randomly created according to a uniform distribution. We emulate skewed access with
a power-law random generator using distribution P (x) = xn , as described in [44]. If
not otherwise stated, we used n = 10. For reference, Figure 3.4 plots the workload
skew output by the random generator for different values of n. Which buckets are
to become more popular than others are randomly chosen for each experiment. All
experiments were conducted on an IntelR CoreTM i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40GHz machine
with 8 cores and 8192 KB cache size. The available main memory was 16 GB, while
the secondary storage was provided by a SeagateR ConstellationTM SATA 1-TB hard
drive and capable of reading data with a rate of 140MB/sec.

3.6.1

Creation

The first experiment measures the creation time for Split Bloom filters and compares
it with that of classical Bloom filters. Figure 3.5 plots the results. The figure shows
five histogram clusters, each cluster corresponding to a different number of data keys:
1M, 5M, 10M, 20M and 40M. The bars within each cluster represent different filter
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Figure 3.6: False positive ratio for different number of buckets per Bloom filter.

sizes: 4, 8, 16, and 32 bits per key. We plot the creation time (in milliseconds) for
both classical Bloom filters and Split Bloom filters. Note that the y-axis is in log scale.
Figure 3.5 shows that Split Bloom filters are faster to create than a large single filter.
The difference in time increases with the number of keys and the number of bits per
key. This is explained by the improved cache locality for Split Bloom filters. Each key
added to a Bloom filter needs to set k different bits. The smaller a Bloom filter is, the
fewer cache lines it occupies, thus increasing the chance of a hit in the L1 or L2 cache.
When the number of keys or the number of bits per key increase, the classical Bloom
filters grow and the cache miss rate increases. For the same reasons of cache locality,
querying and updating Split Bloom filters is faster than for a single large filter.
The number of hash buckets (or pages in a B+tree) each filter covers influences
its ability to adjust to data and access skew, but also affects the total false positive.
Figure 3.6 illustrates this effect. The y-axis of shows the overall false positive of a
collection of Split Bloom filters while the exponent of the power law distribution of the
workload varies between n = 10 until n = 60. The x-axis plots the number of hash
buckets that each Bloom filter covers. In all cases, we used the same number of data
keys (10 million) and the same number of total hash buckets (65, 536). The solid line
plots the false positive ratio of a single Bloom filter that covers all buckets and keys.
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The first observation is that Split Bloom filters are able to exploit the skew in access frequencies to reduce the false positive ratio compared to the solid line. Second,
the optimal number of buckets that each Bloom filter should cover increases with the
exponent of the power law distribution. For example, if n = 10, then 2 or 4 buckets
per Bloom filter is sufficient to improve the false positive ratio. If more buckets are
used per filter, then the overall false positive ratio quickly increases to that of a single
Bloom filter. The reason is that the more buckets are used, the more the workload skew
is “blurred out”. In the case of n = 60, where the access skew is high, the overall false
positive ratio decreases continually until 64 buckets per Bloom filter. Therefore, the
more skewed the workload is, the more buckets can be covered per Bloom filter, which
in addition reduces the administration overhead.
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3.6.2

75

Queries

A disadvantage of an in memory Bloom filter is that it produces a lot of cache misses
because of the random assignment of bits per key. One way to overcome this is to create
hash functions that for a given key they produce values in the same cacheline range.
However, this approach increases the false positive ratio since bits are not assigned
truly random any more. Split Bloom filters on the other hand, are smaller by design
since they cover less keys, and a smaller filter occupies less cachelines. Therefore, the
probability of two or more hash values pointing at bits of the same cacheline is higher.
The next experiment demonstrates these benefits. We performed 10 million queries
over a classical Bloom filter and a collection of Split Bloom filters. All queries are
point lookups for keys that do exist in the filters, such that we force all hash functions
to be computed each time. We report the results of our experiments in Figure 3.7. The
upper row of plots show the average cache misses per key lookup. The lower row of
plots show the average cpu cycles per key lookup. We repeated the experiments for
different number of bits per key, from 4 bits up to 32 bits. An increase on the bits
per key, also means an increase of the number of hash functions used per key. The
x-axis signifies the skew of the keys stored in the buckets, according to the workloads
of Figure 3.4. The goal is to demonstrate the benefits of our approach when skew
increases. Figure 3.7 plots the behavior of one large Bloom filter. As expected both
the cache misses and the cpu cycles remain steady per plot. However, the Split Bloom
filter have a smaller number of cache misses (even for low skew) while the difference
with classical Bloom filters increases for larger skewed workloads. This is also in
accordance with the results of measuring the cpu cycles per key. Split filters are faster
since there are fewer cache misses, but also, for less frequently accessed buckets, there
are fewer hash functions to compute resulting too in reduced cpu time.

3.6.3

Access skew

Filters become less effective because of changes in access frequencies, data distribution, or inserts and deletes, and thus they need to be rebuilt. An incremental strategy,
rebuilding a few filters at a time, is clearly preferable to a strategy of complete rebuilding that uses Algorithm 3.2 to compute optimal sizes. However, this raises two
questions about the incremental rebuild strategy that we proposed in Section 3.5. Does
it converge to a solution that is close to the optimal solution? And if it does, how
rapidly does it adapt? The experiments discussed in this section are designed to shed
some light on these two issues.
The first experiment investigates whether the incremental approach converges to an
optimal solution. We first create a hash index with 10 million unique keys and 16,384
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Bloom filters using 8 bits per key. The stored keys are uniform distributed over the
buckets. We then ran 1 million lookups selecting the target buckets according to a
skewed workload with n = 10. During the lookups we apply the incremental rebuild
strategy of Algorithm 3.3. Once the lookups complete we also compute the optimal
filter sizes using Algorithm 3.2. The results are plotted in Figure 3.8. The x-axis
enumerates the 16,384 Bloom filters, sorted from the least frequently accessed to the
most frequently accessed. The y-axis of the upper graph shows the false positive ratio
per filter and of the lower graph shows the filter’s size in bits. The plot line marked
Init shows the initial situation when access frequencies are uniform. The line IB shows
the false positive ratio and the filter size distribution after 1 million lookups and using
the incremental rebuild Algorithm 3.3 to resize filters. The least accessed filters on
the left of the graph are virtually never accessed so they end up with no bits and thus
a false positive ratio of 1.0. However, while the access frequency of filters increase
(towards the right side of the x-axis), more bits are allocated to the filters to keep
their false positive ratio close to the target. The line RB shows the distribution of the
false positive ratio and filter size when we rebuild the entire collection of Bloom filters
using Algorithm 3.2. The IB and RB lines are very close, which demonstrates that the
incremental rebuild Algorithm 3.3 converges towards the optimal solution provided by
Algorithm 3.2.
Figure 3.9 shows the evolution of the total false positive ratio and the total size of
the Bloom filters when the filters are periodically rebuilt using three different strategies. A rebuild is initiated every 10, 000 lookups. The x-axis indicates the number of
lookups, up to 300, 000 in total. The Init line shows what happens if the collection of
Bloom filters is rebuilt completely without changing the memory budget. The IB line
shows the results when Bloom filters are rebuilt incrementally, keeping the target false
positive ratio for each filter unchanged. The RB line corresponds to doing a complete
rebuild every 10, 000 lookups but by using the same total memory space as the incremental build. The lower graph of Figure 3.9 plots the total size of the filters for all three
settings. The upper graph plots the corresponding overall false positive ratio.
The filters corresponding to the Init always use the same amount of memory as
shown by the straight line. Meanwhile, the overall false positive ratio drops as shown
by the Init line in the upper graph of Figure 3.9. This is caused by bits being removed
from rarely accessed filters and given to more popular ones. Consequently, the total
size remains the same but the overall false positive ratio is reduced and eventually
converges to a minimum. The Bloom filters maintained with incremental rebuild keep
the overall false positive ratio stable and close to the target, while freeing bits that are
no longer needed. The overall false positive ration is steady as shown in the upper
graph of Figure 3.9, while the total size converges to a minimum as illustrated by the
lower graph. The RB line shows the results if completely rebuilding the Bloom filters

false positive per bloom
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after every 10, 000 lookups using the same memory space as the incrementally rebuilt
filter. The IB and RB lines are very close, which confirms that the incremental approach
produces filters that are close to optimal.
The next experiment demonstrates how the incremental rebuild process adjusts to
frequent changes in access patterns. The results plotted in Figure 3.9 showed that
the incremental rebuild strategy responds well when there is a sudden shift in access
frequencies but also that it takes time to adjust. In this experiment we simulate “moving
hotspots”, that is, the skew in access frequencies remains the same but we change which
buckets are popular. We vary how frequently the hotspot shifts and study the effects.
To be able to adapt to changes in access patterns, we need a mechanism to “forget history”. We have defined a simple rule for when to erase the history of access
frequency. If the total space used by the Bloom filters increases as a result of an incremental rebuild, then erase the previous history, that is, zero the counters associated
with the filters. By doing so the incremental build algorithm only takes into account recent popular Bloom filters without the picture being blurred by filters that were popular
in the past.
Figure 3.10 plots the results of this experiment. The solid lines show the total size
of the Bloom filters in KB while the dashed lines show the overall false positive ratio.
The false positive ratio remains stable while memory consumption fluctuates because
of the shifting focus. The uppermost graph of Figure 3.10 is for the case when the focus
changes every 1, 000 lookups. Because change is so rapid compared with the rebuild
interval, memory consumption remains high, in the range 9, 400 KB to 9, 500 KB. In
the middle graph of Figure 3.10 the focus change occurs every 10, 000 lookups so the
incremental build algorithm has more time to adjust. In this case, the total memory
consumption varies between 9, 450 KB and 8, 950 KB. Finally, the lowermost graph
of Figure 3.10 shows the case when the focus changes every 100, 000 lookups. The
incremental rebuild algorithm now has even more time to rebuild filters and reduce
the total memory consumption before the focus changes again. The total memory
consumption goes down to 8, 700 KB.
The experiments in this section show that as long as the focus remains steady the
Bloom filters will reduce their memory consumption, while still being able to adjust to
more frequent shifts but at the cost of additional memory space.

3.6.4

Updates

As described in Section 3.5 Bloom filters may deteriorate over time due to updates. In
this set of experiments we are interested in studying the effects of updates, and whether
our solution can react and adjust to them. To investigate this we ran an experiment with
a stream of 3 million lookups. The lookups followed a uniform access distribution, i.e.,
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Figure 3.11: Incremental build of deteriorated Bloom filters because of updates.
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all filters were equally likely to be accessed. One random insert and one random delete
was done after each lookup. All lookups were performed on keys that are not present.
We report the observed false positive ratio, which is computed by dividing the number
of lookups that returned true (therefor are false positives) by the number of lookups
processed until then.
Figure 3.11 illustrates the overall false positive ratio and the fluctuation of the total memory consumption for different rates of incremental rebuilds. We followed the
following simple rule: if a Bloom filter has had more than X% of its values updated,
then rebuild the filter. For example, if the limit is set to 5%, and if the total number
of keys covered by a filter is 200, then after 10 updates the filter will be a candidate
for rebuild. The solid line in Figure 3.11 plots the increase in the false positive ratio
when no incremental rebuilds are done. The doted line shows the total KB used by the
Bloom filters when the are incrementally rebuilt because of updates. The dashed line
shows the resulting observed false positive ratio. The top graph of Figure 3.11 shows
the results when the update limit is at 5%. In this case the false positive ratio remains
low and there are little changes in the memory space used. The middle graph of Figure 3.11 shows the case when the limit is at 10%, while the bottom graph of Figure 3.11
is for 15%. When the rebuild triggering limit is increased, incremental rebuilds occur
less frequently and, as expected, causes higher fluctuation of memory space used and
a worse false positive ratio.

3.7

Summary

Databases often contain both hot data and cold data. Storing cold records in memory
is wasteful; it is more economical to store them on cheaper external storage. However,
trips to the cold store are expensive so it is important to avoid unnecessary ones. We
maintain in memory a collection of variable-size Bloom filters. Each filter covers a
subset of the key values (records). This approach makes it possible to adjust the size of
the filters and use more bits for subsets that are larger and/or more frequently accessed.
Rebuilding one or a few small filters in response to inserts, deletes or changes in access
frequencies is also faster than rebuilding a single large filter.
We derived a mathematical model and methods to optimally size the filters in a
collection, taking into account the number of distinct values covered by a filter and
how frequently the filter is accessed. We also showed how and when to rebuild filters
in response to changes in data or access frequencies. We performed an extensive experimental evaluation and found that our approach has several advantages compared
with using a single large filter. They are faster to build; they take advantage of skew
to achieve a lower false positive rate; and they can adapt to changes in both data and
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access patterns.

3.8

Appendix A. Optimal Sizing of Split Bloom Filters

Consider a Bloom filter for the i-th group of hash buckets or B+tree pages that has mi
bits and uses ki hash functions. The expected proportion of bits still set to 0 after ni
records have been added equals
ϕi = (1 −

1 ki ni
)
mi

(3.8)

For large enough ni the following approximation holds
ϕi = (1 −

1 ki ni
)
' e−ki ni /mi
mi

(3.9)

It follows that the expected fraction of false positives for group i is
pi = (1 − ϕi )ki ' (1 − e−ki ni /mi )ki

(3.10)

i
It can be shown that Equation 3.10 is minimized when ki = ln 2 m
ni . Therefore, if mi
and ni are given, it is possible to choose an optimal value for ki . Using the optimal ki
value we have
m
− ln 2 n i
i
(3.11)
pi ' 2

Given i) l groups, ii) the number ni of (distinct) records of each group such that
Pl
of records, and iii) the number fi of access frei=1 ni = n is the total number
Pl
quenies of a group such that i=1 fi = f , we wish to distribute m total bits over the
Pl
l groups such that i=1 mi = m and the total expected fraction of false positives of
the corresponding l Bloom filters is minimized. The total expected false positives P is
given by the following Equation
P =

l
X
fi
i=1

f

pi

(3.12)

We solve the optimization problem of minimizing the sum of Equation 3.12 using
Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange function is defined as follows.
Λ(m,
~ λ) = P (m)
~ + λ(g(m)
~ − m)

(3.13)
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where m
~ = m1 , . . . , ml , and

P (m)
~ =

l
X
fi
i=1

f

m

2

− ln 2 n i

(3.14)

mi

(3.15)

i

and
g(m)
~ =

l
X
i=1

We wish to solve the following system
∇m,λ
~ λ) = 0
~ Λ(m,
The partial derivative

∂Λ
∂mi

(3.16)

for all mi , i = 1, . . . , l is
m

∂Λ
fi  2
−
=
∂mi
f

− ln 2 n i
i

ln2 2 

ni

+λ

(3.17)

and for λ
∂Λ
= m1 + m2 + . . . + ml − m
∂λ

(3.18)

Substituting Equation 3.17 into 3.16
m

fi  2
−
f

− ln 2 n i

mi = −

i

ln2 2 

ni
ni ln

+λ=0

f λni

fi ln2 2
2

ln 2

(3.19)
(3.20)

similarly, substituting Equation 3.18
l
X
i=1

mi − m = m1 + m2 + . . . + ml − m = 0

(3.21)
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Next, we combine Equation 3.20 and 3.21 to solve for λ
fi ln2 2
f λni
2

l
X
ni ln

i=1

=m

ln 2

i=1
l 
X



ni ln (fi ln2 2) − ln (f λni )

(3.22)



= m ln2 2

l
X
fi
ni = m ln2 2
+ ln ln2 2 − ln f − ln λ
n
i
i=1
i=1
Pl
fi
n
ln
m 2
i=1 i
ni
ln λ =
+ ln ln2 2 − ln f −
ln 2
n
n

l
X

ni ln

λ=e

Pl
fi
i=1 ni ln ni
n

m

e− n

ln2 2

ln2 2f −1

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)
(3.26)

Substituting λ from Equation 3.26 into 3.20 gives
ni ln
mi =

fi ln2 2
Pl
f
n ln i
i=1 i
ni
n
fe

m ln2 2

e− n
2

ln2 2f −1 ni

ln 2

Therefore
mi =

ni ln nfii$

$=e

(3.28)

ln2 2

where
2
−m
n ln 2

e

(3.27)

Pl
fi
i=1 ni ln ni
n

(3.29)

To verify the correctness of our calculations notice that, if fi = fj and ni = nj , for all
i, j ∈ 1, . . . , l, then
m

$ = e− n

ln2 2

n ln

e

n

fi
ni

m

= e− n

and

ln2 2

fi
ni

(3.30)

ni
m
m=
(3.31)
n
l
which yields the same number of bits per group, since all groups have the same frequency and the same number of (distinct) records. Similarly, if we assume that fk =
m

mi = ni ln e n

ln2 2

ln−2 2 =
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1, nk = n and fi = ni = 0 for all i 6= k then
m

$ = e− n

ln2 2
m

mk = nk ln e n

e

n ln 1
n
n

2

ln 2

m

= e− n

ln2 2

ln−2 2 = n

1
n

m
=m
n

(3.32)
(3.33)

which correctly yields a solution where all bits are assigned to the group that contains
all the records and gets all the queries.
In order to ease the numerical calculation of mi , we rewrite Equation 3.28 as
mi = (ln−2 2γ +

m
)ni
n

(3.34)

where
γ = ln fi − ln ni + σ
σ=

1
n

l
X
i=1

ni (ln ni − ln fi )

(3.35)
(3.36)

while σ is constant for all pages.
Moreover, in order for 3.34 to give correct results, that is not negative values, the
the following must hold:
ln−2 2γ +

m
>0
n

m 2
ln 2
n
m 2
ln ni − ln fi < σ +
ln 2
n
γ>−

(3.37)
(3.38)
(3.39)

which holds if fi 6 f or if fi is reseanable close to or greater than ni . If fi is very
small then we assign mi = 0 and assume that no Bloom filter is needed since these
group of hash buckets or B+tree pages are reraly if ever queried.

3.9

Appendix B. Incremental Sizing of Split
Bloom Filters

A Bloom filter that covers the i-th group of hash buckets or B+tree nodes contributes
m
− ln 2 n i
i . Assume that the access
to the overall false positive ratio by ffi pi where pi ' 2
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frequency of this Bloom filter has changed to fi0 , or the number of unique records to
n0i , or both. We need to readjust mi to a new value m0i such that the new contribution
to the over all false positive remains the same. More formally, the following equality
should hold
fi
f0
(3.40)
pi = i0 p0i
f
f
where now

m0

p0i

'2

and
p0i =

− ln 2 n0i
i

(3.41)

f 0 fi
pi
fi0 f

(3.42)

f 0 fi  −2
pi ln 2
fi0 f

(3.43)

We solve Equations 3.41 and 3.42 for m0i
m0i = −n0i ln

By keeping for each Bloom filter the targeted false positive ratio pi and the fraction
fi
0
f we adjust the filter size to mi bits in order to maintain the same contribution to the
overall false positive.
It is possible that fi0 becomes so small that p0 > 1. In this case, we set p0 = 1 and
consequently m = 0. Note that if m = 0, then the Bloom filter always returns true.
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Chapter 4

Generic Typed Value Indices
We describe a collection of indices for XML text, element, and attribute node values
that (i) consume little storage, (ii) have low maintenance overhead, (iii) permit fast
equi-lookup on string values, and (iv) support range-lookup on any XML typed value
(e.g., double, dateTime). The equi-lookup string value index depends on an elaborate hash function and on an associative combination function to facilitate updates on
both mixed-content and element nodes. We also present techniques for creating rangelookup indices supporting any ordered XML typed value. These indices rely on a finite
state machine that accepts the type specific language, and on a state combination table
for combining states to speed-up updates. We evaluate the stability of the hash function, the storage overhead, and the indices creation and maintenance time in the context
of the open-source XML database system MonetDB/XQuery.

4.1

Motivation

The semantics of XQuery are designed to facilitate querying both typed and untyped
XML data, whose contents in turn may vary from strongly structured data to very
loosely structured mixed-content data. For instance,
doc("persons.xml")//person[.//age = 42]
will return <person> nodes, that have at least one <age> node with integer value
42. In absence of an XML Schema that would give <age> a specific type, the equality predicate will match all <age> nodes with a string value that is castable to an
xs:double with value 42.0, e.g.,
89
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<age>42</age>

However, other matching instances exist, such as
<age>42.0</age> and <age>

+4.2E1</age>

That is, any text node containing a decimal number, or a double in various syntactical
forms (including leading white space characters) all cast to 42.0.
To further complicate things, the string value of an element node or a mixed-content
node, is the concatenation of the string values of all descendant text nodes [86], such
that the following node also matches the predicate.
<age><decades>4</decades>2<years/></age>
While this flexibility is one of the crucial advantages that XML offers over relational
data management technology, it complicates the generic use of value indices for general
comparisons. As a result, XQuery systems typically require a system administrator to
specify the document sub-paths and the value casts to be indexed. In case of DB2
PureXML [59], for example, one could do
create index myindex on items(person) generate key using
xmlpattern "//person//age" as sql double
However, this approach has the following disadvantages: (i) only queries that use the
specific listed paths can be accelerated, (ii) the index is type specific; i.e., an index on
double values cannot be used in case of string lookups, and (iii) in contrast to current
trends in data management systems, it requires explicit (DBA-induced) index configuration.
In our view, the above mixed XML content example of age being decomposed
in decades and years, yet accidentally mapping onto 42, is a rather unintended
consequence of the XPath and XQuery standards, that may even be called undesired.
However, it is part of these well-entrenched standards and should thus be supported
by XML database systems. This work addresses the above by investigating indexing
techniques that enable self-tuning index management, by creating generic XML value
indices that cover an entire document, not just a single path with one particular value
type, and allow equi-comparisons on string values, as well range-lookup on any XML
typed value. The index structures presented in this chapter are optimized for the cases
where values represented by a single node are looked up, but also are able to correctly
deal with mixed XML content.
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person

name
first

birthday

age

weight

family "1966-09-26"
decades "2" years kilos "." grams

"Arthur" "Dent"

"4"

"78"

"230"

Figure 4.1: XML Document about persons

4.1.1

String Equi-Index

The string value index depends on a specialized hash function H(str) : int, carefully
designed to map arbitrary length string values into integer hash values in such a way
that hash collisions are kept low. The hash function can be used to index XML text, element, and attribute node values. A (B-tree) index, constructed on the hash values, can
be used for accelerating string value lookups, e.g., for evaluating the XPath expression
doc("persons.xml")//person[.//first="Arthur"]
that returns all <person> nodes with first name "Arthur".
In addition, we define an associative combination function C(int, int) : int that can
be used to derive the hash value of the concatenation of a list of string values. This is
achieved by using the hash values computed over the individual string values of the list,
thus avoiding accessing the actual string data which can be costly. Figure 4.1 depicts
the tree representation of an XML document about a person. In this example, the string
value of node <name> is "ArthurDent". Thus, the XQuery query
doc("persons.xml")//*[fn:data(name)="ArthurDent"]
returns node <person>. In effect, the hash value of an element can be computed by
combining, through function C, all hash values of its direct children. When updates are
also considered, reconstructing the hash value index requires visiting all ancestors of
the updated nodes and their immediate children, in order to recompute the hash values
with function C. This means that on well-shaped trees, with log n depth and a low
fanout, index maintenance costs remain limited.
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4.1.2

Typed Range-Index

Moreover, we construct indices for range-lookup on other XML typed values, and still
respect the mixed-content and element node semantics. Of particular interest are the
types xs:dateTime and xs:double [87]. Note that an index on xs:double can
be used to accelerate predicates on all numerical XQuery types.
This group of range-lookup indices relies on finite state machines (FSM) that recognize the language that accepts the specific type. For example, if double values are
considered, an FSM can be defined such that it recognizes (potential) valid lexical representations. This FSM will return a reject state if an illegal sequence of characters is
encountered, or the state in which the FSM terminated. In case of doubles and for typical XML data, the majority of all text nodes that do not represent a numeric value will
be rejected immediately, avoiding waste of indexing resources. A minority of nodes
will contain potential valid lexical representations, i.e., those that although they cannot
be casted to a double value, do not contain an illegal sequence of characters (they are
just incomplete). For example, the text node "78" rooted at node <kilos> in Figure 4.1 is a valid lexical representation that can be casted to a double. On the other
hand, the text node "." rooted at node <weight>, although not castable to a double
value, is a potential valid representation – it misses one or more leading and trailing
digits.
In addition to an FSM, a state combination table (SCT) is defined for each supported
XML typed value. The role of the SCT is similar to that of function C for the string
value index: to efficiently decide if the combination of two nodes is a (potential) valid
lexical representation of the XML typed value and to return their combined state. For
example, concatenating all descendant text nodes of node <weight>, i.e.,
<kilos>78</kilos>.<grams>230</grams>
produces a valid lexical representation of a double value, namely 78.230. As in the
case of function C, SCT is used during the creation and updates of the range-lookup
index. Finally, based on the selection of only those nodes that contain a valid lexical
representation of the indexed type provided by the FSM, a (B-tree) index is built on the
values of those nodes to facilitate fast range lookups.

4.1.3

Contributions

The main characteristics and novelty of the indices presented in this chapter can be
summarized in the following:
• Cover the entire XML document: all element, attribute, and text nodes are indexed, independently from their path.
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• Respect the XQuery semantics: the indices works correctly even in the presence
of intermediate and mixed-content nodes.
• Self-tuned: in the sense that no explicit index configuration, which defines a type
and/or a path, is required.
• Consume little storage: no data replication is needed.
• Updatable and low maintenance overhead: the design of the indices are driven
by the need of efficient updatable generic indices.

4.1.4

Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents related work. Section 4.3 and 4.4 details the indexing techniques. Section 4.5 describes the implementation details for creating and updating the indices. The experimental justifications of
our claims are presented in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 summarizes this chapter.

4.2

Related Work

We focus our study of related work to fully functional XML engines, and their implementation of value indices. To the best of our knowledge there is no other work that
address the problem of generic XML value indices that work well, are updatable and
are able to deal with the abnormality of the mixed-content node data values. All systems we examined require a user-originated definition of specific paths to be indexed,
in contrary to our solution which covers the entire document.
In the context of DB2 native XML engine [10, 59] value indices are supported
only for path-specific values and for predefined types. A query is been accelerated
by those indices only if the path and the type match. The key of such XML indices is
[pathid, value, nodeid, rid]. The order in which these tuples are indexed
(e.g., on pathid or value) facilitate different kind of query acceleration.
In [65] two different types of XML indices are constructed, namely primary and
secondary. The primary index is a B + -tree on tuples of the form [ordpath, tag,
nodetype, value, pathid], ordered according to the document order. The
secondary indices are defined on top of the B + -tree keys, and on the columns of interest. For example, the XML value index is defined on [value, pathid, ordpath].
Such indices allow to speed up evaluation for specific queries, however, as also pointed
out in [79], they do not respect the XQuery Data Model.
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4.3

String Value Index

We present a fully updatable index covering equality lookups on XML string values.
The index is based on a specialized hash function H that maps string values to hash
values. Hash values are then indexed for fast lookup during query time. Each hash
value is associated with a set of candidate XML node ids, which can then be further
processed to select those nodes whose value and path structure are relevant to the query.
The hash function H accepts a sequence of characters (i.e., an XML string value)
and outputs a 32-bit hash value. The 27 most significant bits of the hash value, called in
the sequel c-array, are used for hashing characters. Since an XML string value may be
of arbitrary length we base the hash function on a circular XOR operation. The circular
XOR operator works by applying the XOR operator between the 7 least significant bits
of the value1 of each character and the c-array, starting from the right most position
(i.e., position 0), and gradually incrementing the offset by 5 bits to the left. When the
end of the c-array is reached, that is when the offset is set to 25, 2 bits of the next
character are XOR-ed to positions 25 and 26, while the remaining 5 bits are XOR-ed
back to positions 0-4 of the c-array. The next character is then XOR-ed with the offset
set to (25 + 5) mod 27 = 3, thus circling around the c-array. The process is repeated
until all characters of the sequence are processed. To produce hash values with such
circular XOR operation, the 5 least significant bits of the 32-bit hash value are reserved
for storing the offset information of the circle, i.e., the offset where the next character
should be XOR-ed. More specific, the format of the hash value produced by the hash
function H is
C
| 27{z· · · 1} | OFFC
| {z }

27-bits

5-bits

where C1. . . 27 are the 27 most significant bits, forming the c-array, and reserved for
hashing all characters of the XML string value. The c-array is built by applying the
circular XOR operator. And OFFC are the least 5-bits form the OFFC field that encode
the 27 different offset positions of the c-array (i.e., the elements of set Z27 ).
Algorithm 4.1 details how to compute the hash value of an XML string. The input
is an XML string value str. The algorithm populates the c-array by iterating over all
characters of str (line 2). The circular XOR operator is implemented by first shifting
offset times to the left the 7 least bits of the current character, and then XOR-ing
with hval (line 3). If the offset is larger than 20, then the remaining bits, computed as
(offset + 7) mod 27, are XOR-ed back at the beginning of the c-array. Next, the
1 ASCII

or UTF value depending on the implementation
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Algorithm 4.1 Hash Function H
Input: XML string value str as sequence of chars
Output: 32-bit hash value hval
1: hval = 0; /∗ initialize hval ∗/
2: /∗ populate the c-array ∗/
for (offset = 0; ∗str!=’\0’; str++)
c = ∗(str) & 127;
3:
/∗ circular XOR operation∗/
hval ˆ= c << offset;
if (offset > 20)
hval ˆ= c >> (27 - offset);
4:
offset += 5; /∗ update offset ∗/
if (offset > 26) offset -= 27;
5: /∗ set the OFFC bits ∗/
hval <<= 5; hval |= offset;
6: return hval ;

offset is incremented by 5 for the next iteration (line 4). When all characters of str
are consumed, the OFFC bits are set (line 5) and the hval is returned (line 6).
Figure 4.2 depicts the iteration steps of function H for computing the hash value of
"Arthur", the text node of element <first> in the XML document of Figure 4.1.
The procedure starts with offset=0. When the offset is 25, character "r" has
to be processed. The 7 least significant bits of "r" are 1110010. From those, the
two least significant bits (10) are XOR-ed with hval at positions 25 and 26, while the 5
remaining bits (11100) are XOR-ed to positions 0 to 4. The algorithm ends and the hval
is returned. The OFFC bits are set to 3 (00011), indicating the next value of offset.
We define an associative function C(int, int) : int to combine hash values during
index creation and updates. Function C is designed such that given two string values
strlef t and strright it holds that
H(concat(strlef t , strright )) = C(H(strlef t ), H(strright ))
where concat() is the string concatenation function.
The combination function C is used during the creation of the index, as well in the
event of updates. Suppose that the string value of node <family> in Figure 4.1 is
updated from "Dent" to "Prefect". After computing the new hash value of node
<family> with H("Prefect"), the hash value of node <name> must be updated
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"A": 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 offset=0
"r": 1 1 1 0 0 1 0
offset=5
"t": 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
offset=10
"h": 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
offset=15
"u": 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
offset=20
"r": 1 0
1 1 1 0 0 offset=25
hval 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 - 0 0 0 1 1
c-array
OFFC
Figure 4.2: Example of computing H("Arthur")

too, and consequently node <person>. Without the combination function C that
would call for evaluating once more
h<name> = H("ArthurPrefect"), and
h<person> = H("ArthurPrefect1966-09-264278.230").
Obviously, for large documents this is very inefficient since the string values of all
nodes in the document have to be visited in order to reconstruct the hash values. However, with function C we only need to invoke function H once for the updated text
node. The hash values of all ancestors of the updated node are reconstructed by visiting only the siblings of the ancestors, and reading their hash values, as opposed to
reconstructing their string values. For example the new hash value of node <name>
will be computed by
h<name> = C(h<first> , h<family> )
where h<first> and h<family> are the already computed hash values of nodes <first>
and <family>. Similarly, the new hash value of node <person> will be
h<person> = C(h<name> , C(h<birthday> , C(h<age> , h<weight> ))).
Algorithm 4.2 details how to combine two hash values, namely hlef t (the left
operand) and hright (the right operand). The algorithm outputs the combined hash
value hcomb of the input hash values. First, the c-array of the left operand is copied to
hcomb (line 2). In order to combine the c-array of the right operand with hcomb , we
apply the standard circular left shift operation to the c-array of hright . The c-array of
hright is shifted to the left by as many positions as indicated by the OFFC bits of hlef t .
The result is then XOR-ed back to hcomb (line 3). Then, the OFFC bits of hlef t and
hright are added, to update the offset information of the result hash value hcomb (line
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Algorithm 4.2 Combination Function C
Input: hash values hleft and hright
Output: combined hash value hcomb
1: hcomb = 0; /∗ initialize hcomb ∗/
2: /∗ copy the c-array of the left operand to hcomb ∗/
hcomb |= mask27(hleft )
3: /∗ circular left shift ∗/
hcomb ˆ= (mask27(hright ) << mask5(hleft )) |
mask27(mask27(hright ) >> (27-mask5(hleft )));
4: /∗ add the OFFC bits of the left and right operands ∗/
hcomb |= (mask5(hleft ) + mask5(hright )) % 27;
5: return hcomb ;
mask5(h) := h & 31
mask27(h) := h & (˜31)

4). Finally, the combined hash value hcomb is returned (line 5). The algorithm uses
functions mark5() and mark27(), which apply bit operations to separate the c-array and
the OFFC bits from the input 32-bit hash values.
The correctness of the output of function C is based on the observation that the
XOR operator has the associative property, i.e., if i, j, k are integers, then (iˆj)ˆk =
iˆ(jˆk). By shifting the right operand to the left, we permute the position 0 of the carray to the position indicated by the offset of the left operand. Recall that the OFFC
bits of the hash value indicate the offset where the next character should be XOR-ed.
Effectively, function C continues the circular XOR operation of function H but in a
different order of applying the XOR operation. However, because the XOR operation
has the associative property the result is guaranteed to be correct.
Next, we prove by induction the associative property of function C, that is:
H(a1 · · · an ) =

(eq. 1)

= C(C(. . . C(H(a1 ), H(a2 )) . . . , H(an−1 )), H(an ))
= C(H(a1 ), C(H(a2 ), . . . C(H(an−1 ), H(an )) . . .))

proof. The proof is by induction on n, the number of string values a1 , . . . , an that form
the concatenated hash value
H(a1 · · · an ). The base case is n = 2, that is H(a1 a2 ) = C(H(a1 ), H(a2 )), which
holds from the definition of function C. For n greater than 2, assume that (eq. 1) holds
for all k ≥ 2 such that k < n.
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H(a1 · · · an−1 ) = C(. . . C(H(a1 ), H(a2 )) . . . , H(an−1 ))
(Ind. Hyp. with k = n − 1)
H(a1 · · · an−1 an ) = C(H(a1 · · · an−1 ), H(an ))

(by base case)

H(a1 · · · an−1 an ) =

= C(C( . . . C(H(a1 ), H(a2 )) . . . , H(an−1 )), H(an ))
(by base case and Ind. Hyp.)

Similarly, we can prove the second equality of equation (eq. 1). Thus, changing the
order of operations (i.e., the order of applying function C) does not produce a different
hash value H.
In Section 4.5 we present an efficient and simple algorithm for visiting the relevant
nodes and (re)compute the hash values, during index creation and updates.

4.4

Typed Range-Lookup Index

We describe an updatable index covering range lookups which can be defined over any
XML typed value. We detail the index over double values, however any other XML
built-in type can be supported by applying the same ideas. The index is exact: it does
not return false positives, neither it misses any nodes with value that matches the query.
This family of indices is based on finite state machines (FSM) that recognize the
language that accepts the syntax (i.e., lexical representation) of the indexed XML type.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the corresponding FSM for double values. Each distinct state of
the FSM is depicted with a circle and each transition from one state to an other by an
arrow. The arrows are labeled with the symbol of the language that permits the specific
transition (E stands for the exponent character of doubles, and ws for whitespace characters). Double lined circles signify final states and states with incoming edges without
a source signify initial states. Each state is marked with a unique label. In this content,
all finite state machines that recognize an XML type are deterministic.
Notice that although the FSM of Figure 4.3 appears to have 5 initial states and 3
independent state transition graphs, each initial state is marked with a different symbol.
Thus, depending the first character of the node string value, a different initial state is
considered, implying the existence of a virtual empty initial state that redirects to the
correct initial state.
Moreover, if there is more than one path leading to the same state, we expand the
FSM in such a way that these paths lead to different copies of the same state, which
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Figure 4.3: Finite State Machine for double values

in turn, the copied states are marked with a new unique label. This normalization of
the FSM allows to uniquely identify the initial state and the path that leads to each
state. For the proposed index, only through this normalization of the FSM, we can
properly determine the consequences of concatenating arbitrary node string values by
examining the states and not their string values. For presentation reasons, we have
omitted the detailed expansion of the FSM in Figure 4.3: state d0 redirects the FSM to
state d, and for each distinct incoming edge of state d0 (e.g., +, -, s12, etc.) different
new labels are applied to all states following d. As a result, there are 60 different states
including the reject state. The reject state (not visible in Figure 4.3) is reached always
when the next character is not part of the language or it does not infer a valid state
transition.
According to the semantics of the XQuery Data Model, each value of an XML
node, if it does not evaluate to the reject state, is a potential accepted value. That
is, because of the mixed content semantics: a non-final state may be evaluated to a
final state if its siblings are considered. Therefore, the first step of creating the typed
range-lookup index is to associate each XML node with a state. More specific, during
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Figure 4.4: State Combination Table (SCT)

the creation of the index, the lexical value of each text node is fed to the FSM. The
FSM returns the state at which the recognition process has stopped. For example, if
the lexical value of the given text node is "E+93 ", state s4 is returned. Similarly, if
the lexical value is " +32.3" then the state labeled s11 + s5 is returned (state is not
shown in Figure 4.3, but implied by the jump from d0 to d). Finally, if the lexical value
is not a (potential) valid representation of the typed value, for example "42 text",
then the reject state is returned. The result of this first step of the index creation is that
each text node is assigned a state accordingly to the returned state of the FSM. Notice,
that since the total number of states is small – in the case of doubles only 60 – the state
can be saved with only one byte for each node. Moreover, the nodes that are evaluated
to the reject state, which will be in most cases the majority, do not need to store any
state – the absence of a state signifies the reject state.
The next step for creating (or updating) the index is to determine the state of the
intermediate nodes. The desire is to be able to efficiently compute the state of an intermediate node without reconstructing the lexical representation of that node. Moreover,
it should be possible to early reject intermediate nodes that do not have a valid lexical
representation and thus avoid unnecessary traversal of the XML tree. This desire is fulfilled by defining a state combination table (SCT). The SCT is a succinct representation
of all possible valid combinations of the states. Valid combinations are the ones that do
not result in a reject state. The SCT for the double type is depicted in Figure 4.4. The
size of the complete table is 60 × 60. However, most of the combinations result to a
reject state. The succinct representation of the SCT omits all pairs that result in a reject
state. Out of the 3600 different combinations, only 389 are non-reject. Moreover, since
each state can be represented by a byte, the SCT consumes even less memory space.
Finally, the normalization of the FSM described in the beginning of this section ensures
that such a SCT always exists.
To facilitate fast range lookups a clustered (B-tree) index is built on top of the
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typed values which are associated with the id of the node they belongs to. In addition,
a second index is built on the node ids. This index is used during the creation and
updates of the typed value index for retrieving the state of a node id. The keys of the
(B-tree) index are tuples of the form [value, state, node id]2 . Moreover,
some nodes may have a (potential) valid state but for storage efficiency do not need to
store a value. For example if the state is s2, then there is no valid double value, and
the state label itself is sufficient to deduce the lexical representation, namely "E-" or
"e-" (which of the two equivalent representations is irrelevant for constructing the
combined double value). In addition, the (B-tree) indices are used during creation or
update of the typed XML indices to reconstruct the lexical representation of a specific
node, without accessing the document data. For example if the value of a node is "26"
while the state is s7, then the lexical representation of that node is "26E+".

4.5

Implementation Details

In this section we present the implementation details for creating and updating the
indices by employing the functionality and data structures introduced in the previous
sections. We have implemented both indices in the context of the open-source XML
database system MonetDB/XQuery [58]. Although some details are system specific
and are tightly coupled with the internal data structures of the XQuery engine at hand,
we present the skeleton of the algorithms as generic as possible. In general, only small
adjustments would be necessary to successfully apply these ideas to other systems.
2 depending the design of the XQuery engine – focusing on space or computational efficiency – the second
(B-tree) can be clustered also, thus having tuples of the form [value, node id] and [node id,
state]
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Index Creation and Updates

Internally, MonetDB/XQuery stores an XML document in such a way that permits efficient depth-first traversal. This is achieved by using a range encoding on the documents
nodes, similar to the pre/post encoding. For more details we refer the reader to [13].
It is realistically assumed that every XQuery engine provides a similar interface for
efficient traversal over the XML document tree.
All indices are created and updated with the same skeleton algorithm, only the
functions called in each case are changed. The algorithm is based on a depth-first
traversal of the XML document and since all indices are independent of each other,
creating and updating multiple defined indices can be done simultaneously with only
one pass.
Algorithm 4.3 details the code for creating both the string equality index and the
XML typed range index. Intuitively, the algorithm works as follows. The depth-first
traversal starts at the root of the document until all text nodes are visited (lines 35 of Algorithm 4.3). The traversal is guided downwards until the first text node is
found, while each visited intermediate node is pushed into a stack (lines 9-11). When
a text node is located, function H or the FSM is called (lines 6-8). Next, and to locate
the next text node, either the node on the head of the stack is popped (line 16), or
the sibling nodes of the current node are considered (line 12). These cases traverse
the XML document tree either upwards or rightwards to locate the next text node.
However, in both cases the parent node of the current node has to be updated with the
combined hash value or state. This is achieved by invoking function C or probing the
SCT (lines 13-15 and 17-19). Finally, and after all text nodes are visited, the stack
is emptied and all nodes popped from the stack are updated accordingly (lines 2124). Notice that the functions calls on the DFS module appearing in Figure 4.3 (e.g.,
DFS.nextSiblingNode()) are always evaluated against the current node.
The update algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4.4. It works similar to the create
algorithm of Algorithm 4.3. The first difference between the two algorithms is that
when a new node is added in the stack, its field is reset since it is not valid any more
(line 9). This is, because if the depth-first traversal reached that node, it means that
some of its descendants have been updated. The second difference is that when a node
is popped from the stack, its new hash value or state is the combination of all of its
children. In other words, its combined hash value or state must be recomputed across
all its immediate children (lines 14-16 and 19-21). A side effect of this recomputation
is that during the traversal of siblings nodes (line 11) – contrary to the create algorithm
– there is no need to update the father node, this will happen eventually when that node
is popped from the stack in a later step.
The algorithm presented in Algorithm 4.4 expects only updates on the value of a
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Algorithm 4.3 Index Creation
Input: a sequence of all XML text nodes of a document as ctx
Output: hash value or state for all XML nodes of the document
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

15:
16:
17:
18:

19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

24:

/∗ initialize variables ∗/
init all nodes.field to 0 or undef
cur node = DFS.getRoot();
/∗ loop while all text nodes are consumed ∗/
while (ctx.hasNext())
if (ctx.current == cur node)
cur node.field = H(cur node)|FSM(cur node);
ctx.next();
else if (ctx.current descendantOf cur node)
stack.push(cur node);
cur node = DFS.nextChildNode();
else if (ctx.current siblingOf cur node)
father node = DFS.getFatherNode();
father node.field =
= C(father node.field, cur node.field)/
SCT[father node.field][cur node.field];
cur node = DFS.nextSiblingNode();
else
pop node = stack.pop();
pop node.field =
= C(pop node.field, cur node.field)|
SCT[pop node.field][cur node.field];
cur node = pop node;
/∗ empty stack with visited nodes ∗/
while (stack.notEmpty())
pop node = stack.pop();
pop node.field =
= C(pop node.field, cur node.field)|
SCT[pop node.field][cur node.field];
cur node = pop node;
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Algorithm 4.4 Index Update
Input: a sequence of updated XML text nodes as ctx
Output: updated hash value or state for all affected XML nodes
01:
02:
03:
04:
05:
06:
07:
08:
09:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

21:

/∗ initialize variables ∗/
cur node = DFS.getRoot();
/∗ loop while all text nodes are consumed ∗/
while (ctx.hasNext())
if (ctx.current == cur node)
cur node.field = H(cur node)|FSM(cur node);
ctx.next();
else if (ctx.current descendantOf cur node)
cur node.field = 0|undef;
stack.push(cur node);
cur node = DFS.nextChildNode();
else if (ctx.current siblingOf cur node)
cur node = DFS.nextSiblingNode();
else
pop node = stack.pop();
while (DFS.hasSiblingNode())
cur node = DFS.nextSiblingNode();
pop node.field =
= C(pop node.field, cur node.field)|
SCT[pop node.field][cur node.field];
cur node = pop node;
/∗ empty stack with visited nodes ∗/
while (stack.notEmpty())
pop node = stack.pop();
cur node = DFS.leftMostSibling();
while (DFS.hasSiblingNode())
cur node = DFS.nextSiblingNode();
pop node.field =
= C(pop node.field, cur node.field)|
SCT[pop node.field][cur node.field];
cur node = pop node;
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Data
XMark1
XMark2
XMark4
XMark8

Size (MB)
112
224
448
896

#Nodes
4,690,640
9,394,467
18,827,157
37,642,301

#Text Nodes
3,024,328 (64%)
6,056,817 (64%)
12,138,505 (64%)
24,269,192 (64%)

#Double Values
377,123
(8%)
754,936
(8%)
1,514,227
(8%)
3,026,029
(8%)

EPAGeo
DBLP
PSD
Wiki

170
474
685
2024

6,558,707
34,799,707
58,445,809
94,672,619

4,372,404
23,198,402
37,139,989
53,564,889

517,862
3,748,565
2,441,791
104,059

(66%)
(66%)
(63%)
(56%)

#non-leaf
0
0
0
0

(7%)
(10%)
(4%)
(0.1%)

Table 4.1: Statistical information for the data sets
text node. However, in the case of a node or subtree deletion, a slight change in the
algorithm solves the problem. More precisely, the algorithm gets as input the node that
served as the root of the subtree that was deleted. In that case, the text value of that
node –after the deletion of the subtree– is either the empty string or a new value. In
either case, the update algorithm is invoked with the new value of the node, oblivious
of the deleted subtree.

4.5.2

Transaction Management

A final consideration for the update implementation is transaction management overhead, in particular its locking requirements. A general challenge in XML value indexing is that the value of a node is (potentially) influenced by all its descendants.
This implies that each update may impact the root node, and locking the root for each
transaction can easily become a bottleneck.
A first remark on the proposed typed XML range indices, is that in typical XML
documents, only leaf nodes and not intermediate nodes (let alone the root) have a type
such as xs:double (see also Table 4.1). The proposed indexing scheme only stores
nodes with a potential valid typed lexical value, which in general means that it contains
only leaf nodes. Therefore, an adaptive locking scheme that supports fine-grained locks
and is able to gradually enlarge the lock granularity [32] should work rather efficiently
with this index.
For our other proposal concerning the equality index on strings, we do have the situation that all XML nodes have a string value and must be indexed, the root node inclusive. Each single update changes the hash value of all its ancestors, thus always affects
the root node! However, in the context of structural updates for the MonetDB/XQuery
system [15] it was shown that locking ancestors can be avoided if updates are com-

0
21
902
0
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mutative, and the combination function C has indeed been developed specifically with
this property in mind. It is in fact possible to avoid locking any ancestors of updated
nodes during transaction processing until the commit point. A committing transaction
should re-read the latest value of all ancestor nodes of an update (and their direct children, per the update algorithm) to recompute their new hash values. Even if siblings of
the updated node where changed in the meantime and thus affected these ancestors, the
commutativity of the C function ensures that we will compute the correct hash values
in the end.

4.6

Experimental Evaluation

In this section we present our experiments for evaluating the index creation time, the
disk storage overhead, and the maintenance overhead (i.e., update time), for both the
equality string and the range typed index. We also studied the collisions introduced by
the hash function H to asses the stability of the string index and identify which cases
of abnormal input text values affect this stability.
The experiments were conducted on an IntelR CoreTM 2 Quad CPU Q6600 machine,
running at 2.40GHz with 4MB cache memory. The machine had 8GB of RAM and
2 hard disks with active raid level 0, capable of reading(writing) from(to) disk with
approximately 100MB/sec.
We used 8 different documents of varying size and structure. The first 4 documents
were synthetically created with XMark3 with scale factors 1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively.
The remaining 4 documents reflect “real life” data, since they were download from
online databases. The data set EPAGeo4 contains geospatial data, the PSD5 dataset
contains protein sequence data, while DBLP6 and Wiki7 contain text data about publications and abstracts of articles, respectively. Table 4.1 details the size (in MBs) of
each data set before shredding in the database, the number of nodes in the document,
the number of text nodes, and the number of text nodes that have a (potential) valid
double lexical representation. Next to the number of text and double nodes, the percentage compared to the total nodes of the data set is given to ease the comparison. The
last column depicts the number of non-leaf nodes that have a (potential) valid double
value. The datasets generated with XMark do not have any such nodes, while only the
DBLP and PSD datasets have a few number of them. This observation strengths our
3 http://www.xml-benchmark.org/
4 http://www.epa.gov/enviro/geo
5 http://pir.georgetown.edu/
6 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
7 http://download.wikimedia.org/

data.html
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claim that intermediate nodes that cast to a specific XML type is a rare phenomenon,
nevertheless an XML value index should respect the semantics of the XQuery Data
Model. Our indices are semantically correct, and, as we will illustrate in this section,
this is achieved without introducing any significant overhead.
The first set of experiments study the time and space overhead for creating the
indices during shredding, that is when the document is processed and stored in the
database. All runs were done in cold memory – none of the XML data resided in
memory – thus the total shredding time includes the time needed to read the data from
disk. We repeated the same experiments three times and report the average times.
The deviation of each run from the average time was minor (less than 10ms). The two
upper graphs of Figure 4.6 list the time in milliseconds needed by MonetDB/XQuery to
shred the document, and the time needed by our create algorithm to construct the string
and double indices. The bars in Figure 4.6 give a visual of the overhead percentage
introduced in the shredding process from the index creation. For the string index, the
overhead never exceeds 10% in the worst case, while for half of the cases is less than
5%. For the double index, the creation time overhead is less than 2% in all cases.
This is expected, since the combination step is cheaper than that of the string index –
probing an array vs. invoking a function.
The lower part of Figure 4.6 depicts the storage consumed by the string and double
index compared to the storage demands of the database for the specific documents. The
storage needs of the string index is at most 20% (e.g., EPAGeo, PSD) over the total
document and 10% in the best cases (e.g., XMark, Wiki). The difference is explained
by the distribution in each document of the string data and the number of nodes. Small
number of text nodes with large size of string data resort to less storage consumption
than large number of text nodes with few data in each node. On the other hand, the
storage demands of the double index is limited. It never exceeds 2-3% of the total size
of the database. This is mainly because a) each state is only 1 byte and b) there are few
text nodes that have a valid double lexical representation compared to the total number
of nodes.
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We next evaluate the update performance of the indices. The update queries were
created by first defining the number of text nodes whose values should be updated, and
then randomly picking the specified number of the text nodes for each document in the
database. The number of updated nodes varied from 1 to 1 million. Each update query
was run 20 times for each document and the average time is reported. Figure 4.7 depicts the update times observed for both the string and the double indices. As expected,
because of the faster combination step, the double index performs slightly better than
the string index. More importantly, for both indices, even in the case of 1 million updated nodes and for a document of size bigger than 2 Gigabytes (i.e., the Wiki dataset),
the update time is less than 400 ms. On the other end, the time for updating a small
number of nodes is kept less than 50 ms for the smaller documents. The experimental results show that the indices presented in this work are particularly suited for both
cases of a) large number of updated nodes in large datasets, and b) small (transactional)
updates with few updated nodes.
Finally, we study the stability of the hash function H, used in the equi-lookup
index of strings. Many hash functions produce a fixed size output from an arbitrarily
long input. In such a design, there will always be collisions, because any given hash has
to correspond to a very large number of possible inputs [44]. Figure 4.8 depicts for all
8 documents the distribution of the number of distinct strings that are associated with
the same hash value. Almost all of the strings produce a different hash value. Less than
1% of the total string values collide with another one for most of the documents, except
the last larger ones, namely PSD and Wiki. But even for those the collisions are kept
to less than 10%. Especially for the Wiki document there are cases where 9 distinct
strings all hash to the same value. This is observed in the case of data representing
URLs, were the different characters between two distinct URLs are repeated every 27
positions, while the rest data remain the same to all strings, such as http://www..
In this case the hash function fails to produce distinct values because each different
character is been eliminated by appearing twice exactly after 27 positions.
In conclusion, the experiments presented in this section show that the time and
space overhead introduced by our indices is acceptable, while the update time is kept to
the minimum and the XQuery Data Model is respected. Our indices are able to support
large documents and update millions of nodes while keeping the false positives – due
to hash collisions – during query time to a minimum.

4.7

Summary

We presented a family of generic updatable XML value indices capable of answering
equality lookups on string values and range lookups on any XML typed value. These
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indices are novel compared to prior solutions because they cover the entire document,
permit fast updates, and conform with the semantics of the XQuery Data Model. The
case were a mixed-content/intermediate node cast to a specific XML type is rare, nevertheless, an XML value index should support it.
We evaluated our design and algorithms in a widely used open-source XML database
system, MonetDB/XQuery. The indices presented in this work will be part of a future
stable release of MonetDB/XQuery, thus putting our ideas to an every-day test. We intend to expand our work by designing indices capable of answering queries that involve
substring matching and regular expressions.
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Chapter 5

Space-Economical Partial Gram
Indices for Exact Substring
Matching
Exact substring matching queries on large data collections can be answered using qgram indices, that store for each occurring q-byte pattern an (ordered) posting list with
the positions of all occurrences. Such gram indices are known to provide fast query
response time and to allow the index to be created quickly even on huge disk-based
datasets. Their main drawback is relatively large storage space, that is a constant multiple (typically > 2) of the original data size, even when compression is used. In this
chapter, we study methods to conserve the scalable creation time and efficient exact
substring query properties of gram indices, while reducing storage space. We first propose a partial gram index based on a reduction from the problem of omitting indexed
q-grams to the set cover problem. While this method is successful in reducing the size
of the index, it generates false positives at query time, reducing efficiency. We then
increase the accuracy of partial grams by splitting posting lists of frequent grams in
a frequency-tuned set of signatures that take the bytes surrounding the grams into account. The resulting qs-gram scheme is tested on big data collections (up to 426GB)
and is shown to achieve an almost 1:1 data to index size, and query performance even
faster than normal gram methods, thanks to the reduced size and access cost.
113
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5.1

Motivation

Finding all instances of an ordered sequence of bytes (i.e., a string) in a large file is a
fundamental pattern matching problem. Efficient solutions with real-time performance
are attractive to many applications, e.g., online string search, word processing software,
computational biology and digital forensic pattern search. Both the database and IR
communities have investigated many string search topics, for instance approximate
(e.g., edit distance based) string selection and top-K joins [29, 88, 50, 42], full text
search [4, 51], and digital forensic search [67]. In this work we stick to the basic
problem of exact substring matching [52, 55], but note that techniques for solving
this are typically the building blocks to address elaborate approximate string matching
problems.
We focus on the following efficiency aspects of the exact substring search indexing
problem:
• index creation time,
• index space, and
• query response time.
These aspects are influenced by the following dimensions:
• data size (scalability),
• data distribution, in particular the frequency distribution of co-located letters,
• the length of the queries.1
Ideally, one would like to achieve an index that takes similar space (or less) as the input
data, can be created in time close to a sequential I/O pass over that data, and provides
query response time close to a sequential I/O pass over the query result volume; no
matter the data and query distribution. These objectives are very hard to achieve all
together, and get even harder when considering datasets with a uniform rather than a
skewed distribution.

5.1.1

Suffix Techniques

In the algorithms community, the suffix tree [55, 22] and suffix array [52, 25] are being
studied as indices to allow fast substring searching. Due to the large amount of information carried in each node and edge of a suffix tree, the storage overhead is 10-20x
1 We

assume a distribution of co-located query letters similar to the data distribution.
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creation:
querying:

result-use:
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time
space
short (≤ 5)
medium
long (> 10)
merge

suffix
array
––
––
+
+
++
––

full
qgram
++
–
+
+
+
+

partial
gram
++
++
–
–
+
+

qs
gram
+
+
–
+
++
+

Table 5.1: Exact Substring Index Comparison

the input data in good implementations, which renders suffix trees impractical in most
applications. The suffix array is a more space efficient variant which simply constructs
an array of positions, where the positions point to the suffixes in the string in lexicographical order. For both suffix trees as well as suffix arrays, algorithms are known
whith space and time complexity of O(|σ|), where |σ| is the length of input data string
σ. The excellent property of suffix arrays is that regardless the query (long or short,
frequent or rare), lookup is simply a binary search of fixed cost. Sometimes this binary
search, which leads to log|σ| (on string σ) I/Os, is held against suffix arrays in favour of
potentially O(1) hash-based solutions. However, this disadvantage can be mitigated by
creating a sparse RAM resident B-tree index on top of the array. Regrettably, however,
all known suffix array construction algorithms do not truly scale to large datasets. Once
the data size exceeds main memory, index creation performance strongly deteriorates
due to the need for close to |σ| random disk writes. As a result, the best scaling reported “linear” suffix array construction algorithm (using special Linux kernel patches
to improve random I/O) has been demonstrated on only 5GB of data [25]. Even on
this effectively small – potentially RAM resident – data size, suffix array construction
takes many hours. Our work focuses on truly scalable techniques that can be used to
manage huge disk-based datasets, where the input data set can – in the case of forensic
data search – be a set of full hard drive images (terabyte scale and beyond). As the
scalability aspect of suffix methods is several orders of magnitude off target for our
objectives, we focus on alternative methods.

5.1.2

Gram Techniques

The basic idea of q-grams is to construct an index on all occurring patterns of q colocated letters (we stick to bytes, in this work – depending on the alphabet a byte
can either contain more or less than one character). Figure 5.1 shows a string for a
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1
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4

5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 2526 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3536 37 3839 40

one world one dream one night in beijing
one
ne
e w
wo
···

1, 11, 21
2, 12, 22
3
4

Figure 5.1: A String and Its Posting Lists
slogan of the Beijing 2008 Olympic games. The entire string is indexed using q-grams,
with each q-gram associated with a list of postings e.g. 3-gram postings as shown
in Figure 5.1. Postings can be stored using IR engines specialising in inverted list
processing, but it has been shown that a DBMS can also be used to store and query such
data efficiently [29]. A given query % (for exact match) is also decomposed to several qgrams G. By performing merge join on the posting lists associated with each q-gram in
G, we can identify all occurrences of %. For example, to find a phrase with the first word
‘one’ and the second word starting with ‘w’, we can submit a 5-byte query ‘one w’.
By doing merge join of the three posting lists of ‘one’ (1, 11, 21), ‘ne ’ (2, 12, 22) and
‘e w’ (3), we could identify one match at posting 1. IR systems routinely optimize
posting list processing by choosing a merge join that puts the shortest lists first. Also,
it is not strictly required to join the posting lists of all occurring grams; posting lists
may be pruned (omitted from the plan) as long as all letters in the query remain covered
by at least one non-pruned gram. A typical approach in gram query processing is thus
to order the shortest posting lists first in the plan and prune the longest lists as long as
the query remains covered.

5.1.3

Comparison

The creation of a gram-based (inverted) index boils down to using a fast scalable sort
method, meeting our scalability objectives. As for the querying aspect, the query processing complexity is linear in the volume of all accessed (non-pruned) posting lists.
While this can be substantially more than the final result volume, the positive point is
that the access pattern is sequential, thus efficient. In text datasets, there is skew in
the q-gram distribution, which results in long posting lists being pruned from query
plans, strongly improving query time. The main disadvantage of q-gram based indices
is storage space: (i) generally speaking, each byte is stored q times in index entries,
excluding the first/last (q − 2) bytes in the head/tail of the string, e.g., the byte ‘e’
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wikipedia 2.1GB
INEX 4.5GB
aquaint 3.0GB
XMark 7.4GB
movie.avi 699MB
movie.rmvb 1.2GB
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3-gram
2.6×105
4.4×105
1.8×105
4.9×104
4.2×106
4.2×106

4-gram
2.0×106
3.7×106
1.4×106
4.0×105
7.9×107
1.3×108

5-gram
8.2×106
1.5×107
7.0×106
1.8×106
8.9×107
1.5×108

6-gram
2.2×107
4.1×107
2.2×107
5.9×106
9.0×107
1.5×108

Table 5.2: q-gram statistics for various datasets
is stored three times at ‘one’, ‘ne ’ and ‘e w’; (ii) each byte is stored as a posting,
and in case of terabyte datasets one needs 6 bytes for each. Posting lists consist of
monotonic increasing numbers, hence these are routinely stored as differences (gaps)
and compressed [36, 5]. Skewed data distributions compress well, giving a >2x space
reduction. Even with compression, gram indices have size of 2-3x the input in case of
skewed data. In more uniform data such as hard disk dumps with many binary video
files, there are orders of magnitude more different q-grams (see Table 5.2), and most
posting lists are short and thus cannot be compressed, such that the storage space deteriorates to 6x (additionally, the gain of pruning lists during query processing is much
less). Note that suffix arrays, which consist of a fully permuted array of postings, are by
definition not compressible, hence also take 6x space. Another drawback of suffix arrays is that when the result of a query is used in complex query processing, e.g., in case
of regexp string matching, or when in XML databases keyword constraints are combined with structural constraints, multiple results need to be merged. Given the order
in gram indices, merging is cheap, whereas suffix arrays need to re-sort the result.
Table 5.1 summarises the strengths and benefits of the discussed approaches, and
also introduces the qs-gram method proposed in this chapter. The primary purpose of
the qs-grams is to reduce the size of the index further, close to a 1:1 relationship with
the input size, while conserving the other good properties of gram indices.

5.1.4

Contributions and Outline

The problem of gram indices for substring matching is formalised in Section 5.2. In
Section 5.3 we investigate the possibility of omitting certain grams from the index
(“partial grams”), mapping the gram selection problem to a weighted set covering
problem. For example, in Figure 5.1, in the partial gram approach, we might index
‘one’, ‘e w’, · · · (omitting ‘ne ’). A consequence of the partial gram storage is that
we now get false positives of string occurrences that may not fully match the beginning
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and ending letters of the query, affecting performance. To reduce false positives, we
then introduce the qs-gram structure, that adaptively augments the partial grams with
signatures covering adjacent bytes. Section 5.4 describes implementation details. The
performance is studied in Section 5.5, covering both text and binary data, with sizes up
to 426GB (the largest experiment reported in literature so far) showing that the qs-gram
approach combines good query performance with strongly reduced index space. After
discussing related work in Section 5.6, we sumarize in Section 5.7.

5.2

Preliminaries

A string σ is defined to be an ordered sequence of bytes, and its length to be |σ| = n.
We denote σ[i, j], 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n the substring of σ of length j − i + 1 starting at
position i. If i = j then we write σ[i], referring to the i-th byte of string σ.
A q-gram is a string of length q. A q-gram g appears at position i of the string σ,
if g = σ[i, i + q − 1]. The set of all q-grams that appear in a string σ is denoted by
G = {g1 , . . . , gk }. Each q-gram gi ∈ G is associated with a list of postings P(gi ) =
{p1 , . . . , pl }, where each posting pi ∈ {1, . . . , n − q + 1}, i ∈ {1, . . . , l} refers to a
position in the string σ where gi appears. Evidently, a q-gram gi can appear more than
once in a string σ.
A q-gram g covers the bytes σ[i], . . . , σ[i + q − 1] if there is a posting p ∈ P(g)
such that p = i. A set G of q-grams covers the entire string σ, if every byte σ[i] of the
string σ is covered by at least one q-gram. In other words, we require each byte of the
string σ to be referred by at least one posting of a q-gram.
Finally, a string matching query is defined to be the query which given the string %
of length |%|, requests all positions i of the string σ such that % = σ[i, i + |%| − 1]. For
simplicity, we will refer to the string matching query as query %.

5.2.1

Q-Gram based indices

Q-Gram based indices utilise the set of q-grams G to efficiently answer queries on
approximate and exact substring match, text auto-completion, and for error-correction.
The general approach, which will be referred to in the sequel as the full q-gram index
(FG), covers each byte of the string σ exactly q times. This is achieved by including
in the set G all possible q-grams of the string σ, thus each byte σ[i] will be covered by
those q-grams that have postings equal to i − q + 1, . . . , i. The most common choice
for q is 3. The total number of postings in a full q-gram index is |σ| − q + 1.
In this work, we argue that for space-economical q-gram based indices it is better
to use partial q-gram indices (PG) instead of full. However, for providing complete
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answers to substring matching queries, we have to ensure that each byte in the string
σ is covered at least once. The problem at hand is formally defined as follows: Given
a string σ and its set G of q-grams, find a minimal subset G 0 ⊆ G, such that G 0 covers
the entire string σ. The coverage requirement is necessary to ensure that no matching
substrings are missed, thus resulting in false negatives. However, a partial q-gram index
will return exact matches plus a small list of candidate substrings because only a subset
of G is indexed. In Section 5.5 we experimentally compare the number of candidates
and the actual matches for the partial q-gram indices.
Another important difference between a full q-gram index and a partial one is that
the former can match any substring that is no shorter than q, while the latter loses some
expressive power: it can find matching candidates for a substring that is no shorter than
2q − 1.
Lemma 1 If G 0 is a partial set of q-grams for string σ and % is a query on σ that can
be evaluated correctly, then the length |%| of % is no shorter than 2q − 1.
Proof. There are 3 cases. First, if |%| < q then it is impossible to match any q-gram
with the query string % since the length of % is smaller than the length of the indexed
q-grams2 . The second case is when q ≤ |%| ≤ 2q − 2. Let query % match on string σ at
positions σ[i, i + 2q − 3]. Also, let assume that these bytes of σ are covered by the two
q-grams g1 , g2 with postings P(g1 ) = σ[i−1, i+q−1] and P(g2 ) = σ[i+q, i+2q−2].
In this case, no q-gram that can be extracted from query % will match any q-gram used
to cover the bytes of string σ from position i to i + 2q − 3, and thus false negatives
will appear. Finally, the third case is when |%| ≥ 2q − 1, then there should always be
a q-gram that appears on both the query % and the string σ. If no such q-gram exists,
then the query result is empty.

5.2.2

Positional Merge Join

Consider two q-grams g1 , g2 and their respective postings P(g1 ) = {p1 , . . . , pl } and
P(g2 ) = {p01 , . . . , p0n } over string σ. Also, consider a query % where the q-gram g1
appears in position i of %, and q-gram g2 in position i+k of %, where i+k < |%|−q +1.
In order to find which postings of g1 and g2 are valid candidates for matching query %
to string σ, we have to join P(g1 ) with P(g2 ). This join must take into consideration
also the distance k between g1 and g2 in % because the same distance must be preserved
in σ, too. The positional merge join is the join operation of two posting lists and an
offset k.
discount the non-practical approach of merging all superset grams {Px |x ∈ G 0 : x ⊂ q} into a list
of candidates.
2 We
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For the two posting lists P(g1 ), P(g2 ) and an offset k, the operation PosMergeJoin (P(g1 ), P(g2 ), k) is defined as:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE

P(g1 ).posting
P(g1 ).posting, P(g2 ).posting
P(g1 ).posting = P(g2 ).posting − k

Let assume that there is a partial 3-gram index for the string in Figure 5.1. This
partial index includes the 3-gram ‘one’ with postings list P(‘one’) = {1, 11, 21} and
the 3-gram ‘e w’ with postings list P(‘e w’) = {3}. Let the query % =’one w’. Query
% is decomposed to three 3-grams ‘one’, ‘ne ’, and ‘e w’. Since only 3-gram ‘one’ and
‘e w’ exist in the partial index, we apply the positional merge join operator on the
postings lists of these two 3-grams with an offset 2. The result is posting {1}, which is
the position that % matches the string in Figure 5.1.
The positional merge join will return a candidate list of positions in the string σ
for the query % to be verified. This happens when there is no q-gram in the index that
covers the first and last q −1 bytes of the query %. However, all bytes in between should
be matched with some q-grams in the partial index. If this is not the case, then it is safe
to conclude that there is no occurrences of query % in σ. This provides opportunity
during query evaluation, to reject mismatches early, and to only verify candidates in
the raw data (i.e., the string σ) at the very end, only for those queries whose borders
were not fully covered.

5.3

Partial Q-Gram Indices

This section presents techniques for choosing the appropriate set of q-grams to be included in a partial q-gram index. We use existing techniques from the set-theory field
and extend them to meet practical requirements in terms of indexing and querying time.
In addition, we introduce signature and hash based q-grams and then propose the novel
qs-gram approach. These variations refer to the techniques used to store the posting
lists P of q-grams. The goal is to minimize the number of the candidate list returned
during query matching, and thus achieve faster execution time.

5.3.1

Partial Q-Gram Selection

The selection of the q-grams to be included in the partial index should satisfy the
following two objectives: i) each q-gram must have a sorted list of postings in order to minimise I/O during posting fetching, and ii) the final candidate list must be
small enough to reduce the cost of verification against the raw data, i.e., the input
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string σ. These two requirements converge to index only highly selective q-grams, i.e.,
the
P ones with a small number of postings. More formally, we minimise the function
gi ∈G 0 F(gi ), where F(gi ) denotes the frequency of q-gram gi , i.e., the number of
postings in the list P(gi ). This problem can be reduced to the weighted set covering
problem. In terms of the set covering problem, the universe to be covered is all positions of the string σ, i.e., all pi ∈ S = {1, · · · , n}, where n is the length of σ. The
collection of all posting lists P(gi ) of the q-grams gi appearing in σ are used to cover
the universe S = {1, · · · , n}. The weight of each P(gi ) is the number of elements in
the list, i.e., F(gi ).
Algorithm 5.1 Selection of Partial Grams C HOOSE PARTIAL G RAMS(σ, q)
Input: σ = the input string, q = the length of the grams
Output: a set of q-grams G 0 whose postings cover σ
G 0 ← ∅;
scan σ and derive all posting lists P(gi ), gi ∈ G;
calculate F(gi ) = |P(gi )| for all gi ∈ G;
sort all F(gi ) in descending order;
cnt[i] ← 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , |σ|};
for each gi in descending order of F(gi )
selected ← false;
if gi is the first or the last q-gram in σ
G 0 ← G 0 ∪ {gi };
selected ← true;
else
for each posting p in P(gi ) and selected is false
for k from 0 to q − 1
if cnt[p + k] is equal to q − 1
selected ← true;
G 0 ← G 0 ∪ {gi };
break;
for each posting p in P(gi )
for k from 0 to q − 1
if selected is true
cnt[p + k] ← q;
else if cnt[p + k] < q − 1
cnt[p + k] ← cnt[p + k] + 1;
return G 0 ;
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one
ne
on
e w
wo
···

3-Gram Posting List

1, 11, 21
2, 12, 22
10, 20
3
4

q=3

σ=40

cnt[p] ← 0 for p from 1 to 40

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

‘one’ is selected
333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 333 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

‘ne ’ is not selected
3331 0 0 0 0 0 0 3331 0 0 0 0 0 0 3331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

‘ on’ is not selected
3331 0 0 0 0 0 13331 0 0 0 0 0 13331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

‘e w’ is not selected
33321 0 0 0 0 13331 0 0 0 0 0 13331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

‘ wo’ is selected
333333 0 0 0 13331 0 0 0 0 0 13331 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 5.2: Algorithm Sample

The weighted set covering problem is a well studied problem and the optimal solution can be approximated by the following greedy algorithm, within an approximation
factor of Hn (≤ ln n + 1). Let γ(gi ) = F(gi )/|P(gi ) ∩ S| be a weight function, which
considers both the q-gram frequency F(gi ) and the number of postings |P(gi ) ∩ S| to
be covered next. At each step, the q-gram gi with the minimum value of the weighted
function γ(gi ) is picked and added to the partial index. Next, all postings that the posting list P(gi ) could cover are removed from the set S. Set S contains all the uncovered
positions up until this point. Finally, the function γ is re-computed for all remaining unused q-grams. The process is repeated by choosing the next smallest weighted
q-gram, until all positions are covered, i.e., until S = ∅.
The greedy algorithm produces a good approximation of the optimal solution in
polynomial – to the size of σ and number of posting lists – time. However, the complexity remains quadratic, thus when both n and G are large, the classical greedy algorithm fails: it already takes hours to select 3-grams from a 64MB document. In the
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following we describe a more greedy algorithm with worse approximation factor but
with linear execution time in the size of the input σ.

5.3.2

A Scalable Set-Cover Algorithm

The complexity of the previous greedy algorithm originates from the requirement that
in each step the new global minimum value of γ(gi ) is selected. However, for the applications we study, it is preferable to sacrifice the approximation factor bounds of the set
cover problem, and instead gain on the indexing time. The basic idea of Algorithm 5.1
is to scan all q-grams in descending frequency order and greedily choose which grams
to keep without recomputing the global weights in each step. More specifically, a qgram gi is not included in the partial index if it has a large frequency F(gi ), and only
if all positions can be still covered by the remaining q-grams. The technical details of
Algorithm 5.1 are best described with the following example.
Going back to the example in Figure 5.1, the string σ = ‘one world one dream one
night in beijing’ has 40 positions to be covered and 33 distinct 3-grams. A single pass
over string σ will extract all q-grams and their posting lists. The q-grams are then sorted
in descending order of their frequencies . Next, a counter cnt[i] for each position in the
string σ is initialized to 0.
Figure 5.2 depicts the first few steps of the C HOOSE PARTIAL G RAMS algorithm for
the string σ of Figure 5.1. The most frequent q-gram is ‘one’, but it has to be selected
because it covers the first position of string σ. Thus, G 0 = {‘one’}. Next, the count cnt
of each position in string σ covered by ‘one’ is set to 3. The second row of Figure 5.2
shows the values of the count array cnt for each position in the string σ after 3-gram
‘one’ has been selected.
The second most frequent 3-gram is ‘ne ’. The positions that 3-gram ‘ne ’ covers
are either already covered (e.g., position 2) or the count value cnt is less than q-1.
Therefore, 3-gram ‘ne ’ can safely be disregarded since it is too frequent and other
3-grams do exist for covering the uncovered positions. However, before disregarding
3-gram ‘ne ’, each of the positions {4, 14, 24} is incremented by 1 to signify that there
are still q-1 q-grams left that can potentially cover these positions. The third row of
Figure 5.2 depicts the new state of the count array.
The next two 3-grams are ‘ne ’ and ‘e w’. Both of them can be disregarded, because they are high in the frequency list and none of the positions that they cover on
string σ have a count cnt equal to q-1. However, ‘ wo’ has to be selected to ensure that
position 4 of string σ is covered.
Algorithm 5.1 terminates with thirteen 3-grams selected for the partial 3-gram index: G 0 = {one, wo, rld, d o, dr, eam, m o, ni, ght, in, be, iji, ing}.
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3-gram

signature

one
wo
···

$
er
··

posting list
1
11, 21
4
···

Figure 5.3: Signature-based Posting List
The complexity of algorithm C HOOSE PARTIAL G RAMS is O(|σ| + |G|ln|G|). First,
a linear scan is performed on σ to derive all q-grams, their postings lists, and the frequencies F(gi ). The cost of sorting all q-grams is O(|G|ln|G|). The big loop is a linear
in the size of σ, since each position of σ will be visited at most q times.

5.3.3

Signature-based Gram Indices

There are two main limitations regarding partial q-gram indices: i) some very frequent
q-grams are unavoidably selected to ensure that each byte of the string σ is covered;
ii) during query evaluation, the indexed partial q-grams might not be sufficient to fully
answer a query %, thus resulting in a candidate list. In order to prune the false positives
from the candidate list, the string σ has to be examined, causing time consuming I/O
access.
To alleviate the aforementioned limitations, we propose the use of signatures. A
signature s of a q-gram g is defined to be the concatenation of the two bytes guarding
g in string σ. More specifically, let a q-gram be gi and its posting list be P(gi ) = {p}.
Then, the signature s of gi in position p is s = σ[p − 1]σ[p + q]. A q-gram may have
as many signatures as the number of postings in its posting list P. The collection of
all the signatures of a q-gram g, together with its posting list will be referred to as an
s-gram. The q-gram g is also called the infix of its s-gram. Finally, we will refer to the
first byte of a signature s as s[1] and the second as s[2]. If s[1] or s[2] do not correspond
to a byte (i.e., they point to the positions before the start or after the end of the string
σ) then the symbol $ is used.
Figure 5.3 shows the signatures s of the first two q-grams of the string σ of Figure 5.1. The 3-gram ‘one’ has the posting list {1, 11, 21} and the list of signatures
{$ , }. Consequently, the postings list of 3-gram ‘one’ can be split to two smaller
ones, namely {1} and {11, 21}, each one referring to a different signature of ‘one’.
Signatures are used to split long posting lists, in order to reduce both the number of
postings fetched and the number of candidates produced during query processing. This
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is true because s-grams are more discriminative than q-grams. However, signatures
may have a considerable storage overhead. In theory, the number of signatures for
each q-gram is at most 216 (for 2 bytes), but in practice the number of signatures for
most q-grams is far below this upper bound.
The frequency distribution of q-grams in the text data sets we used loosely follows
Zipf’s law. This indicates that many q-grams will have short posting lists. For these qgrams, the overhead of maintaining their signatures is higher than retrieving the whole
posting list during query evaluation. Moreover, some long posting lists may be split
to very fine grained pieces, as a result of a large number of different signatures. For
these cases, it is preferable to combine the fine grained lists into groups and thus save
storage overhead. The next section presents techniques on how to dynamically make
the decision on which posting lists to keep unmodified, which ones to split with the use
of signatures and which ones to be combined into groups.

5.3.4

QS-Grams

We propose a novel approach to marry the merits of q-gram and s-gram, named qsgram, with the following objectives: maintain less grams on the index entries, split
long posting lists for improved query performance, and merge short postings to further
save index space.
Figure 5.4 gives an overview of qs-gram. Two histograms are required, Hs and
Hq , for s-grams and q-grams, respectively. Assume that q = 3, the number of distinct
q-grams is up to 224 and for s-grams 240 . The histogram Hs might be too large to fit in
memory. A lossy technique will be discussed in Section 5.4 on how these histograms
can be efficiently built in the secondary memory.
As depicted in Figure 5.4, there are less q-grams than s-grams, and in average, the
frequency of a q-gram is higher than that of an s-gram. Suppose that a threshold t is
used to determine whether a gram is frequent or not, the grams are classified as follows:
1. Frequent s-grams (f requency ≥ t) will end up with their own posting list.
Referring to the left part of Hs in Figure 5.4, they reside in an s-gram dictionary.
2. Infrequent q-grams (f requency < t) will not be split at all. These q-grams are
maintained in a q-gram dictionary, as shown in Figure 5.4, the right part of Hq .
3. For the grams in between, i.e., q-grams with frequencies greater than t and sgrams having frequencies less than t, a hash-based approach is utilised.
If a q-gram g has a long posting list, but has many s-grams with short posting lists,
the hash function h() is used to combine s-gram lists in a single one. To construct
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Figure 5.4: An Overview of QS-Gram
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the hash-based q-gram dictionary, a number of buckets is dynamically allocated for
each q-gram according to the frequencies of q-grams. For instance, if a q-gram ge with
frequency 35 is to be split and the threshold is t = 10, four buckets will be allocated
for ge . As the hash-function randomly combines infrequent signatures, the amount of
postings falling in each hash bucket approximates t. The keys in the hash-based q-gram
index are just q-grams stored in order, each leading to an array of buckets. To look up
an infrequent s-gram, its infix q-gram g is first found, after which the hash function h()
is applied on s to compute the specific bucket, as shown in Figure 5.4. The main reason
for using a hash function to combine buckets is that it requires no additional storage
space.
The qs-gram index is designed to merge short posting lists of s-grams associated
with one q-gram, so as to get almost equally length t posting lists. The certainty that
posting lists have a certain minimum length ensures that even in skewed gram distributions storage volume is dominated by postings, and not by the dictionary, and also
ensures that compression is functional on all postings. As twice the list length t is an
upper bound on the average number of false positives, it should be chosen relatively
small.

5.4

Implementation Details

This section describes the implementation details for building the q-gram indices. Since
the input data is larger than the available memory, we present chunk based algorithms
for full and partial q-gram indices that efficiently divide the process to fit in memory.
We then present how a query is evaluated against the proposed q-gram indices.

5.4.1

Gram Generation

We describe not only effective, but also efficient and scalable generation algorithms
for full q-gram, partial q-gram and qs-gram indices. Since, the input data may not
fit entirely in main memory, and in order to achieve good scalability, a chunk based
generation strategy is used. Specifically, the input data is partitioned into chunks, i.e.,
a sequence of bytes with equal length, and each chunk is processed independently. The
algorithm can be executed either sequentially or in parallel over each chunk. After
the termination of the chunk based generation, the local posting lists of each chunk
are merged using a multi-way merge-union operation. The size of each chunk can be
tuned, in order to render the algorithm cache or memory resident.
To decrease storage overhead, as well as to improve I/O system performance, all
posting lists are compressed before being written to disk. Since each posting list is
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Figure 5.5: Global and local data structures
sorted, delta coding [36, 5] is adopted. Delta coding computes the difference between
consecutive postings, and records only the value of the first posting and the following
differences. Other compression techniques are orthogonally applicable.
For the chunk-wise processing, the input string σ is partitioned to d|σ|/me chunks
C1 , C2 , . . . , Cd|σ|/me , each of size m. Each chunk Ci also includes q − 1 bytes from
the previous chunk Ci−1 to ensure that no q-gram is missed during index creation. To
illustrate this, assume that q = 3 and m = 2, thus string σ is partitioned into 2 chunks,
C1 and C2 :
σ = σ[1] · · · σ[m − 2] σ[m − 1]σ[m] σ[m + 1]σ[m + 2] · · · σ[2m]
|
{z
}
q−1=2

The first chunk C1 is from position 1 until m, while the second chunk C2 , from
position m + 1 up to 2m. However, this way each chunk is processed separately, and
the 3-gram σ[m − 1]σ[m]σ[m + 1] would never be found. To avoid this miss, C2 is
redefined to also include q − 1 = 2 bytes from the previous chunk, thus C2 starts at
m − 1 and ends at 2m.
A global and a local histogram are used to record the frequencies of the q-grams
found in string σ. The global histogram records the total frequency of each q-gram
found on the entire input data. This histogram remains always in memory, since it is
updated by every chunk. The left part of Figure 5.5 depicts the structure of the global
histogram. It only consists of the q-grams and their frequencies.
On the other hand, a different local histogram exists for each chunk, which stores
only the frequencies of the q-grams found in a specific chunk. To free up memory, each
local histogram is flushed to disk after we finished processing the chunk. In addition
to the local histogram, each chunk has its own data file, which contains all posting
lists P, i.e., the positions in the input string where the q-grams are located. The local
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histogram is used to navigate in the data file by computing the offset and the length for
the posting list of each q-gram. The right part of Figure 5.5 depicts the structure of the
local histogram and the data file for chunk Ci .
Algorithm 5.2 Chunk-Wise Processing C HUNK P ROCESSING(Ci , q)
Input: current chunk Ci , gram length q
Output: a local histogram Hi and a data file Di
k ← 0;
define struct temp = {q-gram, position};
while Ci [k] not the end of chunk
temp[k] ← Ci [k, k + q − 1], k;
k ← k + 1;
radix sort(temp) on q-gram, position;
Hi ← merge the same grams and compute the frequencies;
populate Di from temp.position;
update global histogram with Hi ;
return Hi , Di ;
Algorithm 5.2 details how the local histogram and the data file is populated for each
chunk. A temporary structure is used that records each q-gram and its position in the
chunk Ci . First, chunk Ci is sequentially scanned and every q-gram is extracted and
stored to temp. Afterwards, the temp structure is sorted on the value of the q-grams
by using the radix cluster algorithm [53] (a radix sort on the 8q lowest significant bits
when viewing the concatenated bytes of a gram as a number) in O(qm) time. Next,
the temp structure is merged to contain all the postings of the same q-gram and the
frequencies are computed. This is possible, because radix cluster will group all same
q-grams together. Next, the data file Di is populated by dumping sequentially the
merged and sorted temp structure. Finally, the global histogram is updated by merging
the current local histogram.
The above process is repeated for all chunks. Afterwards, the local data files Di
are merged to one single global data file D. Each posting list of the local data files
is written to the correct offset of the single global data file by consulting the global
histogram. The resulting global data file contains the entire posting list of each q-gram
in the input string σ.
An alternative approach is to scan the entire input string and collect the global
histogram without writing data to disk. In a second scan, data could be written to
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the final global data file without merging local posting lists. However, this alternative
approach writes data using random I/O, which renders the algorithm I/O bound. For
the proposed approach, all disk reads/writes entail sequential I/Os, which is over an
order of magnitude faster than random.
Index generation thus produces two global structures: a histogram H and a data
file D. The global histogram contains entries of the form [q-gram|data offset], where
data offset refers to the position in the data file that the q-grams’ posting list can be
found. The q-grams are sorted to facilitate binary search during query evaluation. The
data file is the concatenation of the posting lists of all q-grams.
The generation procedure for partial q-grams is similar to full q-grams. The only
difference is that in each chunk, instead of indexing all q-grams, partial q-grams are
selected using the algorithm proposed in Section 5.3.2. The decision is made locally
by consulting only the local histograms.
For generating the qs-gram index, two global histograms are required, as depicted
in Figure 5.4. One global histogram is needed for q-grams and one for s-grams. These
are used to assist the gram classification by examining their frequencies. The two
global histograms are produced in the same way as described until now. However, the
s-gram histogram is an array of [(q + 2)-gram, posting list] entries sorted first on the
s-gram level then on the postings. Recall that the number of s-grams is up to 240 when
q = 3, which could render the s-gram histogram to be out of memory. A lossy probabilistic counting technique is adopted for this case, similar to [56], where there is a
limited histogram buffer. In principle all s-grams are collected, but when the buffer
gets full, s-grams with a small count are removed to make space. The adaptive approach works as follows. A lower bound, initially set to 1, is used to guard whether
an s-gram should be removed or not. If after removing entries with only 1 occurrence,
there is still not enough space, the lower bound is doubled and the above removal operation is repeated until there is enough space in the buffer. This leads to an incomplete
histogram on the s-gram level, but generally only s-grams that occur very infrequently
will be missing.
After the first scan of the input string, we determine using threshold t whether a
q-gram should be split with signatures: i) very frequent s-grams will end up with a
private posting list, recorded in an s-gram dictionary; ii) very infrequent q-grams will
not be split at all, stored in a q-gram dictionary; iii) the hash based approach is used in
between.
Next, the input string is scanned for the second time. In this second pass, the local
histograms and data files are generated for each chunk. We point out two differences
with full q-gram generation. First, for hash based q-grams, instead of maintaining for
each q-gram a global offset, each bucket records an offset. Secondly, posting lists are
sorted in s-gram level. Therefore, during the construction of the q-grams and hash
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based q-grams, the posting list is re-sorted.
The final multi-way merge-union on sorted posting lists is similar to that for qgrams. The only difference is that the three types of dictionaries must be handled
separately.

5.4.2

Query Processing

Consider a query % of size |%| = k where k ≥ 2q − 1. The query % is decomposed
into a set of q-grams G% = {g1 , . . . , gk−q+1 }, where each gi = %[i] · · · %[i + q − 1]
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − q + 1. If signatures are used, the signature si of each q-gram gi is
si = %[i − 1]%[i + q]. The first byte s1 of the first signature and the second byte sk−q+1
of the last signature are unknown. They are set to a wildcard ∗ that matches any single
byte, i.e. s1 [1] = sk−q+1 [2] = ∗. With the above information about q-grams and
signatures for the query %, and the stored histograms, a set of posting lists is fetched
from disk and the positional merge join is applied.
In an early optimization step, negative queries, i.e., queries that have empty results,
can be quickly identified before even the postings are fetched. In the case of full qgrams, if any posting list of gi ∈ G% is empty (∃P(gi ) = ∅), % is a negative query, since
a query will have an empty result if at least one of its substring does not appear. For
example, let a string σe =‘one world’ and two queries %1 :‘one w’, ‘%2 :one v’. For
query %1 , all its q-grams are indexed by the q-grams of σe . With regards to %2 , one of
its q-gram. i.e., g3 =‘e v’, is not indexed, and thus %2 is a negative query over σe .
In the case of partial q-gram and qs-gram, the criteria are different since some qgrams are pruned: i) if all posting lists are empty (∀P(gi ) = ∅) where gi ∈ G% , % is a
negative query, and ii) if the i-th byte of the query % is not covered by any q-gram, and
q − 1 < i < |%| − q + 3, then % is a negative query. Notice that we can not determine
if a query is negative if the bytes that are not covered are the q − 1 bytes located at the
borders of the given query.
The next step, and since it has been established that the query % might have a nonempty result set, the relevant posting lists must be fetched. For the full q-gram index,
the posting lists of all q-grams are indexed. However, in order to further optimize the
query evaluation, q-grams with very long posting lists can be omitted during query
evaluation. The basic requirement is that each byte of the query is covered at least
by one q-gram. For instance, to cover a seven-byte query ‘one wor’, the grams ‘one’
and ‘wor’ can be used. To cover the remaining byte ‘ ’, any of the q possible grams
(i.e., ‘ne ’, ‘e w’ and ‘ wo’) are checked, and the one with the smallest frequency is
selected.
In the case of the partial q-gram index, unfortunately the same optimization techniques can not be applied. The q-grams are selected chunk-wise and based on local
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decisions (i.e., the local histogram), thus there is no guarantee that a specific q-gram
will be found across the entire input string. Therefore, no matter whether a query % is
fully covered or not, all posting lists must be fetched and examined.
The qs-gram index has three histograms. The infrequent q-gram histogram is processed similarly to the partial q-gram index. However, the histograms for the s-grams
and hash based q-grams are treated differently, since the stored signatures must be taken
into account. First, the signature si of each gram gi is extracted. There are three cases:
1. si = %[i − 1]%[i + q], where i 6= 1 and i 6= k − q + 1. The signatures are ordered,
hence a binary search is used to identify the specific entry for si .
2. si = %[k − q + 1]∗, which refers to the last q-gram of query %. With the use of
binary search all signatures whose first byte is %[k − q + 1] will be identified.
3. si = ∗%[q + 1] i.e., the first q-gram. The second byte of the signatures is not
sorted, therefore a binary search can not be used and all signatures of gi will be
fetched.
If the q-gram is not found in the s-gram histogram, the hash based q-grams are
searched. The hash value of si is calculated and used to identify the bucket that the
q-gram should reside in. If it is found, the corresponding posting list is fetched. Notice
that, if the signature contains a wildcard (for g1 and gk−q+1 ), the hash value cannot be
decided and thus all posting lists of the current q-gram will be fetched. Finally, if the
q-gram is not located either in the s-gram nor the hash based histogram, the q-gram
histogram is queried.
All fetched relevant posting lists are then fed into a positional merge join operator
in order to identify the valid occurrences of the query % in string σ. For the full q-gram
index, a standard multi-way positional merge join is sufficient. However, for the partial
q-gram and qs-gram indices, the positional merge join must adaptively determine in a
chunk-wise fashion which q-grams are present and which were (potentially) pruned by
the set-cover algorithm:
1. When processing a chunk Ci , if all posting lists have no postings indexed in
chunk Ci , or some byte %[k] of a query % is not covered where q − 1 < k <
|%| − q + 3, chunk Ci can be safely skipped,
2. If some q-grams have postings (are indexed) in the chunk Ci , and the corresponding q-grams cover all bytes of the query3 , the standard multi-way positional
merge join is used.
3 Note

that if a certain q-gram is stored as an s-gram, we have information on q + 2 query letters.
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3. Otherwise, that is, if the present q-grams cover the inner part of a query but not
the outer boundaries, a multi-way positional merge join is still performed, but
these results are marked as candidates, requiring verification afterwards.
Note that for the qs-gram index, the candidate list of the third case will be shorter
than that of the partial q-gram, thus less postings would have to be verified against the
input string.

5.4.3

Extensions

Possible future optimisations in qs-gram query processing address the problem that
when examining a chunk and seeing that a certain q-gram is not present, we pessimistically assumed in the above that the q-gram must have been pruned, while it could also
be that there was simply no occurrence (in that case, there is no query result in this
chunk, and whatever we emit above is a false positive). To address this, we could augment our indexing structure with a bit-string for each q-gram, that records whether a
q-gram was preserved by the set-cover algorithm in a specific chunk or not. For example, the bit-string 11001 means that a q-gram g is present in chunks 1, 2 and 5. This
information can then be used to emit considerable less false positives, but raises the future research question as to the space/time trade-offs of keeping this extra information,
especially on data sets with many q-grams. Even if no bit-strings are kept, a similar
optimization can already be made in the qs-gram approach when merging a signature
or hashed list (i.e. in case of a globally frequent q-gram). If this list turns out to have
no postings in a chunk, we can still analyze the other hash and signature tables for the
same infix q-gram in this chunk. Because the set-covering pruning decisions are made
on the q-gram level, presence of any other infix matching information in the indices is
proof that the q-gram was not pruned in Ci , and can be used to reduce false positives.
Note, however that searching for this extra proof may cause additional index I/O at
query time. One potential strategy would be to use only a limited set of (or a single)
long signature list(s) with the same infix to steer this optimization. Alternatively, when
processing hash lists, with all hash-bucketed postings list adjacent on disk, we might
simply re-use whatever information is present in the large disk block I/O unit we read
for opportunistic pruning.
Partial q-grams are selected separately in different chunks. In order not to miss any
query result, the postings near the chunk boundaries should be particularly considered,
since a query may cross between two chunks. We propose a simple solution. When the
iterators of all posting lists are moved to the next chunk, for each posting list of the i-th
q-gram gi of the query %, an iterator is moved backward to the last previous posting pi .
The candidate query match is %0 such that %[i] = pi . To check whether %0 crosses two
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chunks, only the first byte %0 [1] = pi − i + 1 and the last byte %0 [|%0 |] = pi + |%0 | − i
need to be checked.

5.5

Performance Study

We conducted extensive experiments with all discussed q-gram indices, investigating
index creation time, index space and query performance. The following datasets were
used:
• wiki-article: the Wikipedia archive that contains current versions of article content (22GB)4 .
• wiki-meta: the complete Wikipedia archive including discussion and user pages
(44GB).
• XMark5 , using scale factors from 10 to 500 to generate XML documents from
1.1GB to 55GB.
• GOV2: the dataset used in the 2006 TREC Terabyte Track[?] consisting of a
crawl of the .gov domain (426GB).
• movie: we also experimented with a number of binary data files containing
movies, and ranging in size from 1GB to 8GB, mainly to show the index creation and space behavior when there are many more different grams and the
frequency is more uniform (we still lack application scenarios and queries that
could be useful on such binary data, this is future work).
In the following, we use FG, PG and QS to denote full q-gram, partial q-gram and
qs-gram indices. Most experiments were conducted on a PC with a 2.40GHz Intel
Core2 Quad Q6600 CPU, 8GB of RAM and 2 hard disks in RAID-0. The experiments
with the larger 426GB GOV2 dataset did not fit on the storage system of the PC, and
were done instead on a server machine with two quad-core 2.8GHz Xeon (Nehalem)
CPUs, 48GB of memory and a RAID-0 file system consisting of 16 SSDs (Intel X25M). Note that in the index creation experiment, all I/O is sequential, and performance
of SSDs is quite similar to normal hard drives. On this machine, we also performed a
parallel experiment, where the 426GB dataset was split into eight partitions of 53GB,
on which we ran our indexing program in parallel.
4 http://download.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20090512
5 http://monetdb.cwi.nl/xml/
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elapsed time in sec. (write time in parentheses)
FG
PG
QS
wiki-article
4165
4274
9673
22GB
(1495)
(778)
(882)
wiki-meta
8665
8901
20042
44GB
(3133)
(1646)
(2193)
XMark
11122
10964
24057
55GB
(4151)
(2018)
(2346)
single PC, two disks
GOV2-1core
91364
87045
174872
426GB (32365) (13475)
(5507.9)
GOV2-8core
12539
12068
25129
426GB
(4966) (2555.4) (1018.37)
8-core server, 16 SSDs
Table 5.3: Index Creation Performance (sec)

5.5.1

Index Creation

Table 5.3 shows the overall time needed to create the various indices, where we give
below each result between parenthesis the sub-component time needed for the multiway merge union. The chunk size was 128MB for FG, PG and QS (we used frequency
threshold t = 2000), causing a first phase of index generation for a 128MB chunk of
the input data at-a-time. For the subsequent of merging local posting lists within chunk
into a global index, the buffer size was again set to 128MB, causing our external merge
sort to read each time 128MB of postings from all chunks, writing this out as a global
postings lists. All algorithms run CPU-bound. For FG and PG, we achieve an indexing
speed of 18GB per hour on the PC, and on the server machine in the 8-way parallel
experiment, the 426GB of GOV2 data was indexed in less than 3.5 hours, achieving
good speedup.
For QS, the performance is around 8GB per hour on the PC. SG and PG require
additional time for running the set covering algorithm, but in case of PG this extra cost
is offset by the fact that it writes less postings (this can be seen by comparing the write
times between parentheses). QS takes much more time, since (1) the radix-sort runs
on q + 2 bytes instead of q bytes, (2) to save space without writing intermediate data,
the raw string is scanned twice. The first scan is to collect two global dictionaries for
s-gram and q-gram. The second scan processes chunk-wise data.
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FG
PG
QS
dict:

wiki
22GB
43
23
23.7
0

wiki
44GB
89
47
50.7
0

XMark
55GB
111
58
69.7
0

GOV2
426GB
606.7
425.3
490.3
0

binary data (movie)
1GB 2GB 4GB 8GB
3.9
7.6
16
31
2.4
4.7
9.5
19
2.6
4.9
9.7
19.8
.2
.2
.2
.3

Table 5.4: Index Storage Space (GB)
Index Size

FG
10000 PG
QS

FG
PG
QS
Index Size (GB)

Generation Time (sec)

Generation Time

1000

100
1.1GB 2.2GB 4.4GB 8.8GB 18GB

36GB

10

1
1.1GB

2.2GB

4.4GB

8.8GB

18GB

36GB

Figure 5.6: XMark data with factors 10, 20 to 320

5.5.2

Index Space

Table 5.4 shows the sizes of generated indices, including the space for the dictionaries.
The dictionary sizes depend on the amount of different grams (see Table 5.2). As the
amount of different grams in the index is small in textual data, the dictionary sizes do
not play any role in the results on the textual data sets in Table 5.4. Table 5.4 shows
in the additional “dict:” row that for QS (the scheme with the largest dictionaries),
this overhead is still limited. The overall conclusion for textual data is that FG with
compression typically achieves a 2x storage space, and PG and SG improve that to
roughly 1x. In case of binary data, index space deteriorates to 4x in FG. Both partial
approaches perform similar, and reduce storage by almost a factor 2.
Figure 5.6 shows the scalability on XMark using sizes 1.1GB, up to 36GB. Figure 5.6 (a) confirms linear scalability in creation time and Figure 5.6 (b) confirms linear
scalability in index sizes.
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Query Evaluation

For each data set, queries with variable lengths were tested, from 5 to 15. For queries
with the same length, 100 positive queries were randomly drawn from the dataset, but
we excluded queries with excessively long results (> 1M). In the figures, the results
are ordered on FG score to help comparison. Due to space limitations, we concentrate
here on the 44GB wiki-meta data. Figures 5.7 (a)-(d) shows that for short queries
(e.g., 5), FG is generally faster than PG and QS. However, when the length of queries
increases to 9, the difference between FG and PG, QS get smaller, and QS processes
many queries faster than FG. For queries with lengths 11 and 15, QS outperforms FG
for most queries (PG being slowest always).
To understand these results better, we first explain the other two groups of experiments. The first group is shown in Figures 5.7 (e)-(h), showing the number of postings
loaded for different approaches. The number reported here was the posting under compression i.e. the data read from disk, but not the number of postings resulting from the
positional merge join. The other group of experiments is the number of postings verified, which applies only to PG and QS, since they may generate false positives. These
numbers are shown in Figures 5.7 (i)-(l).
Figures 5.7 (e)-(h) tell that FG and PG load many more postings than QS. The
reason that FG sometimes loaded less data than PG is that FG was optimized to omit
long posting lists from query plans. PG, however, cannot prune long posting lists, since
that will potentially introduce many false positives. QS, however, always fetches less
postings, since the posting lists of qs-grams are typically short.
The query evaluation for FG is CPU-bound, dominated by the number of postings
in the positional merge join. The execution time of PG and QS is composed of two
parts: (1) positional merge join, which is dominated by the number of postings loaded;
(2) false positive checks, which will dominate the overall time if the number of candidates is large. Observe from Figures 5.7 (i)-(l) that QS always checks less candidates
than PG. The value below 1 means that there is no candidates, i.e., all chunks are fully
covered. When only few (or none) candidates are required to be checked, QS outperforms FG and PG. PG is normally slower than FG, since PG could load more postings
and candidates are to be verified. Note that PG has the smallest storage space, roughly
half of used by FG. QS needs slightly more space, but outperforms PG in query processing.
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Related Work

For answering exact substring matching, suffix tree [55, 22] and suffix array [52, 25]
have been extensively studied, but this has not yet produced algorithms that could work
on huge sizes such as the 426GB GOV2 dataset we indexed.
Q-gram based indices were first used to model sequences, using the statistical properties of q-grams. q-grams have been widely studied for efficient approximate string
matching, also using DBMS as the storage and execution component [29]. In order
to improve the performance of approximate queries, [50, 88] proposed variable-length
grams, and [9, 42] worked on reducing the sizes of indices – note that our work concerns not approximate but with exact query processing. Many other work study the
problem of approximate string joins using various similarity functions [6, 20, 70]. The
above q-gram based approaches focus mainly on improving approximate string matching, and not robust enough to efficiently handle the problem of exact substring matching.
Suffix tree [55, 22] and suffix array [52, 25] are studied as indices to allow fast substring searching. A suffix tree could be constructed in O(|σ|) time, versus O(|σ|log |σ| )
time for a suffix array. Finding all occurrences of a query % over σ requires O(|%|+|σ|)
time. Q-gram based indices are first used to model sequences, using the statistical
properties of q-grams. Naturally, q-grams are widely studied for efficient approximate
matching, by converting a sequence of strings of a set of q-grams, such that different
sequences can be compared efficiently [29]. The storage overhead of a suffix tree is
typically 10 − 20 times of the raw string. Suffix array reduces the storage overhead to
a factor of 4. They are unfavourable to real applications due to their large sizes.

5.7

Summary

We presented different gram-based indices for exact substring matching on huge data
sets. Motivated by the fact that the full q-gram index has considerable storage overhead,
impacting particularly the ease of manipulating such huge data sets, we aimed at space
economical q-gram indices. The proposed partial q-gram indices have a very compact
size (around 1x), but produce a relative large number of false positives that must be
checked against the raw data. To alleviate this problem in partial q-grams, we proposed
a novel approach called qs-gram index. The qs-gram index is designed to exploit the
gram distribution, by splitting long posting lists and merge short posting lists with a
frequency-adaptive signature approach, to ensure good data compression and query
performance. The trade-off compared to partial q-grams is that qs-grams consume
slightly larger space. We demonstrated excellent scalability on large data sets (up to
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426GB), and showed query performance of qs-grams rivals or even improves that of
traditional full q-grams.
As to future work, to reduce the number of postings to be verified in query processing, we plan to build to a cost model to judge when is benefit to load and combine
multiple posting lists intead of verifying the raw data. Also, the dictionary size (and
auxiliary bit-strings) for large binary data is problematic. We will investigate dictionary
compression techniques.

Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks
Indexes have been an integral part of database management systems. They allow
queries to be evaluated faster since they prevent scanning the entire base data each time.
In this thesis we have presented four different indexes, each one designed to tackle a
specific challenging application. Despite the different specifications, all indexes in this
thesis share one design principle, they are space efficient.
To conclude this thesis, we iterate over the major contributions and we provide a
roadmap for future research on the specific subject.

6.1
6.1.1

Contributions
Imprints

We first described column imprints, a light-weight secondary index with a small memory footprint suited for a main-memory setting. It is a bitvector indexes, Our extensive experimental evaluation showed significant query evaluation speed-up against pure
scans and the established indexing approaches of zonemaps and bitmaps with bit- binning and WAH compression. The storage overhead of column imprints is just a few
percent, with a max of 12 over the base column.

6.1.2

Split Bloom Filters

In this chapter we presented split Bloom filters, a collection of variable-size Bloom
filters maintained in memory. Each filter covers a subset of the key values (records).
141
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This approach makes it possible to adjust the size of the filters and use more bits for
subsets that are larger and/or more frequently accessed. Rebuilding one or a few small
filters in response to inserts, deletes or changes in access frequencies is also faster than
rebuilding a single large filter. We also presented a mathematical model and methods
to optimally size the filters in a collection, taking into account the number of distinct
values covered by a filter and how frequently the filter is accessed. We also showed
how and when to rebuild filters in response to changes in data or access frequencies.
We performed an extensive experimental evaluation and found that our approach has
several advantages compared with using a single large filter.

6.1.3

Generic Typed Value Indexes

In this chapter we described a collection of indices for XML text, element, and attribute node values that (i) consume little storage, (ii) have low maintenance overhead,
(iii) permit fast equi-lookup on string values, and (iv) support range-lookup on any
XML typed value (e.g., double, dateTime). We evaluated our design and algorithms in
MonetDB/XQuery and they are now part of a stable release of MonetDB/XQuery, thus
putting our ideas to an every-day test.

6.1.4

Partial Grams

We presented different gram-based indices for exact substring matching on huge data
sets. Motivated by the fact that the full q-gram index has considerable storage overhead,
impacting particularly the ease of manipulating such huge data sets, we aimed at space
economical q-gram indices. The main contribution, qs-grams are designed to exploit
the gram distribution, by splitting long posting lists and merge short posting lists with
a frequency-adaptive signature approach, to ensure good data compression and query
performance.

6.2

Future Work

All of the indexes presented in this thesis can be used in a distributed environment.
However, the adaptation depends on both the application and the underlying hardware
setting. We believe it is a fairly straight forward process, however there is plenty of
room to explore new scientific questions and define the details for such an adaptation.
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Imprints

The current implementation of imprints in MonetDB can cope with multithreaded
scans. Each thread checks a different portion of imprints and produces a list of qualifying positions that are later merged to one list. Likewise, imprints can be used in a
distributed environment.
Another extension of imprints currently into the workings is to perform parallel
scans in multiple columns. Such scans are needed for GIS applications and other ndimensional queries. Also, a single imprint may contain information for more than one
column, instead of merging in parallel multiple imprints.

6.2.2

Split Bloom Filters

Split Bloom filters can be used in a distributed environment or cluster of computers to
transmit information between nodes, in order to mark which ones contain data relevant
to the query. The size of each Bloom filter can be determined not by the frequency of a
specific key is accessed, but by the amount of the workload a node has. More specific,
the smaller a bloom filter is, the more the false positives that have to be resolved during
the step of checking the data. Therefore, if a node has little to no workload, it can
transmit a smaller Bloom filter to the nodes that are more busy, thus a) reducing the
amount of probing the busy nodes have to perform, and b) increasing the amount of
false positive checking the less busy nodes have to perform.

6.2.3

Generic Typed Value Indexes

We presented the generic typed value indexes in the context of XML. However, they
can equally be used for RDF data. RDF has become more popular and it is the model
of choice for most modern application to share semi-structured data. RDF also uses
the XML standard to donate the type of the values, and also share the same semantics.
Thus, the generic typed value indexes can be used in a RDF repository with some
adjustments.

6.2.4

Partial Grams

Partial grams are split in many chunks, thus providing a natural way to distribute them
over multiple nodes. Pattern matching is a very important function for scientific applications such as genome sequences and internet security.
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Another approach to Big Data

In this thesis we presented techniques to search big datasets for that piece of information that is relevant to the query. We done so by using indexes that are small enough to
fit in today’s main memories in order to speed up the search.
However, exploring big data can become a futile process. The amount of information is so large, and the speed that it is produced is so fast, that one can easily get lost
in this flood of data, even with the use of small and fast indexes. Having that in mind,
we argue that a different approach is needed towards the big data problem. Instead of
gathering vast amounts of data that we cannot consume, we should introduce a rotting
factor to disregard old and unused data, while also introduce methods that transform
data to fresh and new, but more concise, information.

6.3.1

Big Data Space Rotting

For the sake of brevity consider a single table R(t, f, A1 , . . . , An ) where Ai denotes
the attributes, t the real-world time it was inserted, and a freshness property f ∈ [0, 1]
initially set to 1. So far, the relation R can be used like a normal relational table.
However, rotting of the data may take place, i.e., the extent of table R decays with a
periodic clock cycle of T seconds using a data fungus f until it is completely rotten
away.
Each tuple in R rots over time, reflected in an ever decreasing freshness value.
When the freshness reaches zero, the tuple is discarded from R. An simple decay
fungus F would be to consider retention periods, where after the data will be discarded.
However, many more data fungi can be considered, based on their rate of decay, what
to decay, how to decay, etc.

6.3.2

Big Data Space Freshness

The evident approach to avoid rotten data is to eat it or cook it into useful information
as soon as possible. It is a task normally undertaken by the data ingestion pipeline.
But, we can go one step further by focusing on the queries over R. Consider the selectfrom-where queries A = Q(T, R, P ), the query Q over table R with predicate P , target
expression T and answer set A. Then, the extent of table R is replaced after each query
Q into the combination of the answer set A and a reduced extent of R, where all tuples
in R satisfying P have been discarded immediately.
This rule stresses the point that once you take something out of R, you should
distill it into useful knowledge, a summary, or consume it, or store it in a new container
subject to different data fungi. The database is kept in optimal health condition if you
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regularly can turn rotting portions into summaries for later consumption, or inspect
them once before removal.
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Summary
The big data era is characterized by the challenges put forward by both data-intensive
scientific discovery and the e-commerce surge. Scientific discovery has shifted from
being an exercise of theory and computation, to become the exploration of an ocean of
observational data. State-of-the-art astronomical observatories and modern scientific
instruments produce every day petabytes of information. Moreover, e-commerce sales
have grown in the last decade and expected to account for more than 10% of retail sales
in the near future. Analyzing user generated data and web logs is crucial for increasing
competitiveness, creating targeted advertisement and advanced recommendation systems, and providing quality of service. Enterprises gather huge amounts of data, to
be continuously queried and updated for fast user experience, but also batch analyzed
over long periods to design business plans and economical strategies. The big data
challenges in the size of the data collections, the speed of updates, and the diversity of
the data models are summarized in the so called “3Vs” volume, velocity, variety.
The predominant answer to the big data challenge, given by the data management
community, is the raw power of big data center installations, complemented by new
technologies focusing on scalable distribution of data and operations, such as MapReduce and Hadoop. In addition, system designers have build database warehouses to
work on top of these distributed environments, such as Hive, Pig, Impala, and more.
These systems are spread across multiple machines and therefor should be easy to deploy and initialize. Moreover, accessing local partitioned data remains a bottleneck,
thus there is still a clear need for space efficient indexes that are lightweight to build
and maintain. Such space efficient indexes consume only sub-linear to the indexed data
space, are fast to create (usually a single scan), and also are easy to update (linear to the
size of the appended data). In addition, usually they are secondary structures, meaning
that they do not dictate the placement of the indexed data, thus not requiring expensive
read and write steps during creating or updates.
In this thesis we present four space efficient indexes that satisfy the above requirements. Each one of them is designed to address the requirements of a specific applica163

tion. First, we present column imprints, a cache conscious secondary index for column
stores capable of answering range queries fast. Imprints are particularly handy for numerical domains in scientific databases with a large number of attributes per table. We
next introduce a new variant of Bloom filters called split Bloom filters, designed to restrict access to cold stores in the presence of skew access. The applicability of such
index is in large e-commerce sites that keep in memory hot sets of users and products,
while old and outdated data are stored in slower memories. We then introduce a type
independent index that produces an order preserving hash function. It is used to index large XML repositories. The main challenge to overcome is that XML elements
are typeless and predicates type agnostic, e.g., a predicate matches both strings and numerical values. Finally, we present a space efficient string index based on grams, called
qs-grams. This index is capable of answering sub-string queries on huge collections of
BLOB’s or documents, faster than the state-of-the-art n-grams and by using a 1-1 ratio
of storage. qs-grams are designed for pattern matching applications, such as genome
sequence alignment or detecting malicious snippets of binary code on disks.

Samenvatting
Het big data tijdperk wordt gekenmerkt door de uitdagingen die voortkomen uit zowel
data-intensief wetenschappelijke onderzoek als door de opkomst van de elektronische
handel, de e-commerce. De wetenschappelijke ontdekking is verschoven van zijnde
een uitoefening van theorie en berekening, naar de bestudering van overvloeden aan
observationele data. Geavanceerde sterrenkundige observatoria en andere moderne wetenschappelijke instrumenten produceren elke dag petabytes aan informatie. Daarnaast
zijn de verkopen uit de elektronische handel het laatste decennium gegroeid en men
verwacht dat deze 10% gaan uitmaken van de detailhandel in de nabije toekomst. De
analyse van gegenereerde gebruikersgegevens en logbestanden van het web is cruciaal bij een toenemende concurrentie, het maken van doelgerichte reclame en moderne
aanbevelingssystemen, en voor de kwaliteit van te leveren diensten. Ondernemingen
verzamelen enorme hoeveelheden gegevens, die niet alleen continu opgevraagd en aangepast worden voor een snelle gebruiksbelevenis, maar die ook over een langere termijn groepsgewijs ontleed worden om bedrijfsplannen en economische strategieën te
ontwerpen. De big data uitdagingen kunnen naar omvang van de gegevens, de snelheid
van aanpassingen, en de verscheidenheid aan datamodellen samengevat worden in de
zogenaamde “3V’s”, naar het Engelse volume, velocity, variety.
Het overheersende antwoord op de big data uitdaging, voortgebracht door de gemeenschap van gegevensbeheerders, is de ruwe kracht van de installatie van een big
data center, aangevuld met nieuwe technologieën gericht op schaalbare verspreiding
van de data en berekeningen, zoals MapReduce en Hadoop. Daarbij hebben systeemontwerpers datawarehouses gebouwd die bovenop deze gedistribueerde omgevingen
werken, zoals Hive, Pig, Impale, en andere. Deze systemen zijn verspreid over meer
dan één machine en zouden daarom eenvoudig uit te rollen en te initialiseren zijn. Bovendien blijft de toegankelijkheid van locale gepartitioneerde data een knelpunt, wat
nog steeds de noodzaak van ruimte-efficiënte idices duidelijk maakt, die makkelijk te
bouwen en te onderhouden zijn. Het verbruik van zulke ruimte-efficiënte idices (Eng:
space efficient indexes) is slechts sublineair ten opzichte van de geı̈ndexeerde data
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space, ze zijn snel te maken (gewoonlijk in een enkele scan) en ook makkelijk te updaten (lineair ten opzichte van de toegevoegde data). Daarnaast zijn het gewoonlijk
secundaire structuren, wat betekent dat ze niet de plaatsing van de geı̈ndexeerde data
vastleggen en dus geen dure lees- en schrijfstappen vereisen gedurende het aanmaken
en updaten.
In dit proefschrift presenteren we vier ruimte-efficiënte indices die aan bovengenoemde voorwaarden voldoen. Elke afzonderlijk is ontworpen om zich op een specifieke toepassing toe te leggen. Als eerste presenteren we kolomafdrukken (Eng: column
imprints), een cache-bewuste secundaire index voor kolomgeoriënteerde databases die
in staat zijn range queries snel te beantwoorden. Imprints zijn bijzonder handig in het
numerieke domein van wetenschappelijke databases waar het aantal attributen per tabel groot is. Vervolgens stellen we een nieuwe variant van Bloom filters voor, namelijk
split Bloom filters, ontworpen om de toegang tot cold stores te beperken in de aanwezigheid van een skew toegang. De toepasbaarheid van zulke indices is voor de grotere
e-commerce sites, die hot sets van gebruikers en producten in het geheugen houden,
terwijl oude en achterhaalde gegevens opgeslagen worden in langzamere geheugens.
Daarna introduceren we een type-onafhankelijke index, die een hash functie produceert
die de volgorde behoudt. Deze wordt gebruikt om grote XML repositories te indexeren. De grootste uitdaging is om te bereiken dat de XML elementen typeloos zijn en de
predicaten type-agnostisch zijn, bijv. een predicaat dat voor zowel alfanumerieke als
numerieke waarden werkt. Tenslotte presenteren we een ruimte-efficiënte string index,
gebaseerd op grams en genaamd qs-grams. Deze index is in staat om substring queries
op grote verzamelingen van BLOB’s of documenten sneller te beantwoorden dan de
moderne n-grams en door een 1-op-1 verhouding van opslag te gebruiken. qs-grams
zijn ontworpen voor toepassingen op het gebied van patroonherkenning, zoals de sequencebepaling van het genoom of bij het opsporen van kwaadwillende stukjes binaire
code op schijven.
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